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A FLEXIBLE AND INTELLIGENT SYSTEM FOR FAST MEASUREMENTS IN BINARY
IMAGES FOR IN-LINE ROBOTIC CONTROL

E. Backer and J.J. Gerbrands

This paper describes the development and application of a
flexible and intelligent system for fast measurements in
binary images for in-line robotic control. A user-friendly
interface enables the user to communicate with the system
in order to set the specific task to undertake, to learn
applicable objects, to define transmission of measurement
results (location, orientation, classification) to the
robotic controller, and to set processing time limits.
Through an intelligent sub-system for measurements masking
based upon a knowledge driven system controller, the measure-
ment task can be made adaptive to environmental changes.
Each measurement task is controlled by adaptive cost factors
derived from estimated processing time per individual mea-
surement. A measurement task may involve low-level measure-
ments (at high speed) as well as medium-level measurements
(at a lower speed) dependent on the task definition and pro-
cessing time limits. Tracking moving objects will on~y rely
on low-level measurements (at the highest speed) and will re-
sult in transmission of object classification, location and
orientation upto ten times per second. The system is imple-
mented as a general purpose measurement module in a black-
board system shell in the setting of ASR/ASQ data transport
mechanism as offered by the Versados real-time multitasking
operating system on a 68000 target system. A hardware image
coder which encodes the image during digitization (on the
fly) enables high speed measurements based on binary opera-
tions, generalized Minkowski operations and component label-
ling on start-stop run encoded image data.

I. INTRODUCTION
Almost all commercially available VlSlon systems for robots that

locate randomly positioned parts are based on extracted 'blobs' from
binary images. Then, using a pre-defined combination of area, best
fit ellipse, perimeter, and second order moments of inertia, objects
can be recognized by comparing the measurements with those from pre-
taught models. As such, they are efficient, but have a limited ap-
plication scope. In this paper, we adress ourselves to some major
limitations of those systems:

Delft University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering,
P.O. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands
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1. the systems are not fast enough for in-line robotic controlor
cannot be tuned within certain processing time limits, and

2. they are not designed to be adaptive neither to different task
definitions nor to environmental changes.

The SRI vision module [1] on the basis of which most available sys-
tems are designed has another limitation which is not easily over-
come. That is: objects must be spatially seperated. A new vision
system [2] developed by Adept Technology relaxes this limitation
by using local features (edges, distinctive corners) rather than
global blob descriptors (area, moments, shape parameters). However,
as may be expected, in terms of computation speed, global charac-
teristics are likely to be more attractive. So, to overcome the
touching part limitation we have chosen for solving this problem
by using (if necessary) a more elaborated recognition method: in-
exact graph matching, rather than using more time consuming feature
processing all the time. The inexact graph matching technique is
based on A*-search with knowledge guided pruning to keep the search
within time limits. This has been reported in [3J and will not be
discussed in length here.

In view of the above, the design principle of our system can be
stated as follows:
- within the setting of processing time limits, dependingon a pre-
defined measurement (classification) task, the system should decide
knowledge base guided upon what measurements should be selected
(any combination of low-level and medium-level features) and what
matching technique (fast k,k'-Nearest Neighbour rule or inexact
graph matching) should be used -.
As such, we are aiming at a fast and flexible measurement and clas-
sification system operating as a slave-processor (within the limits
of processing time and transmission of measurement results) in in-
line robotic control. The above design principle can be translated
into three main design components:
1. Processing speed

In recognition of the fact that our target system (VME 68000)
has no dedicated hardware for image operations and object recogni-
tion, the execution time of a program for the recognition of parts
in the robot environment (even if programmed in 68000 assembly lan-
guage) would easily exceed a few seconds which is far too slow for
the application in mind. In order to improve the speed of operation,
the binary image is encoded: the image is scanned and the starting
position of the black and white runs (number of subsequent pixels
with the same polarity) are stored in a linear array. This encoding
uses special hardware [4J. Encoding the image during di-
gitization (on the fly) cannot be made faster than a single frame
time of 20 msec. Encoding the image allows a much faster operation
since less data must be processed. It implies, however, that the
image operations must be translated into code-operations [5,6].
In Section 11, processing phrased in code-operations will be dis-
cussed. The code-procedures include binary operations (NOT, AND,
OR, XOR), generalized Minkowski operations (EROSION, DILATION,
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OPENING, CLOSING), component labelling, and feature extraction.

2. Intelligent (flexible) performance
In order to achieve intelligent and flexible system performance,

the measurement system is integrated in a blackboard data struc-
ture in which the controller and user-interface take a prominent
role [7,8J. They perform three distinct types of operation: initia-
lization, task execution, and communication. In the initialization
mode, the specific task is defined (through interaction with the
user), the measurement costs are estimated, available knowledge is
consulted, available data is collected, and the ultimate measure-
ment masking is established. In the task execution mode, the un-
masked measurements are performed, the classification takes place,
and rare events are intercepted. Finally, in the communication
mode, results are transmitted, and (if applicable) task modifica-
tion is initiated.
The knowledge is represented in frames (object descriptions, rela-
tions between objects in the robot environment, and default para-
meters) or in procedures (decision-making and strategy). In Sec-
tion Ill, the present implementation is described in greater de-
tail.

3. Implementation
As the performance of the V1Slon system, implemented under the

Versados operating system, is very much dependent of the appropri-
ateness of the real-time multitasking executive (RMS68K), improve-
ments of the Versados event-mechanism for information exchange be-
tween resident programs appeared to be necessary. However, more
important, if programs are not resident, a program loader had to
be developed which is able to load a specific program using the
asynchrone service routine of the executive [9J. Also, its counter-
part, a program dispatcher, was needed which should be able to dis-
mantle an ASR task. Problems, encountered in the above development
are reported in Section IV.
Finally, in Section V, some operational remarks will be made as
well as some examples will be discussed.

11. IMAGE OPERATIONS IMPLEMENTED AS CODE-OPERATIONS
As indicated before, each image is scanned and the starting po-

sition of the black and white runs (number of subsequent pixels
with the same polarity) are stored in a linear array. Following
[SJ, we call the resulting array a PXy-table. After encoding the
entire image, the zero-element of the array contains the number of
elements. Figure 1 shows an example of an 8*8 image and its PXY-
table accordingly. The odd elements of the PXy-table contain the
starting positions of object-runs whereas the even elements contain
the starting positions of the background-runs (equivalently, the
end positions of the object-runs). This encoding is done during
digitization of the image using simple special hardware.
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In this section, we shall define basic image operations phrased in
terms of code-operations (operations on PXY-tables). The image ope-
rations include

- binary operations (NOT, AND, OR and XOR),
- generalized Minkowski operations (EROSION, DILATION, OPENING,

and CLOSING),
- component labelling, and
- feature extraction.

Some of the image operations are exemplified in Figure 2.
-Binary operations

We consider an input image A represented by its PXY-table deno-
ted as PXYA. Then, NOT(A,B) stands for: 'take the inverse of PXY-
table A and write the result in PXY-table B (PXYB)'. The basic ope-
ration can be seen as changing odd elements into even elements in
the table. Hereby, starting positions of object-runs become start-
ing points of background-runs, and the reverse. By testing the
first and last element of the table on the value of 0 and N**2,
respectively, no further cleaning is necessary. As a result, the
algorithm in pseudo-code reads as follows:

Nl:=1
If PXYA[IJ<>O THEN PXYB[I]:=O ELSE Nl:=-1
FOR I:=I+(I-Nl)j2 to PXYA[OJ DO PXYB[I+NIJ:=PXYA[I]
N2:=1
IF PXYA[PXYA[OJ]<>N**2 THEN PXYB[PXYA[OJ+Nl+IJ:=N**2 ELSE N2:=-1
PXYB[0]:=PXYA[OJ+Nl+N2

The result is exemplified in Figure 3.
For the operations XOR, AND and OR, we have two input-tables A and
B; the result is written into table C. The XOR operation is based
upon a merging step of table A and B, sorting, and a cleaning of
table C preventing of having elements twice. Merging includes a
top-down comparison of corresponding elements and retaining the
smallest value stored in PXYC (see Figure 4). Operations AND and
OR, though slightly more complex, go along the same lines. All
operations are implemented in assembly language. For greater de-
tail, the reader is referred to [5,6J.
-Generalized Minkowski operators

This family of operations include DILATION, EROSION, CLOSING
and OPENING. Since erosion, closing and opening can be defined on
the basis of dilation, we focuss on the latter one. The operation
DILATION is defined as:

- All background pixels (value 0) become object pixel (value 1)
IF they have at least one neighbouring object pixel -

Note that 8- or 4-connectivity will yield different results.
DILATION is made-up by three operations: HXPAND (horizontal expan-
sions), VXPAND (vertical expansions) and an OR. In essence,
HXPAND(A,B,I) performs and I-fold horizontal expansion on PXYA and
writes the result into PXYB. A single horizontal expansion is esta-
blished by subtracting 1 from the odd elements of PXYA (start po-
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sitions of object runs are shifted to the left) and adding 1 to
the even elements (stop positions of object runs are shifted to
the right). VXPAND(A,B,I) performs and I-fold vertical expansion
on PXYA. VXPAND takes as the input the OR of two one-line shifted
versions of PXYA: the upwards shifted version by subtracting N from
the elements of PXYA, and the downwards shifted version by adding
N to the elements of PXYA, respectively. Finally, an OR combines
the result.

The remaining operations can be defined in terms of the above
operations, i.e.

- EROSION (A,B,I) = NOT(DILATION(NOT(A,B),A,I),B)
(erosion is seen as a dilation of the background)
OPENING (A,B,I)
CLOSING (A,B,I)

COP(DILATION(EROSION(A,B,I),A,I),B)
COP(EROSION(DILATION(A,B,I),A,I),B)

-Component labelling
Methods for component labelling that use contour information

are not attractive since PXY-tables do not offer contour informa-
tion directly. Two methods which do not make use of contour infor-
mation are propagation and tracking. As tracking is already defined
in runs, translation to code-table operation is quite easy. Propa-
gation is defined in terms of neighbourhood analysis and therefore
less attractive.

Tracking implies testing connectivity between object runs in
each scan line with object runs of the previous scan lines. If ob-
ject runs are not connective, a new label is assigned. If connec-
tivity is present for at least one pair of neighbouring object
pixels in successive scan lines, the same label is assigned. Due
to this way of labelling, so-called Y-forks may occur: connected
components, yet having different labels. In order to resolve those
forks, a relabel run is necessary.

After component labelling, the original PXY-table of the entire
image and the according label-table can be split into as many PXY-
tables as there are components in the image. This offers the pos-
sibility to select one of the objects (and its PXY-table) for fur-
ther processing. In other words, in stead of processing the entire
PXY-table, selection of the one-component PXY-table yields consi-
derable saving in processing time. Together with the label-table,
a table containing the holes of each component can easily be ob-
tained.
-Feature extraction

A variety of low-level feature measurements can be performed
directlyon the basis of PXY-tables. Those that have been imple-
mented sofar are listed below:

- connectivity to boundary
- circle shape
- N-fold rotational symmetry
- existance of holes
- number of holes

<true/false>
<true/false>
<true/false>
<true/false>
<integer>
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- highest X value
highest Y value

- lowest X value
- lowest Y value
- X coordinate centre
- Y coordinate centre
- rest X centre
- rest Y centre
- thinness ratio
- sqrt (area)
- area object
- excentricity
- main axis angle
- perimeter object
- Moment about centre
- Moment XY
- Moment XX
- Moment yy

<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>

Both, the number of holes in an object, and wether or not an object
is touching the image boundary, are collected during the component
labelling process and do not add processing time. Many features
can be determined diretly from the PXY-tables. For example:

PXY[O]/2
Z (PXY[2i]-PXY[2i-1])(X*PXY[2i]+X*PXY[2i-1]-1)1Xcentre = N
i=l

Ycentre 1
N

PXYfOl/2
Z (PXY[2i]-PXY[2i-1])Y*PXY[2i-1]
i=l

AREA
PXY[O]/2

Z PXY[2i]-PXY[2i-1]
1=1

Finally, there are measurements which are related to contour in-
formation. To name a few: - length of the crack-code, Lp

- number of corners in the crack-code, N
- length of the chain-code (approximate

object perimeter), Lc.

An example of a crack-code is displayed in Figure 6. We consider
vertical and horizontal cracks. The number of verticalcracks is
simply the number of elements in the PXY-table; thus PXY[O]. The
number of horizontal cracks can be determined by taking the XOR of
the original image and the one-line shifted (upwards or downwards)
version of the image. Then, the length of the object runs in the
resulting image is equal to the length of the horizontal cracks.
This is exemplified in Figure 7. Furthermore, the number of runs
in the resulting image is twice the number of corners in the crack-
code.
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The length of the chain-code can be calculated from the crack-code,
without using the chain-code itself. Let N be the number of corners
in the crack-code and H the number of holes, then the number of in-
wards-corners K is determined by:

K = 1/2 N + 2 H - 2

The length of the chain-code Le is given by
Le Lp - 4 + 4 H - K(2 - /2)

(Lp - N) + 1/2 (N + 4 H - 4) /2.

Note that Le is made-up by the perimeter of the object itself and
the perimeters of the holes in the object. However, by taking a NOT
of the PXY-table and labelling, the holes are available as objects
and their according perimeters. So, the perimeter of the object can
be corrected by subtracting the perimeters of the holes.,
-Processing time

As pointed out in the beginning, the estimated execution time
per operation forms a key-factor in the overall operational perfor-
mance of the system. Therefore, some typical figures for each cate-
gory of operation may be indicative for what can be expected from
the whole system:

processing time/PXY-element:

- binary operations
NOT XOR AND OR
4 16 11 16 ~sec

processing time/PXY-element:

- generalized Minkowski operations
DIL(I) ERO(I)
45 51 ~sec

processing time/PXY-element:
- component labelling

58 ~sec

processing time/PXY-element:

- feature extraction
AREA CRACK-CODE
21 13 ~sec

Figure 8 shows an example of 6 non-overlapping objects for which
full classification takes a totalof 60 msec execution time:

- 20 msec for digitizing and coding
- 37 msec for component labelling

and feature extraction
3 msec for matching.

It becomes apperent that the above execution time will meet our
requirements for in-line robotic control.
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Ill. KNOWLEDGE GUIDED OPERATION
Sofar, we have described the development of a fast measurement

system based upon start-stop runcode-tables derived from binary
images. In this section, we shall describe a flexible and intelli-
gent software shell in which the measurement system is one of the
modules that can be activated by the controller on the basis of
task description and available environmental knowledge. In the
blackboard data structure, the controller and the user-interface
play a dominant role. They perform three distinct types of opera-
tion: initialization, task execution, and communication.
In the initialization mode, the specific task is defined (through
interaction with the user), the measurement costs are estimated,
available knowledge is consulted, available data is collected, and
the ultimate measurement masking is established. In the task execu-
tion mode, the un-masked measurements are performed, the matching
takes place, object contour and main axes are displayed in graphic
.overlays, and rare events are intercepted. Finally, in the communi-
cation mode, results are transmitted, and (if applicable) task mo-
dification is initiated.
The knowledge is represented in frames (object descriptions, rela-
tions between objects in the robot environment, and default para-
meters) or in procedures (decision-making and strategy). The above
functions are realized with the following eight modules:

- CTRL

- USER

- LEARN
- FEATSEL

- MEASUR

- MATCH
- PLOT

- COM

a data driven controller for task coordination,
interception of special events and direct communi-
cation I/O [MASTER-program];
general initialization module [SLAVE-program] for
task-setup, resetting tables, start, halt, etc.;
module for object knowledge and data acquisition;
module for estimation of measurement costs, se-
lection of effective feature sets (Branch and Bound)
and setting up the ultimate feature mask; FEATSEL
consults the task definition, consults the problem
knowledge and data, and the module LEARN;
module for performing un-masked effective measure-
ments (as described in Section 11);
module for object matching;
module for display of relevant data in graphic
overlays;
module for transmission of relevant results.

The modules are schematically organized in a modified blackboard
model (see Figure 9). All modules are activated by the controller
CTRL, do have access to a common knowledge and data base (Long Term
Memory) and share a common memory for data processing (Short Term
Memory), the blackboard. All coded image data is fed into the com-
mon memory block.

The operational diagram of all modules in the system is presen-
ted in Figure 10. The system may switch from real-time operation
to task adjustment depending on the state of the robotic control.
In the real-time operation only MEASUR, MATCH and COM are activated,
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-FIG.9: Schemetical organization of all modules.

[USER]
[LEARN]

define task; learn objects; acqui.re.jprobfemknowledge
set measurement masking; set classifier

perform measurements

I perform matcping/plotting
-------------------

[MATCI-I] I t.ransmi t results
[Pillr] [Cl)M]

I I

[FEATSEL]
[MEASUR]

<dynamic KB-guidance> <------real-time operation----~---->I
aiming at minimum
execution time.

FIG.ID: Operational diagram of the system modules.
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measurement measurement unknown prototypes
number: mask: object: A: B: C: 0:
-------------------------------------------------------------------

1 F F F F F
2 T F T F F F
3 F T F F F
4 T F F F T F
5 F 0 0 1 0
6 F 88 112 181 195
7 F 22 36 58 89
8 F 68 94 139 170
9 F 4 21 22 68

10 F 58 233 92 l39
11 F 199 96 2 82
12 T* 46 78 102 160 182
13 T* 105 12 28 40 78
14 T 21 16 19 36 25
15 T 12 17 12 33 15
16 T* 16 -10 -34 0 -38
17 T 160 305 161 1108 235
18 F 49 32 224 68
19 F 63 51 177 69
20 F -1 -8 0 -25
21 F 22 13 98 28
22 F 27 19 126 40

TABLE 1: Example of measurement masking.
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whereas in the task modification LEARN and FEATSEL are activated.
USER is only activated in off-line operation.

As has been pointed out, the intelligent and dynamic measurement
masking appears to be one of the most crucial issues in the design
of the system. Once the classification task has been defined (se-
lect part A out of four different parts A, B, C, 0 and track it)
effective features are selected by using a Branch and Bound algo-
rithm. A monotone evaluation criterion has been constructed by a
convex combination of increasing measurement cost and increasing
feature space distance. Pre-given training samples are used for the
feature subset evaluation. Both, computational time limits and ex-
pected error rate can be used to limit the number of applicable
measurements. This process results in the ultimate measurement mask.
Only the un-masked measurements are performed. The fastest matching
is obtained when a k,k'-Nearest Neighbour decision rule is applied
on the unknown object representation against the pre-given set of
training samples (prototypes). Table I shows an example of its ope-
ration.

For the prototypes, all numerical data is available. Through the
masking, only measurements 2, 4, 14, 15 and 17 are active for clas-
sification purposes. In the module FEATSEL, given the classification
task, those features are found to be effective within accuracy and
time limits.

The unknown object is easily classified to belong to category B.
Measurements 12, 13 and 16 are always performed being the position
coordinates and the main axis. However, they do not contribute to
the matching. Obviously, they are necessary for tracking operation.

IV. IMPLEMENTl\TION
As has been mentioned before, within the limits of the real-time

multitasking executive (RMS68k), the ultimate goal of the implemen-
tation under Versados is an efficient (and fast) information ex-
change. Information is concerned with coded image data, measurement
data, on the one hand, and control data on the other hand. The first
type of information is always available through common memory seg-
ments.
Basic control includes
- loading a program
- setting the program in "wait for event"
- transmitting "events"
- abQrting a program.
Implementation of the above, is realised by using 'Asynchronic Ser-
vice Routines' (ASR). An ASR is a routine which can beactivated by
any of the modules. After activating the ASR, events can be trans-
mitted to the starting program. The mechanism, however, should be
such that sending an event is always possible, and a program which
has the "wait for event"-status has to wait until such an event is
transmitted.

Within the environment of a multitasking executive the follow-
ing major problems have been encountered:
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1. common memory segments should not been changed by two processes
at the same time,

2. common memory segments should not been read by one process while
another process is writing.
(interception of a dead lock as a result of 1 and 2),

3. errors resulting from an ASR which is called by two different
processes at the same time.

These complications had to be overcome by rewriting the task prio-
rity mechanism at the task management level of the executive.

V. EXAMPLE OF OPERATION: ON-LINE DETECTION AND RECOGNITION OF
HOVING PARTS
In summarizing the foregoing, specific operations within the

vision system can be exemplified and specified in a particular ap-
plication.
1. A pre-specified area - the vision field - is scanned with a so-

lid state camera which produces a digital image of 256 * 241
pixels with 6 bit grey level resolution. The objects should be
more or less light coloured on a dark back-ground. The goal is
defined on tracking moving objects.

2. The image produced by the camera is then digitized and - on the
fly - encoded in start-stop-runcodes by special purpose hardware
installed on the VME bus of the vision system. The threshold
for binarization is set a priori and is not yet automatically
adjustable.

3. From here, further processing is controlled by software. Com-
ponent labelling is performed and the run-code-table is split-
ted into tables according the individual objects. Each compo-
nent table is placed in a specified common memory segment. Ob-
viously, if we know in advance that only one object is present,
the above process can be skipped saving computation time.

4. The measurement masking - automatically determined for minimum
execution time - is consulted. Within the loop of operation no
modification is possible until a modification trap signal is
received from the robot environment. According to the measure-
ment mask, position, orientation and feature measurements are
performed and automatically fed into MATCH and COM.

5. Recognition of the various parts is then performed by MATCH with
the aid of the pre-designed model base (obtained by LEARN, which
is not included in the real-time loop).

6. The system time is read from the timers address and checked with
pre-given time limits.

7. All information extracted from the original image is written in
a common communication memory segment. This block will contain:

number of objects in the vision field
- acquisition time
an for every object
- center of gravity (fixed point reals)
- angle of main axis (1 degree resolution)
- Xmin,Xmax,Ymin,Ymax (integers)
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- touching image boundary (y/n)
- object name (library entries)
- a-priori knowledge about the object.

8. Steps 1-7 are executed in a closed loop, independently of envi-
ronmental changes. The loop time depends on the number of objects
within the vision field and the number of elements (edges) of
each object. It is in every case less or equal than 50 msec. The
fastest operation is obtained if the object-runcode table con-
tains less than 350 elements (run code hardware works optimal)
and/or only one object is present in the vision field.

9. The GRIB (IEEE interface) stands in the talker mode. As soon as
it receives, via the IEEE bus, the command to talk (from the
GRIB of the robot), it creates a trap signal, which interrupts
the normal processing of the CPU and performs a OMA to the COM
memory segment and transmits the vision information. After com-
pletion of the OMA, the normal processing is resumed.

In conclusion, the system under development meets the requirements
for in-line robotic control, is flexible (dynamic) in terms of task
definition and modification of it, and is intelligent in the sense
that its operation is very much controlled by a priori problem know-
ledge.
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BINARY RANDOM SEQUENCES : DERIVATIVE SEQUENCES AND MULTI-LEVEL
a-TYPICAL RANDOMNESS.

A. Barbé;:

A generalized typicality concept related to a certain
characteristic functional for binary sequences generated by
Bernoulli-trials is introduced. A specific case dealing with
typical random behaviour is discussed. It is based on' the
joint distribution of the number of successes in the origi-
nal sequence and in its so-called derivative sequences. The
asymptotic equipartition properties are still valid for this
kind of multi-level randomness-typicality.

I. INTRODUCTION ': typical sequences and randomness.
Consider a sequence of binary outcomes resulting from a series

of independent Bernoulli-trials with probability of success pand
probability of failure q=l-p. Successful/unsuccessful outcomes will
be represented by +/-. In a sequence of lenth N, it is perfectly
possible to have first N/2 successful outcomes followed by a series
of N/2 unsuccessful ones. For p=O.5, this would even be a highly
typical sequence as has been defined in the literature under seve-
ral variants. Briefly recalling, we mention first the E-typicality
conditions ([1],[2]~ based on an allowed maximum distance E of the
actual average self-information of the observed sequence and of the
expected information measure,' the entropy H(p)=-plogp-qlogq :

1- ; (E is typically small) (1)

Pimp (or q) for success (or failure) in ith trial.
A second variant is based on the allowed maximum distance between
the actual and expected number of successes ([3],[4])
;:Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Afdeling ESAT
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(2)

N+ is the number of successes in the sequence. k(a) is such that
the global probability of the set of sequences satisfying (3) equals
a (a is typically close to 1).
Both typicality conditions appear 1n the context of the Asymptotic
Equipartition Properties [2]-fi3]-[5]. For a-typical sequences,
with peS ) the probability of occurence of such a specific sequen-a
ce Sand N the number of a-typical sequences, these propertiesa a
are :

'ti a:O<a<I:
-NH(p)-A ~ -NH(p)+A ~

Hl : 2 a,p ~p(S)~2 . a,p
a

(A a positive number depending on a,p)a,p
NH(p) + cS 'IN

H2 : N = 2 a,p
a

We will further concentrate on a-typicality concepts, as it ex-

(3)

(4)

plicitly refers to the probability a of the complete a-typical set.
The case above illustrates that an alE:-typical sequence 1S not ne-
cessarily a sequence which is typically random. One way of selecting
sequences which are more typically random is to consider sequences
whose subsequences are also alE: -typical. However, the connection
with the overall typical set probability is lost. Another possihi-
lity is to require typical behaviour for the so called derivative
sequences of the basic sequence. The derivative is defined as the
sequence in which + or - appears dependent on whether two consecu-
tive outcomes in the original sequence are different or not.

basic sequence
1st derivative sequence
2nd derivative sequence

+ + - + - + + - - +
+ + + + + - + - +
- - - - + + + +

However, here again the connection with the overall typical set
probability is lost and for p # 0.5, the successive outcomes on the
derivative levels are no longer independent.
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2. MINIMUM ENTROPY a-TYPICAL SEQUENCES BASED ON A elVEN CHARACTE-
RISTIC.
Consider a functional characteristic K on all possible sequences,

i.e. a value (or set of values) defined for each sequence and sole-
ly depending on the values and/or structural form of the outcomes.
E.g. the number of successes on different derivative levels is such
a characteristic. Each possible value k of the characteristic defi-
nes a easic class of sequences Ck, with class probability P(Ck).

Now define the following ordering among these basic Ck-classes
a. A basic class Ck (or characteristic) will be called more typical

than another class Ct (or characteristic), when p(Ck»p(Ct). The
sequences belonging to Ck will be called more typical than those
belonging to Ct.

b. Basic classes Cjl' Cj2' ... Cjt with equal probability Pj will
be considered as equally typical. They are to be united in a
superclass 0::.

I I J
q;. V C..
J i=I ... ~ J1

with p«(C.) = ~.p.
J J

(2.1)

Definition of a(ad,aa)-tYPical sequences (given a specific cha-
racteristic) : a(ad,aa)-typical sequences are the sequences which
belong to the union of superclasses generated by the most typical
basic classes, so that the probability of this union is as close as
possible to ad from above (fig. 2.1). aa is the actual global pro-
bability and is of greater interest.

The qualification "close to" is necessary because the underlying
p. d. f. of sequences is discrete,' "above" is choosen from a conser-
vative point of view. That the union of superclasses is considered,
relates to the fact that there is no reason to discriminate between
equally typical basic classes.

From this definition, it is clear that if there are more ways to
combine basic classes into a class of global probabilitya ,thea
a(a )- typical set is then the one covered by the smalleS: number ofa

basic classes (or the smallest number of different values of the
characteristic considered).
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One can prove the following theorem [6]:

The a(aa)-typical set is the union of basic classes with global
probabilitya , such that the p.f.d. of the basic classes conditio-a
ned over this set has minimum entropy.

Of course, the categorisation into basic classes, superclasses and
subsequently into the a-typical class will depend both on the parti-
cular characteristic under consideration, and on the value of the
binomial parameter p. Notice that this kind of typicality does not
involve a distance between the expected value of some characteristic
functional and its actual value, as was the case with classical ty-
picality referred to in the introduction. Typicality here is inva-
riant under a 1-1 transformation of the values of the basic charac-
teristic. In view of the fact that typicality depends on the speci-
fic characteristic under consideration, the quest for existence and
meaning of an ordening of different characteristics arises. This is
still an open question.
The next sections will deal with the specific characteristic
( + + +)' . I fN1,N2, ...Nk, 1.e. the vector wh1ch components equa the number 0

succe~ses of the basic and derivative sequences. As this characte-
ristic is meant to retain the "random-looking" sequences, the a-ty-
pical sequences on this characteristic will be called k-level a-ty-
pical random sequences.

+ + +2. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF THE DISTRIBUTION (N1,N2, ...Nk)
Consider the evolution of a basic sequence and its derivative

field, as new outcomes are added (see fig. 1. with k=5)

': - + +,'- + + - - - + - - +7+
~ -,'+ + - + - - + + - + + +

~ \' +1+ _ + + + - + - + + __
V.(O) \,-/- + + - - + + + + - + - ~YJ.=[I,I,O,O,I]

J ,_ + _ + _ + _ _ _ + _ +
=[2,1,2,0,0]

[
initial state
j = ( 00 110) 2+1=7 state j=(00101)2+1~6

+

Fig. I.: Markov states and associated functionals for derivative
field.
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From outcome number k on, the outcomes of the basic and derivative
I I k b . d . . h 2ksequences up to eve can e assoc~ate to a Markov cha~n w~t

states. Hereby, the state of the basic sequence and associated deri-
vative field ~s defined as the rightmost subsequence of length k.
Adding a new outcome brings the whole process in a new state. The
triangular derivative field of such state-sequence has a right-edge
sequence of length k which is in 1-1 correspondence with the state.
We will consider this right-side edge as a binary vector Y., asso-

J
ciated to state number j. It can be shown that this Markov chain is
stationary and ergodic [6].

Now consider the normalised random vector

, ..., for a given basic sequence length N
(3.27)N

It ~s clear that

Jf+
N,k

v. (0)~
N (3.28)

with SN,k
N-k
L
t=O

Y. (t )~ (t=time, i refers to the state number
at time t)

The summation term represents the partial sum of the vector
functional defined over an ergodic Harkov chain. The vector V.(O)~
depends on the initial state i(O) and represents the number of +

signs for levelito level k in the derivative field of the leading
(k-I) basic sequence. As v.(O) is dominated by a fixed and finite

t,

random variable which ~s independent of N, the limit distribution
ofJf:,k as N+oOequals the limit distribution of SN,k/N.
It is known that partial sums of scalar functionals f.(t) on ergodic~
Markov processes satisfy the central limit theorem (See Chung [7]
§I6, theorem 1; Iosifescu [8] theorem 4.8).
So this limit property will apply to all components of the vector
partial sum SN,k separately, and it seems only a matter of more com-
plex elaboration to broaden this property for the whole vector pro~
cess with stochastic dependent components. Indeed, Chung's proof [7]
of this property relies on the fact that, apart from asymptotically
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negligible factors (of the same kind as ~i(O», SN,k can be conside-
red as a sum of independent random variables. Apparently, his proce-
dure still holds for vector functionals. On the other hand, central
limit prop~rties for sums of independent random vectors have been
established (e.g. Bhattacharya-Rao [9]). We conclude this discussion
by stating that Jf~ k is asymptotically normally distributed. It

, thhappens that the i component of the mean vector M equals the
unconditional probability of having a +sign at level i. [6]. The va-
riance evolves as O(I/YN).
From this asymptotic normality, it follows that for N sufficiently
large, the normalized a(a )-typical set is contained in an ellipso-a
idal ball centered around M. The maximal radius of this ball tends
to zero as I/VN. This fact is then used to prove that the asymptotic
equipartition properties (2) hold for the ~(a )-typical randomnessa
set, whatever the value of a and k.

4. COMPARISON OF a-TYPICAL RANDOMNESS AT LEVEL k AND k+l.
It is clear that by moving from level k to level (k+I), a number
of sequences which are a-typically random for k become untypical in

(k+l) and conversely. The following properties deal with the number
of k-Ievel typical sequences.

Property 4.1

For p=q=O.5, the number of k-Ievel a-typically random sequences
is independent of k, and equals the number of any set of sequences

Nwith global probability a (i.e. a.2 ,N being the length of the
basic sequence).
This is a consequence if the fact that all sequences are equally
probable for p=q=O.5.

Definition 4.1 : The expansion of a k-Ievel b~sic class
(N7, N;, ... N~) into (k+I)-space is the set of basic classes 1n
(k+I)-space which, when projected (or restricted) in k-space,

+ + +return (NI' N2, Nk)·
Property 4.2
The number of (k+I)-level a-typically random basic classes is
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less than the number of k-Ievel a-typically random basic classes
expanded into (k+I)-space.
This is a direct consequence of the definition of a-typicality in
section 2. Fig. 2. shows the ratio of the number of a(a )-typicalN asequences ~S) and the total number of sequences (2 ) as a function
of a for k=2,3 and N=30. It seems that for a given Nand p, thea
curves for k=2 and k=3 are close to each other. For k=3, the curve
is smoother than the one for k=2, and we expect this tendency to
continue for ever increasing k. For aa>aO (N,p), the number of
a(a )-typical sequences seems to be nondecreasing for increasing k.a
Fig. 3. shows the evolution of TS/2N for a fixed level k and increa-
sing N. These figures are based on explicit formulae for\the 2- and

.. + + + + +3 level dens1t1es (NI' N2) and (NI' N2, N3) which are derived in
[6].
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Robust Decision-Feedback Equalization

J.W.M. Bergmans and A.J.E.M. Janssen '

With the aid of the Zak transform, uihich. is a signal transformation
stemming from quantum mechanics, this paper derives the decision
feedback equalizer with an optimum mean-square performance in the
presence of a mixture of intersymbol interference, noise and channel
parameter variations.

1 Introduction
Besides intersymbol interference and noise, temporal and piece-by-piece varia-
tions of the channel characteristics are frequently an important problem in digi-
tal transmission and recording equipment [1,2]. Adaptive equalization methods
[1] are in principle the most natural means of dealing with this problem con-
stellation. Unfortunately, it becomes difficult to incorporate adaptivity when
high data rates, power consumption restrictions or limitations to costs of man-
ufacturing prevail. In situations like these, encountered in e.g. consumer-grade
digital recording equipment [2], it may be more appropriate to devise a compro-
mise equalizer dimensioning on the basis of prior knowledge about the possible
channel characteristics. For the linear equalizer, the optimum mean-square
solution to this design problem was derived in the pre-adaptive era [3]. More
recently, a similar solution was given for the partial response variants of the
linear equalizer [4]. In the present paper, we extend these results to the more
powerful (and intrinsically less robust) decision feedback equalizer [1]. The
analysis is facilitated by casting it in terms of the Zak transform. This trans-
form, introduced in 1967 by J. Zak for use in quantum mechanics [5],manifests
itself here as a natural tool for use in cyclostationary environments. It en-
ables the problem under consideration to be transformed into a considerably
simpler spectral factorization problem, which is solved by proceeding along
classical lines. In this way a compact solution is obtained which bears a close
resemblance to its nonrobust predecessor. By way of example, the results are
quantified for a category of digital magnetic recording systems suffering from
timing errors.

For the sake of clarity and
devoid of mathematical rigor.

conciseness, the forthcoming analysis will be
For the same reason, we shall adopt a Zak

1Philips Research Laboratories,
P.O. Box 80.000,5600 JA Eindhoven.
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transform description from the earliest possible moment on, even though the
usefulness of the Zak transform is less clearly demonstrated in this way than by
showing some of the mathematical difficulties that would otherwise be encoun-
tered. Before describing the problem mathematically, we first define the Zak
transform and briefly review its relevant properties. A more extensive overview
will be published in [6].

2 The Zak transform

The Zak transferm 2",(r,0) of a continuous-time signal x(t), defined as

00

2 ",(r, O)~ L x((r + k)T)e-i211"0k, r,O E IR,
k=-oo

(1)

is the discrete Fourier transform of a sampled version of x(t), using a sampling
interval T and a normalized sampling phase r . Because the frequency 0 is
normalized on the sampling rate I/T, Z ",(r, 0) is periodic in 0 with period 1.
Also, 2 ",(r, 0) is quasi-periodic in r with period 1, i.e.

(2)

Hence, 2 ",(r, 0) is completely determined by its behaviour on the unit square.
The Zak transform is information preserving. For example, x(t) can be recov-
ered from 2 ",(r, 0) by integrating over a line in the unit square with r = ~:

1n
l t

x(t) = 2",(-, O)dO.
o T (3)

With the aid of the Poisson summation formula [7], it is easy to show that for
all rand 0

2 (r 0) = ei2nO 2 (0 -r)'" , x" (4)

where X(J) is the Fourier transform of x(t). With (1) and (3), this time-
frequency symmetry property asserts that 2 ",(r, 0) can be readily derived from
X(J), and that X(J) can be reconstructed from 2",(r,0) by integrating along a
line with 0 = f. Remarkably, the Zak transform of any well-behaved signal has
a zero somewhere in the unit square. This peculiar property is closely related
to the familiar performance breakdown of T-spaced transversal equalizers in
the presence of timing errors [8].

For real-valued signals, the Zak transform exhibits symmetry properties
similar to those of the Fourier integral, and also

2:(-r,0) = 2",_(r,0), r,O E IR, (5)
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where the subscript' _' indicates time-reversal. Finally, for any two signals x( t)
and y(t), the Zak transform of their linear convolutionê (x * y)(t) equates to

(6)

3 System Model
This section establishes an analytical description of the operation of the data
transmission system of figure 1.

n(t)
kTChannel

ak Impulse
Response

fD. (t)

Receiving
Filter
c (t)

Feedback
Filter

Pk

Fig. 1. Data transmission system with channel parameter variations
and using a decision-feedback equalizer (DFE).

In figure 1, a discrete-time sequence ak is transmitted over a noisy dispersive
channel. This yields a received signal

00

r(t)~ L akfD.(t - kT) + n(t),
k=-oo

(7)

where fD. (t) is the impulse response of the channel, T is the symbol interval
and n(t) is an additive noise signal. To account for the occurrence of channel
parameter variations, the channel impulse response is non-deterministic, and
depends upon a parameter ,6. whose value is selected prior to transmission
according to a given distribution function.

The received signal r(t) is applied to a decision-feedback equalizer (DFE),
whose receiving filter (with impulse response c(t)) serves to suppress noise and
pre-cursive intersymbol interference (ISI). On the basis of the detected data
sequence ak, a feedback filter with impulse response Pk synthesizes a replica of
the post-cursive ISI, which is subtracted out from the sampled output signal
of the receiving filter. In this way an estimate ak of the original data ak of the

2The symbol '*' will be used here to denote both continuous-time and discrete-time convo-
lution. It will be clear from the context which one is meant.
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form
ak = (a * (q - p)h + (n * c)(kT) (8)

arises, where
qk~(Je. * c)(kT) (9)

denotes the sampled impulse response of the system, and where we have made
the usual (and in practical systems mostly valid [1]) assumption that all relevant
previous decisions are correct.

To convert (8) to its frequency-domain version, we multiply both sides by
e-i2,..kn and sum over all k. This yields

00

/ten) = A(n)(Q(n) - pen)) + L (n * c)(kT)e-i2,..nk, (10)
k:=-oo

where ..4.(n), A(n), Q(n) and pen) represent the Fourier transforms of ak,
ak, qk and Pk, respectively. Recognizing the remaining sum in (10) as the Zak
transform Z n.e(r, n) of (n*c)(t) evaluated at the instant r = 0, and additionally
using (9) to see that

00

Q(n) = L (Je. * c)(kT)e-i2,..nk
k:=-oo

(11)

is just the Zak transform Z fr..e (0, n) of the system impulse response (Je. * c) (t),
we conclude that

..4.(n) = A(n)[Z_fA.c(O,n) - p(n)] + z",,(O,n). (12)

We shall use this representation for the detector input signal to uncover the
optimally robust DFE.

4 Quality measure
As a measure of the transmission quality, we choose the mean-square error

é~Ea,n,tl[(ak - ak)2] = Ea,n,e.lfa1 1..4.(n) - A(nWdn] (13)

between the transmitted data and its estimate, where the expectation E is
taken over the data, the noise, and the ensemble of channel impulse responses."
Making use of (12), (13) can be expanded as

e = fa1 Ea[IA(n)12]Ee.[IZ fr..e(O, n) - 1- p(n)12]dn

+ fa1 En[IZMe(O,n)Wdn, (14)

3Although it reflects the power of the residual ISI rather than its somewhat more relevant
L1-norm, we adopt this performance measure here because of its analytic tractability.
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where we have assumed that the data and noise signals ak and n(t) and the
channel parameter ~ are all statistically independent. Denoting the power
spectral density Ea[IA(D) 12]of the data as M(D) and using (6) to separate the
stochastic and the nonstochastic entities in the contained Zak transforms, (14)
assumes the form

e = fal M(D)Eó[1 fol Z fC. (-1', D)Z c(r, D)dr - 1- P(D) 12]dD

+ fol En[1 fal Z n( -1', D)Z c(r, D)drI2]dD. (15)

To evaluate the expectation with respect to the noise, we make the (non re-
strictive [9]) assumption that n(t) is a white Gaussian noise process with power
spectral density No, so that for Ir - ILl < 1 [6]

(16)

where 15(1') is Dirac's delta function. Making use of this result, applying (5)
and rearranging terms in (15), we finally have that

e = fol M(D)[fol fal Zc(IL,D)Z;(r,D)K(IL,r,D)dlLdr

-2Re{fol Z; (1', D) Z f- (1', D)(1 + P(D))dr} + 11 + P(DW]dD, (17)

where the kernel K(IL, 1',D) is given by

6--...-.-,------- No
K(IL, 1', D)=Z f( -IL, D)Z t.: (1', D) + M(D) Ó(IL - 1'), (18)

and where the overline denotes averaging with respect to the channel ensemble.
In the following section, we shall identify the optimally robust DFE by finding
the functions Zc(r,D) and P(D) whichjointly optimize c,

5 Minimization of e

In (17), we now vary e with respect to Zc(r,D) [10]. This yields the condition
of optimality .

(19)

which is to be satisfied for all r E [0,1] and D E [0,1]. Variation with respect
to P(D) gives the second condition

(20)
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where the last equality sign stems from (6). We recall that only previously
detected symbols can contribute to the feedback filter output signal. This
means that Pk must satisfy the causality constraint

Pk = 0, k :S o. (21)

To accomodate this constraint, we take the inverse Fourier transform of (20)
and require equality for positive time indices only. Invoking (2) and (3), this
means that

Pk = (7 * c)(kT), k ~ 1. (22)

The following theorem provides the joint solution of (19), (21) and (22),
and therewith establishes the optimally robust DFE.

Theorem: Let K be the integral operator with kernel K, operating on the
time variable only. Then K is invertible if M(O) is bounded for all 0 and
No> 0, and the function Z(O), defined as

(23)

satisfies the Paley- Wiener condition [7]and hence has a unique causal minimum-
phase root r(o) for which

Ir(oW = Z(O). (24)

In terms of these entities, the functions Z c( 1',n) and P(O) which jointly satisfy
(19), (21) and (22) are

) r(O) ( -1- )(Zc(r,O = -- K ZJ_ r,O)'D (25)

and
P(O) = r(O) - 1,

ID
where /0 is the zeroth term of the inverse Fourier transform Ik of r(O).

(26)

ELO_Qf; Due to space restrictions we refer to [81 for a proof of the nonsingu-
larity of K and the existence of r(O). With the aid of (26), we now express
r(O) in (25) in terms of P(O). This demonstrates that Zc{1',O) and P{O) as
given by (25) and (26) jointly satisfy (19). To show that Pk satisfies (21), we
observe from the causality of r(O) and (26) that Pk must indeed be causal. To
verify (22) we first use (6) and next successively apply (25), (23), (24) and (26)
to show that
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r(o) e (K-1 Z I_)(r, O)Z I( -r, O)dr
Îo Jo
r(0) [1__ 1_]
ÎO Z(O)

1
1+ P(O) - Îor*(O)' (27)

With (2) and (3), the time domain version of this expression is seen to equal

- 1 1(f * c)(kT) = 15k+ Pk - --Î=k, k E 7L,
ÎO

(28)

where Îk1 is the inverse Fourier transform of f(h). Because r(O) is causal and
has minimum-phase, the sequence Î=~must be anticausal. Thus (22) is implied
by (28). This concludes the proof.

By using (25) and (26) in (14), it follows that the minimum mean-square
error Cmin achieved by the optimally robust DFE equals

J~M(O)dO 11

Cmin = 2 = exp{ InM(O)Z(O)dO},
Îo 0

(29)

where the second equality in (29) is a standard result from spectral factorization
theory [7].

The foregoing expressions can be easily specialized to their conventional
nonrobust versions [8], and already have a similar form [1]. The spectral factor
r(O) crucial to the above theorem can be calculated from Z(n) by means of
e.g. the procedure described in [7], pp. 232-233. Remarkably, it turns out
that the integral equation (19) can without loss of information or performance
be restricted to a finite set of uniformly spaced sampling phases r E [0,1]
whenever the ensemble of channel transfer functions F""(f) is bandlimited [8].
This greatly facilitates the numerical effort needed for identifying the optimum
DFE.

6 Example

For a digital magnetic recording system with a normalized information density
D of 1 and a signal-to-noise ratio of 25 dB as described in [11], we have cal-
culated the conventional minimum mean-square error DFE as well as the DFE
with an optimum resistance to uniformly distributed timing errors ranging from
-10 percent to +10 percent of a bit interval T. Both equalizers are compared in
figure 2 in terms of their eye patterns [1], which were constructed by computer
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simulation. For visual clarity, changes of the feedback filter output signal were
made to occur only midway the nominal sampling instants t = kT.

Fig. 2. Eye patterns for the conventional (left) and robust (right) DFE.

Its wider eye opening, which comes at the cost of a slight increment of
noisiness, clearly visualizes the improved timing margin of the robust DFE.
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A NEW PEL-RECURSIVE DISPLACEMENT ESTIMATION ALGORITHM FOR
VIDEO-CONFERENCING PURPOSES

J. Biemond, L. Looijenga, D.E.Boekee

ABSTRACT
In this paper a pel-recursive Wiener-based displacement esti-
mation algorithm is introduced. This algorithm is based on
the assumption that both the so-called update and the linea-
rization error are samples of stochastic processes. It pro-
vides a linear least-squares estimate of the update using N
observations to obtain a reliable displacement estimate and
has proven to be very successful to compensate motion in
some typical video conferencing scenes. A comparison of the
Wiener-based algorithm with some other well-known pel-recur-
sive techniques shows the favourable behaviour of the Wiener
algorithm with respect to robustness, stability and conver-
gence.

1. INTRODUCTION
For digital T.V., videoconferencing and videophone signals, band-

width reduction can be achieved by utilizing the interframe redun-
dancy.

Initially, the attention was focused on conditional replenishment
[lJ, in which unchanged picture elements of the current frame can
be obtained from picture elements of the previous frame. Changes
of intensity values by at least a threshold constitute a prediction
error which, along with addressing information about the location of
the changed pixels, have to be transmitted. Since only intensity
changes are transmitted, very low data rates become possible in
scenes which are still or which contain little motion.

An important further bandwidth reduction can be obtained by in-
corporating motion estimation [2J. A motion estimate, indicating the
motion trajectory, can be used to compensate for movement, thereby
reducing the prediction error. For coding purposes there are two
major groups of techniques for motion estimation: the matching ap-
proach [3J, and the pel-recursive approach [4J,[5J.

The matching approach requires a representative motion vector to
be transmitted for distinct groups of pixels, e.g. blocks of 8 x 8
or 16 x 16 pixels. Pel-recursive methods allow the motion-vectors
to be determined at the receiver as well as at the transmitter,
hence no motion vectors need to be transmitted.
In this paper we will concentrate on the pel-recursive approach ap-
plying algor~hms along the scan direction in a frame. Convergence
speed and reduction of prediction error are two issues of interest.

«
Delft University of Technology, Dept. of Electrical Engineering,
Information Theory Group, P.O.Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, The Nether-
lands.
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We propose a Wiener-based estimation algorithm and show that algo-
rithms of Cafforio and Rocca [6] and Walker and Rao [7] are related
to the algorithm introduced here.

The proposed approach has a significantly reduced prediction er-
ror when compared with the methods proposed by Walker and Rao and
by Cafforio and Rocca, as well as with the well-known steepest-des-
cent approach [2].

2. DERIVATION OF THE WIENER-BASED ALGORITHM
The basic idea behind pel-recursive algorithms is the following:

if a pixel intensity has changed between two subsequent frames, it
is assumed to belong to a moving area. The aim is to find the cor-
responding intensity value f(x,y,t) in the previous frame at a dis-
placed location. Let £ = (dx,dy)t, be the shift or the displacement
vector of the object, where the superscript "t" denotes transpose.
We can now write:

f(x,y,t) f(x-d y-d t-'()x' y' ( 1)

in which
f(x,y,t)
f(x-d y-d t-'()x' y'

- intensity of current pixel
intensity of displaced pixel in the pre-
vious frame.

When di-1 = (d~-l,d~-l)t is used as an initial estimate of the true
(dx,dy)t we can write down a function of intensity differences cal-
led the displaced frame difference (dfd) as:

i-1 i~l 1-1 i-1dfd(x,y,d ,d ) = f(x,y,t) - f(x-d ,y-d ,t-'()x y x y (2 )

Having a true translation of £ = (dx,dy)t pixels, we can combine
(1) and (2) which gives:

i-1 1-1 i-1 i-1dfd(x,y,dx ,dy ) = f(x-dx,y-dy,t-'()-f(x-dx ,y-dy ,t-'() (3)

A linearization of the dfd-function is performed by a Taylor series
expansion of the intensity function f(x,y,t-'() at the location

i-1 i-1(x-d ,y-d ), thus [8]:x y

= f(x_di-1 y_di-1 t-'()
x ' Y ,

i-1 t i-1 i-1-(£-£ ) Vf(x-dx ,y-dy ,t-'()
i-1+ v(x,y,£ ).

(4)

By substituting eq. (4) into eq. (3), we obtain
i-1 i-1 t i-1 i-1 i-1 i-1dfd(x,y,d ,d )= -v f(x-d ,y-d ,t-'().(d-d )+v(x,y,d )x Y x Y -- -

( 5)
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In (5) the term v(x,y,di-1) equals the truncation error resulting
from the linearization. Contrary to [8J, this term is not neglected
but considered to be a sample of a stochastic process. Further we
assume the update ~_~i-l to be a sample of a stochastic process as
well.
Our aim will be to find a linear least-squares estimate of the up-
date term (d-di-1), which gives a correction to the initial esti-
mate ~i-l. Fo~ this purpose we consider the dfd term in (5) as an
observation, the gradient as a known transition vector. A solution
of this estimation problem could be obtained using only information
of the currect pixel. However, if the current pixel belongs to a
moving area (i.e. to the set of pixels with changed intensity va-
lues) a more stable displacement estimation could be obtained if
some neighboring pixels are used as well. For the general case of N
neighboring pixels, say (x(j),y(j», j=l, ...,N, eq. (5) can be re-
written as

i-I t i-I i-I i-I i-l
dfd(x(l),y(l),~ ) =-'7f(x(l)-dx ,Y(l)-dy ,t-1:).(~-~ )+v(x(l),y(l),.9_ )

i-l
dfd(x(N) ,y(N),~ )

t i-l i-l i-l i-l
-'7 f(X(N)-dx ,y(N)-dy ,t-1:).(.9_-.9_ )+v(x(N),y(N),.9_ )

(6)

If the components of the gradient vector are written as:

(7 )

equation (6) can be expressed as:

i-l
dfd(x(l),y(l),.9_ )

i-l
dfd(x(N),y(N),.9_ )

i-l
v(x(l),y(l),.9_ )

i-l
v(x(N) ,y(N) ,.9_ )

(8)

For a shorthand notation, (8) is written using vectors and matrices
into:

G u + 2, (9 )
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in which ~ denotes the update of the initial estimate. Now, eq. (9)
consists of an Nxl vector ~ of observations, a known Nx2 transition
matrix G of gradients, a term y of Nxl truncation errors and the 2xl
update vector ~. Using this model, we want to find a linear least-
squares estimate ~ of ~ given ~ and G.
Assuming again that both the update and the noise term are samples
of stochastic processes,the estimation problem can be stated as that
of finding a linear estimator L, i.e. ~=L ~, such that E{I I~-~I 12}
is minimized subject to (9). The resulting estimator is called a
Wiener estimator and is given by [9J:

Gt -1
+ R J . z.v (10)

Here Ru and Rv are the covariance matrices of ~ and y, respectively.
If the inverse matrix in (10) exists (N ~ 2), eq. (10) can also be
written in an interesting alternate form by using the matrix iden-
tity

R
u

(11)

Thus, eq. (10) can alsobe written as

. z. (12)

A new displacement estimate d is then found using (9) and (12) as:

d i-l ~
= d + u (13)

In the following section it will be shown that by making some sim-
plifying assumptions, the Wiener-based algorithm is related to other
algorithms as described in [4J and [7J. The way to use this algorithm
to obtain a pel-recursive motion estimation will be discussed as
well.

3. IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS AND RELATION TO OTHER ALGORITHMS
So far we discussed a way to produce a new displacement estimate

using information of several pixels in the neighborhood of the cur-
rent pixel. As described in other papers [lJ, [2J these estimations
~re performed recursively along the scan line, so that an estimate
d found at the current pixel position will serve as an initial es-
timate Qi-l at the next changed pixel on the scan line. In coding
applications, the spatial position of the N neighboring pixels has
to be chosen carefully, since no information may be used which is
not yet available at the receiver. Examples of possible configura-
tions of points are shown in fig. 1.
The use of (10) or (12) requires the knowledge of the covariance
matrices of both the update and the truncation error. As a first
approximation, we assume that the components of the update have a
·zeromean value and are mutually uncorrelated.
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x x x x x x x x x
x 0 x 0 x x 0

N 4 N 5 N 7

Fig. 1. Possible configurations of pixels, with 0 = current pixel,
x = neighboring pixel, and N = number of pixels.

Then the covariance matrix of the update may be written as:

R
u

2= cr
u

I (14)

where I is the 2x2 identity matrix an cr~ the variance of the update.
The noise term ~ in (9) consists of elements which originate from
the linearization as truncation errors. Initially we will make the
same assumptions as with the update, allowing us to write for the
covariance matrix R of the error:v

R
v

2
= cr Iv (15)

where I is an NxN unity matrix and cr; the variance of the truncation
error. Using these simplifying assumptions, algorithm (13) can be
reduced to:

i-I
d

N N -1

L 2 ( . 1 + u L 9 (jl 9 (jl
j=1

qx J
j=1 x Y

N N
2 ( . 1L gx(j1<Jy(jl L + u

j=1 j=1
gy J

N .
L 9 (jl .dfd(x(jl ,y(jl ,dl.-~

j=1 x -

N . 1
L 9 (jl .dfd(x(jl ,y(jl ,dl.-l

j=1 Y -

(16)

with d di and ~ as defined in (9) and (12).
In (16) j points to one of the possible N pixels in a configuration
as shown in fig. 1. Further, we see that now a damping term ~ is
introduced, which is equal to the ratio of the truncation error va-
riance and the variance of the update:

2ov
2o
u

u (17)

That this ~ causes a damping effect, can be seen more clearly when
we look at the Wiener-based algorithm for only N=l point. In that
case, using (10) we find:

i-I i-I i-Idfd(x,y,d ). V'f(x-d ,y-d ,t-c)- x
(18)
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It is interesting to note that when ~ in (18) is set equal to ~=100,
the so-called simplified algorithm of Cafforio and Rocca results [4J,
[6J. Equation(18) is also related to an algorithm proposed by Walker
and Rao in [7J. If we take ~=O and multiply the update with a scalar
s=~, their algorithm results. The Wiener-based algorithm (16) is al-
so related to other algorithms which use information of several pic-
ture elements. If we take ~=O in eq. (16), an expression results
which can also be obtained using linear regression. This is done by
Cafforio and Rocca in [6J, although no initial estimate was used in
their algorithm. This initial estimate, however, can easily be added
as was done in the least mean-squares algorithm proposed by Netra-
vali and Robbins [8J. In their algorithm, however, the update was
restricted to a maximum of 0.08 pixels, while s was chosen to be ~
because of stability reasons. These limitations, however, severely
decrease the speed of convergence. The Wiener-based algorithm (16)
does not impose any of these limitations.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
An impression of the impact of pel-recursive algorithms can be

obtained by comparing them with the conditional replenishment ap-
proach in a motion-compensation coding scheme.

The simulations for motion-compensated coding were performed on
a sequence of 40 images. This sequence, called "Miss America", is
a typical videoconferencing scene showing head and shoulders motion.
One frame of this sequence is shown in fig. 2. The motion-compensa-
tion takes place along the scan direction. The process of motion-
compensation basically consists of two steps: first the vector found
at the previous pixel is used to determine the displaced frnmp nif-
ference of the current pixel, which is the prediction error to be
transmitted. Next an update of the estimation is made, yielding a
new vector which will again be used at the next pixel on the line.
Displacement is only estimated at "changed" pixels; whereby a pixel
is declared changed when the frame difference exceeds a threshold
value T. Note that the transmitter always has to send address in-
formation of changed pixels together with the value of the dfd.
Then, the receiver can reconstruct the pixel intensity by adding
the dfd to the predicted intensity value. The details of the imple-
mentation can be found in [9J. If the coding scheme is used on the
"Miss America" sequence, results are obtained as depicted in Fig. 3
showing the root mean squared prediction error (RMSPE) of the entire
image. In this figure the Wiener-based algorithm of eq. (16) with
~=50 and N=7 (Curve I) is compared with the simplified Cafforio and
Rocca algorithm of eq. (18) with ~=100 (Curve II), theWalker and
Rao algorithm of eq. (18) with ~=O, s=~ (Curve Ill), and the well-
known steepest descent algorithm [2J (Curve IV). The upper curve in
Fig. 3 indicates the size of the thresholded frame difference sig-
nal, also called prediction error. The Wiener-based algorithm when
compared to Cafforio and Rocca's, Walker and Rao's and the steepest
descent algorithm, indicates that a more robust and stable displace-
ment estimation can be obtained. A visual judgment of the data re-
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duction can be obtained from Fig. 4, in which the frame difference
is shown (fig. 4A), next to the displaced frame difference obtained
with the Wiener-based algorithm (Fig. 4B).
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Fig. 2. Frame from sequence "Miss America"

a b

Fig. 4. (a) Frame difference in Miss America sequence
(b) Displaced frame difference using algorithm 1

(~=50, N=7).



ON COMBINED SYMBOL AND DIGIT ERROR-CONTROL

CODES

Jean-Paul Bolyl and Wil J. van Gils2

We describe an approach towards error-control coding for systems

in which digit as well as symbol errors and erasures can occur, a

symbol being a position-fixed group of digits. A construction of codes

that can deal with both types of errors and erasures simultaneously is

considered. We give a theoreiical basis for the determination of the

error-control capacity of such codes.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes an approach towards error-control coding for sys-

tems in which digit as well as symbol errors can occur, where a symbol is

a position-fixed group of digits. Examples of such systems are the (N, K)-

concept fault-tolerant computers [4], [6], [7], compound channels [8], [9] and

memory systems composed of m-bit wide chips where m is larger than one

[3], [5], [10].
Consider a linear code C of composite length n = N m and dimension k

over the Galois field GF(q). The vectors ;f E (GF(q))Nm are considered to

be composed of N elements of (GF(q))m:

;f=(XO,Xl, ... ,XN-t), XiE(GF(q))m, i=O,l, ... ,N-l. (1)

The components Xij E GF(q) of Xi = (XiO,Xil"",Xi(m-l)) are called the

digits Of;f. We are interested in codes that can detect and correct digit

1Veldm. Montgomerylaan 334, 5623 Le Eindhoven. This research was done during the

first author's stay at Philips Research Laboratories Eindhoven for his master's thesis work.

2Philips Research Laboratories, P.O. Box 80.000, 5600 JA Eindhoven.
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errors and erasures, symbol errors and erasures and combinations of these.

These codes will be called combined Symbol and Digit Error-Control (SDEC)

codes.

In section H we int:roduce the concept of the minimum distance profile

of a code, a good measure for determining the error-control capacity of an

SDEC code. In section HI a general construction of SDEC codes is given.

For an extensive treatment of SDEC codes we refer to [1] and [2].

11. THE MINIMUM DISTANCE PROFILE

In this section we shall define the minimum distance profile of a code and

we shall indicate the error detection/correction capacities induced by it. The

original definition was introduced by Piret [8].

Consider a linear code C of length n = Nm and dimension k over GF(q).

The vectors ~ in (GF(q))Nm are considered to be partitioned into N blocks

(symbols) of m q-ary digits each, i.e.

The parameters N, n, k and m are called symbol code length, digit code

length, digit code dimeneion and symbol size respectively. The symbol weight

8W(~) of ~ E (GF(q))Nm is defined to be the number of nonzero symbols in

~:

8w(~):=I{i: Xi=?Q, i=O,I, ... ,N-I}I· (3)

The symbol distance 8d(~,1!J between two elements ~ and 1!_ in (GF(q))Nm

is defined to be the symbol weight of their difference ~ - 1!_:

(4)

The weight of an element Xi in (GF(q))m is defined to be the number of

nonzero digits in Xi. The digit weight dw(~) of a vector ~ E (GF(q))Nm
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is defined to be the sum of the weights of its symbols, or equivalently, the

number of nonzero digits in ~:

dw(~) := I{(i,j) : xii =I 0, i = 0,1, ... ,N - 1; j = 0,1, ... , m - 1}1. (5)

The digit distance dd(~,]L) between two elements ~ and]L from (GF(q))Nm

is defined to be the digit weight of their differences ~ - ]L:

dd(~,]L) := dw(~ - ]L). (6)

The minimum symbol distance sd( C) and the minimum digit distance dd( C)

of the code C are the respective minima of the distances defined above over

all pairs of mutually different codewords in C.

For a vector ~ = (xo, ... , xN-d let dw(~lj) denote the digit weight of the

vector of symbol length N - j that is obtained by deleting the j heaviest

(i.e. those having the largest weights) symbols from g, The weight profile of

a vector ~ = (xo, ... , XN-l) is given by the N-vector

wp(~) := (dw(~IO), dw(~ll), ... , dw(~IN - 1)). (7)

For example the vector (1000,1010,1011) in ((GF(2))4)3 has weight profile

(6,3,1). For the code C the minimum distance profile mdp(C) is defined by

(8)

where

di(C):=min{dw(.ç.lj): fEC,f=lQ}, j=O,I, ... ,sd(C)-l. (9)

In other words, if for fixed j one takes N - j arbitrary symbol components of

an arbitrary nonzero codeword in the code ç, then the sum of the weights of

these components is at least di(C). There also exists a codeword in the code

C having N - j symbol components whose weights add up to exactly di (C).
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Hence, d; (Cl is the minimum of the minimum digit distances of the ( ; )

codes obtained by puncturing C in j symbol positions. Note that the length

of the weight profile is equal to the symbollength N of the code C and that

the length of the minimum distance profile is equal to the minimum symbol

distance sd( C) of the code C. For example the binary code with parameters

N = 3, m = 4, k = 2 and generator matrix

G = [0000 1110 11111
1000 1000 1110

has mdp(C) = (4,2).

If the code C is such that the digit dimension k is a multiple of the symbol

size m and furthermore if K := k l n» fixed symbol positions in any codeword

can be seen as information symbols (i.e. k = Km information digits), then

the parameter K is called the symbol code dimeneion of C. In this case an

SDEe code C of symbollength N, symbol dimension K and symbol size m

is denoted by the triplet (N, K, m). If we look at the digit length n = Nm

and digit dimension k we denote an SDEe code by the triplet ((n,k,m}).

Nowwe shall describe the error-control capacity of an SDEe code induced

by its minimum distance profile. To do this we need the following definitions.

A finite set A = {(al, bd, ... , (aiAI, blAI)} of pairs of natural numbers is called

a list of pairs if all first components ai, i = 1, ... , lAl of the pairs in A are

mutually different. We say that a vector ~ is covered by A, A being a list of

pairs, if there exists a pair (a, b) in A such that dw(~la) ::; b.

Let T and U be two lists of pairs. The code C is said to be T -correcting

and U -detecting if it corrects all errors ~ covered by T and if it detects all

errors ~ which are covered by U and which are not covered by T. If U = 0,
then C is called T-correcting, if T = 0 then C is called U -detecting. It is
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immediately clear that C is T-correcting and U-detecting if and only if

1. none of its cosets contains more than one vector covered by T,

2. in case a coset contains a vector covered by T, then it does not contain

another vector covered by U.

This is equivalent to saying that none of the differences between two distinct

vectors, ofwhich one is covered by T and the other by T or U, is a codeword

of C. The following theorem is a direct consequence of these remarks.

Theorem 1. The code C is T -correcting and U -detecting if and only if

for every pair (s, t) in T and every pair (u, v) in the union of T and U the

component d6+U (C) of mdp( C) satisfies the inequality

(10)

If in any codeword of an ((n, k, m)) code C e fixed symbol positions (e ::;

sd(C) -1) are erased then we obtain an ((n - em,k,m)) code C' with min-

imum distance profile mdp(C') = (do(C'), ... ,d.d(C')-I(C')), where sd(C') 2:
sd(C) - e and where dj(C') satisfies the inequality

(11)

Ill. A CONSTRUCTION OF SDEC CODES

In general we construct a linear (N, K, m) SDEe code over GF(q) by

choosing a linear [N, Kl code over GF(qm) and mapping this code onto its q-

ary image with respect to a certain basis of GF(qm) over GF(q). To be more

specific, let q be a prime power and let the ordered set B = (/30' /31, ... , /3m-l)

be a basis of GF(qm) over GF(q). For the vector ~ = (xo, XI, ... ,XN-I) E

(GF(qm))N the q-ary imaçe of ~ with respect to the basis B is defined to be
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the vector x(B) E (GF(q))mN where

m-l

z, = 2: Xij{3j, i = 0,1, ... ,N - 1.
j=O

For a linear [N, K] code Cover GF(qm) we define the code C(B) as

(12)

C(B) := {c(B) : fEe}. (13)

The code C(B) is called the q-ary image of C with respect to the basis

B. Clearly, C(B) is a linear code of length Nm and of dimeneion Km over

GF(q).

The minimum distance profile of the SDEe code C(B) depends on the

choice of the code Cover GF(qm) and on the choice of the basis Bof GF(qm)

over GF(q). For example, let C be the [2,1] code over GF(8) with generator

matrix

where a is a primitive element of GF(8) that satisfies a3 = a + 1. With

respect to the polynomial basis {I, a, a2} the binary image of C has minimum

distance profile (3,1). However, it is easily checked that there exists no [2,1]

code ij over GF(8) su~h that the binary image of ij with respect to the

normal basis {a3, a6, as} of GF(8) over GF(2) has minimum distance profile

larger than (2,1).

Hence, the problem is to find a code-basis pair (C, B) such that the code

C(B) has a good minimum distance profile. In [1] and [2] a large number of

good SDEC codes is constructed. Here we restrict ourselves to the following

example.
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Example. (See [6]). Let a be a primitive element of GF(28) that satis-

fies as = a4 + a3 + a2 + 1 and let e = a17• Then e is a primitive element of

GF(24) that satisfies e4 = e + 1. Let C be the [4,2] code over GF(2S) with

generator matrix

G = [e e6 et2 e9]
e6 e12 e9 e

and let B be the normal basis {all.2Ó I i = 0,1, ... ,7} of GF(28) over GF(2).

The code C(B) is a binary (4,2,8) SDEC code and it can be shown that C(B)

has minimum distance profile (7,4,1). By Theorem 1 we have that C(B)

is {(I,D), (O,3)}-correcting. Hence the code can correct all single symbol

errors and all bit error patterns of weight at most three. Furthermore, a

combination of single symbol erasure and single bit error can be corrected,

and a combination of a single symbol erasure and a double bit error can be

detected.
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ON SEVERAL DEFINITIONS OF TIME RESOLUTION APPLIED TO BlO-SONAR
J. Braadbaart*, C. Kamminga*

Four current definitions of time resolution are compared for

echolocation,waveforms of two bottlenose dolphins,

Tursiops truncatus.

INTRODUCTION

Although 'tie now know quite a lot about audition and echolocation
in several delphinid species, we have the most complete data on Tur-
siops truncatus, the Atlantic bottlenose dolphin. In this paper the
discussion will likewise concentrate on a specific aspect of echo-
location in T. truncatus: the resolution performance of the sonar
signal.

The location and operation of the soundgenerating system or
systems of T. truncatus are still not precisely known. We do know
that tr~ dolphin T. truncatus can emit very intense sonic pulses
with dominant frequencies between 40 kHz and 110 kHz in a quite nar-
row beamwidth in both the horizontal and vertical planes. The centre
line of the beam .is more or less in the same line as the anima]'s
mouth-line.

There appears to be a strict relationship between the time dura-
tion and frequency width of the produced echolocation signal which
obeys a fundamental law of communication theory, i.e. Gabor's un-
certainty relation. This relation states that the product of time
duration and frequency bandwidth has a strict lower bound.

We will focus on the time aspects of the echolocation signal,
.bearing in mind the uncertainty relation. Probably the single most
important characteristic of the echolocation clicks is their short
duration. Signals of this type are good for range resolution, and,
therefore, good for target discrimination (Hol & Kamminga, 1979).
The good range resolution characteristics also allow the short clicks
to perform very well in a highly reverberant environment.

*Technische Universiteit Delft, Faculteit der Elektrotechniek,
vakgroep Informatietheorie, Postbus 5031, 2500 GA Delft
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Based on a target discrimination exeriment, we will apply several
existing definitions of time resolution to the dol?hin echolocat~on
click and compare theoretical performance to the outcomes of a psy-
chophysical experiment involving a cue of time difference percep~
tion.

TIME RESOLUTION
To investigate time resolution in general, we ma~euse of fo~r

existing definitions:
a) the Rayleigh criterion
b) the two-maxima criterion
c) the minus 3 dB points
d) the effective time duration

Criterion (a), borrowed from optics, was postulated by Lord
Rayleigh. It states t~at two objects are to be obse~ved with regard
to each other if the maximum of one object coinciQes with a zero
crossing in intensity of the other one, as is shown in figur~ 1. If
the time function happens not to have a zero crossing within the
time duration, this definition fails, as is the caSe with the
Gaussian envelope of a dolphin sonar signal.

I

I ---------mo.

OotJlltrIOJt -------

Figure 1. The Rayleigh criterion applied to a sinc function.

The criterion of the two maxima is of course only applicable if
there are two maxima to be observed in the returning echo. For any
wave shape we do have to figure out whether this occurs, which is
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determined by the amplitudes of the echoes and the relative phase
between both signals.

The-3dB criterion well known from filtering techniques, looks
for the half power points of the wave shape. Applying this defini-
tion to the problem of time resolution does not incorporate the se-
lectivity (roll-off), as in the description of a real filter.

Effective time duration, a well-known concept from descriptions
of stochastic time functions, replaces an arbitrary wave shape by a
normalised rectangular shape. The apparent effect of this time re-
presentation is given by fact of comprising the complete time
function. An example of this definition is pictured in figure 2 for
a Gaussian wave shape.

,;!J'i--;--

I
~8t- ..- _··-t .. ·

0,:; ..

::I=--~r.~----
i

:J--~

Figure 2. Effective time duration of a Gaussian time function.

To calculate the distance between two different signals we choose
·the well-known mean square criterion D:

D f {u(t)-v(t)}2 dt

E + E - 2 f u(t) v(t) dt.

In fact, u(t) is quite similar in wave shape to v(t). This means
that the third term is the time correlation function of the emitted
pulse u(t). It thus follows that the distance between u(t) and v(t)
is influenced only by the correlation term. A large distance between
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both echo signals is thus attained by minimising the correlation
term.

The aforementioned criteria will be applied to the correlation
function of the two signals (u)t and v(t). Looking at man-made ra-
dar and sonar systems, we notice that the optimal receiver has the
configuration of a matched-filter. The output signalof this filter
consists of the correlation function of the emitted signal.

In fact, this implies a certain preference to look at the corre-
lation function of the dolphin sonar pulse instead of the sonar
click itself.

THE DOLPHIN SONAR SIGNAL
Without going into details about modelling the echolocation sig-

nal of the dolpin, we use as an appropriate model the elementary
signal as proposed by Gabor. It can be shown that such an elementa-
ry signal, given by

In 2f(t) = exp - t expj2nfot6t

satisfies the lower bound for the product of time duration and fre-
quency width as

6t.6f=1

The dolphinsonar signal has the feasibility of approaching this
lower bound and seems to be a rare physical example of Gabor's theo-
retical model.

Following Wiersma (1982), the time duration and the frequency
bandwidth are defined by

The choice for 6t isexperimentally determined and corresponds
closely to the time during which f(t) is significantly different
from zero. For öf we then have a value that almost equals the -3dB
or half-power bandwidth.
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A typical example of a dolphin sonar signal is pictured in fi-
gure 3. This is a click with only about 2 oscillations of a dominant
frequency within its Gaussian envelope.

Figure 3. A typical example of an echolocation click.

Dominant frequency for our subject, the Tursiops truncatus, is
within the range of 40 kHz to 80 kHz.

ECHOLOCATION TIME RESOLUTION
Applying the aforementioned criteria to the correlation function

of the envelope of dolphin sonar signal the following results are
obtained, expressed in arbitrary time units

Rayleigh criterion 1.4
two-maxima
-3dB

0.45
0.37

effective time duration 0.50
Due to the very deviating figure for the Rayleigh criterion, we

will leave out this definition in further discussions and choose
instead the effective time duration of the signal. A calculation of
this parameter is a clicktrain of some 50 adjalent sonar clicks of
a time discrimination experiment, showed an average for the remai-
ning three criteria as follows:

two maxima criterion 12.3 ~s
-3dB criterion 10.1 ~s
effective duration 15.3 ~s
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As can be traced from figure 4, the minimum value of the last
figure gives 13.5 vs. The dominant frequency used by Doris was esta-
blished to be around 45 kHz. This value closely corresponds w i th the
experimental results obtained by Hol & Kamminga in their experi-
ments, i.e. a value of 12.5 ~s.
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Figure 4. The resolution performance plotted together with the un-
certainty product for 50 consecutive pulses in a click
train of the subject DORIS during the time difference
discrimination experiment.

Nast interesting will be a comparison of the temporal resolution
parameter of the captive subject Doris with the performance of a
wild T. truncatus. We were very lucky to do some sonarrecordings on
a wild, solitary species along the coast of Brittany, France.

Similar calculations on this "wild" sonar signalof a dominant
frequency of about 75 kHz showed approximately the same average fi-
gure of 16.0 ~s with a minimum at the end of the click train of
12.7 ~s, as shown in figure 5. Looking at the uncertainty product of
the two subjects over the click train, we note a significant lower
value of 1.06 for our wild dolphin compared to 1.16 for the captive
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one. The value of 1.06 turns out to be the lowest figure of merit we
have noticed in dolphin sonar.
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Figure 5. Resolution performance and uncertainty product of the so-
nar signalof a wild bottlenose dolphin, computed for 30
consecutive clicks.

Whether this difference is due to the different living circumstan-
ces or solely to individual variation is left open for discussion.
In fact, we came to the conclusion that temporal resolution perfor-
mance in both animals remains quite the same despite their dominant
frequencies differing almost by an octave.
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Adaptive Transform Coding using Cascaded
Vector Quantization

M. Breeuwer!

Abstract

An adaptive image coding technique is described that compresses mono-
chrome TV images from 8 bit/pixel to about 0.5-0.8 bit/pixel while main-
taining reasonable-to-good image quality. This technique performs a Dis-
crete Cosine Transferm on subblocks of 8 * 8 pixels of the image and uses
Cascaded Vector Quantization for quantization of the transferm coefficients.
The quantization is performed adaptive to the wide range of image character-
istics by classifying the pixel activity in the subblock into one of a number of
possible activity classes and by using different VQ codebooks for each class.

1 Introduction

Vector Quantization (VQ) has recently become a popular technique in image data
compression. In the period 1980-1982 it was first applied to small rectangular
subblocks of an image, e.g., with size of 4 * 4 pixels [1]. Subsequently, it was
combined with other compression techniques, for example, it has been used for
the quantization of the residual signal in a predictive coding technique [2].

Another popular image compression technique is Transform Coding. A linear
transformation is performed on a rectangular subblock of an image and the re-
sulting transform coefficients are quantized. In most transform coding techniques
presented up to now scalar quantization is used, i.e., each coefficient is quantized
individually. However, the transform coefficients can also be considered as a
vector and VQ may be used for quantisation of this vector.

In the compression technique presented in this paper image subblocks of 8 * 8
pixels are transformed using the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) (e.g., see
[3]). In principle, VQ could be performed directlyon the resulting vector of
64 DCT coefficients. However, due to the large complexity of the procedure
for generating the VQ codebook and due to the high memory requirements for
storing the (large) codebook this method is not applicable for such large vectors.
Therefore, the coefficient vector is quantized with a cascade of VQ's which each
have a low complexity (i.e., a limited number of codebook vectors). In order
to improve the quality of the compressed images, the quantization is performed
adaptive to the pixel activity in the 8 * 8 subblocks.

lphilips Research Laboratories, P.O. Box 80.000, 5600 JA, Eindhoven, The Netherlands
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ENCODER DECODER

INPUT
VECTOR

INDEX
-1 ~ RECON·

INDEX CODEBOOK STRUCTED
VECTOR

Figure 1: Full-search VQ encoder and decoder

2 Cascaded Vector Quantization

Figure 1 gives a schematic representation of a full-search VQ. In the encoder
the input vector (with a length of L elements) is compared to each of the N
codebook vectors and the "nearest" codebook vector is chosen. Only the index of
this codebook vector is transmitted to the decoder, where the quantized vector
can be obtained by a simple table-Iookup procedure. The bitrate of the full-search
VQ is equal to r = I092(N)/ L bits per vector element.

Using the mean-squared-error between input and quantized vector as the dis-
tance measure for the codebook search, the quantization of one vector requires
L· N = L· 2r·L multiplications and additions. For large vectors and/or for high
bitrates the full-search VQ becomes too complex to be of practical value.

Cascaded Vector Quantization (CVQ, see Fig. 2) is one of the methods to
reduce quantization complexity. First, the input vector is quantized using a full-
search VQ with a codebook containing a limited number of vectors (stage 1);
then, the residual between the input and quantized vector is determined and
is quantized using a second full-search VQ (stage 2) with a codebook specially
designed for residual vectors. This procedure can be repeated until the required
quantization accuracy is obtained. The indices of the different stages (11 and 12)
are transmitted to the decoder.

In case of two stages with codebooks of sizes NI and N2, NI· N2 possible
combinations of codebook vectors can be made; however, the complexity is only
equal to L· (NI + N2) instead of L . NI . N2 for a comparable full-search VQ
with NI· N2 codebook vectors. The total bitrate of the CVQ is simply the sum
of the bitrates of the different stages.

3 nCT coding using Cascaded VQ

3.1 The encoder

Figure 3 gives a schematic representation of the encoder. The nCT of a subblock
of 8 * 8 pixels is determined and the pixel activity in the subblock is calculated.
As activity measure the AC-energy (pixel variance) in the block is used. This
energy is quantized to one of four possible levels. In this way, image subblocks are
classified into four different activity classes. In blocks with relatively low energy,
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Figure 2: Cascaded VQ: encoder and decoder

only a limited number of nCT coefficients differ significantly from zero; only these
coefficients have to be quantized and transmitted to the decoder. In blocks with
high energy, however, all coefficients are important and should be transmitted.
Therefore, the quantized energy determines which coefficients are quantized and
transmitted; the vector constructor selects these coefficients and groups them
into a coefficient vector (see section 3.3). An exception is made for coefficient
(1,1): this coefficient represents the mean value ofthe pixel block and is uniformly
"scalar" quantized with a 9-bit accuracy. The quantized energy determines which
of the four possible CVQ's is used for quantization of the coefficient vector. The
number of stages used in the chosen CVQ also depends on this energy; for higher
energies more stages are used (see section 3.4). The vector indices prod uced by
the CVQ and the quantized energy (AC) are transmitted.

3.2 The decoder

Figure 4 gives a schematic representation of the decoder. The received quantized
energy determines to which of the four possible CVQ-decoders (ICVQ) the re-
ceived vector indices are fed. In the ICVQ's (which have the structure shown in
Fig. 2) the quantized coefficient vector is reconstructed. Subsequently, in the co-
efficients constructor a block of 8 * 8 quantized nCT coefficients is formed, using
the quantized energy to determine the mapping of the elements of the coefficient
vector to the positions in the 8 * 8 coefficient block. Then by means of an inverse
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Figure 3: DCT-codec: encoder

DCT (IDCT) the 8 * 8 image subblock is reconstructed.

3.3 Vector construction

In the vector constructor the coefficients which have to be quantized and trans-
mitted are grouped together into a vector. The following tables show the positions
of these coefficiens (indicated by 1) in the 8 * 8 coefficients block for each of the
four energy classes. The position of coefficient (1,1) (mean pixel value] is indi-
cated by m.

1: m 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 f: m 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

s. m 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 .4- m 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 J
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

3.4 Specification of the CVQ's

In the CVQ's two parameters have to be specified, namely the number of stages
and the number of codebook vectors per stage. The values of these parameters
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Figure 4: DCT-codec: decoder

determine both the bitrate and the quantization accuracy of the CVQ. The fol-
lowing table gives possible values for each of the four energy classes:

class number of stages number of vectors per stage
stage 1 stage 2 stage 3 stage 4

1 1 64
2 2 1024 256
3 3 1024 1024 1024
4 4 1024 1024 1024 1024

With this specification the average bitrate ranges from about 0.5 bit/pixel for
low-detailed images to about 0.8 bit/pixel for highly-detailed images.

The codebooks for the CVQ's were generated using the well-known LBG-
algorithm [4] on a set of eight monochrome TV images with a size of 576 lines
containing 720 pixels per line. The set of 8 * 8 pixel blocks of these images was
first divided into four subsets of training vectors on basis of there pixel energy
and for each subset the codebooks for the CVQ's were generated. Each group
consisted of between 10,000 and 15,000 training vectors. The training procedure
was performed on a DEC VAX-8800 computer and took about 5 days of CPU-
time.

4 Results and discussion

The codec as shown in Fig. 3 and 4 was simulated on a DEC VAX-8800 computer.
Several TV images of size 576 lines with 720 pixels per line were coded; Fig. 5
gives an example of an original and a reconstructed image (bitrate 0.47 bit/pixel).
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On the whole, the quality of the coded images is reasonable to good; a detailed
inspection of these images shows that pixels in blocks with energy belonging to the
highest-energy class (class 4) have a poorer quality than those in blocks belonging
to classes 1 to 3. For example, around large intensity changes in the image (edges)
some distortion is visible. This distortion may be decreased by using more stages
in the CVQ for energy class 4. Furthermore, by using more energy classes and
by using larger training sets for the generation of the CVQ-codebooks the image
quality may be further increased.
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Figure 5: Original and reconstructed image

Original image (8 bit/pixel)

Reconstructed image (0 ../7 bit/pixel)



THE MULTICHANNEL SAMPLING OF SEQUENCES: A SYSTEM ORIENTED APPROACH

G.H.L.M. Heideman, F.W. Hoeksema, H.E.P. Tattje *

ABSTRACT

A sequence x(k) is passed through a discrete sampling system. The
system consists of L channels with in each channel a linear shift-
invariant (LSI) filter Hj' a synchronous 1 out of M sampler, an M-
expander (which adds M-1 zeroes to each sample) and an LSI
reconstruction filter Pj' The output of each channel is added
resulting in an output sequence ~(k).
Given L "independent" filters Hj we will derive the conditions which
M and Pj have to fulfil in order to allow the input sequence to be
equal to the output sequence.

We solve this problem by using a system oriented approach in which
it is shown that the previously mentioned system is equivalent to an M
channel commutator system with an LSI filter in each channel. From
this commutator system a set of linear algebraic equations is derived
which in fact give the value of the transfer functions of sUbsystems
of the LSI filtèrs in the commutator system.

For a given set of FIR filters Hj and L= M the resulting
reconstruction filters Pj may not be realizable and in general are
of IIR type. The system oriented analysis allows us to find a (shift
variant) reconstruction scheme for the same Hj consisting of FIR
filters only. The price we pay is an increase of sample rate: our
simple reconstruction scheme is used in a redundant sampling system
(L > M).

* University of Twente, Department of Electrical
Engineering, P.O. Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede.
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THE ALGEBRAIC NORMAL FORM OF ARBITRARY FUNCTIONS
OVER FINITE FIELDS

* **C.J.A. Jansen , D.E. Boekee
Abstract: Many functions over finite fields used in areas
such as switching theory, digital optical computing,
cryptography, etc. are mappings from GF(q)n to GF(q)i i.e,
functions of n variables, each taking on values from the
finite field of q elements. One of the properties one may
be interested in is their Algebraic Normal Form, i.e.
their sum of products form e.g. as a measure of complexity
(or nonlinearity). In this paper we show a transform,
called ANF Transform, which is a fast transform like the
Fast Hadamard Transform, FFT, FWT, etc. This ANFT is
based on a matrix structure, which holds for every finite
field. Using the ANFT we derive exact expressions for the
probability distribution of the
complexity of random functions over GF(2)n.

1. Introduction

In this paper we consider functions f(x1,x2, ...,xn)
where x1,x2, ...,xn all are elements from GF(q), the
finite field of q elements. Such a function may
be represented by some formula, expression or in
general a table of argument values and corresponding
function values. In the field of two elements the
latter representation is often referred to as a truth
table.
The goal of this paper is to devise a tool for obtaining
the algebraic normal form of these functions. The
algebraic normal form is usefull to judge the complexity
of a function, e.g. the number of product terms or
the maximum order (the largest product term).
The ANF is used in areas such as switching theory,
cryptography [1],[2] and digital optical computing [3].

* Philips USFA B.V., Eindhoven, The Netherlands
** Delft University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands
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The ANF over GF(q) is defined as follows

f(x1,x2,··,xn) = aO + a1x1 + a2x2 + •.. + anxn +

+ a11xi + a12x1x2 + ... + annx~ +
3 2 + a x3 ++ a111x1 + al12x1x2 + a123x1x2x3 + ... nnn n

As can be seen the highest order term has order n(q-1)
and there are qn different terms corresponding to all
the different products of all powers of all variables.
The function f is therefore completely determined by the
qn coefficients a. ., which take on values from GF(q).

1•• J
Usually these coefficients are specified so that the
function f may be evaluated or the logical circuit
determined. The problem that will be treated in the
sequel is that of determining the ANF coefficients,
given the function values.
In section 2 a method for determing the ANF coefficients,
called ANF transform, is given for the binary case, which
is implemented as a fast transform in section 3.
Section 4 shows an application of the theory of sectioo
2, viz. the complexity of random binary functions.

2. The ANF Transform over GF(2)

nThe q products x. x .... x. (0 ~ s ~ n) form a basis
11 12 1S

for all functions of n variables over GF(q), as there are
n

exactly qq such functions.
For the case q=2 these products written as 2n-dimensional
vectors over GF(2) form the well known basis for the
binary Reed-Muller codes of length 2n and maximum order
n-1, [4].
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These basis vectors are usually written down in ascending
product order: 1, vI' v2' .., v1v2' ..., v1v2 ...vn' or in
matrix form where the basis vectors are used as the rows
of the matrix.
There is however a more naturalordering of the products
in the ANF, viz.: 1, vI' v2' v1v2' v3' v1v3' v2v3' v1v2v3'
This is a recursive ordering where the series of products
is obtained by copying the already existing products,
multiplied by the next variable. This ordering gives rise
to a special matrix structure, which can also be obtained
recursively.

Proposition 1.: Let the products in the Algebraic Normal
Form have a naturalordering as shown
above, then the linear transform which
transforms a binary coefficient vector
into a binary vector of function values
is given by the following binary matrix:

AO [1]

A [~n-1 ~n-11 n > 0n n-1 n-1

with 0 the 2nx2n all-zero matrix.n

The proof follows immediately from the naturalordering
of the product terms and the fact that the row vectors
of the transform matrix are obtained by evaluating the
product terms for all combinations of values of the n
variables.
The interest however lies in the inverse transform, i.e.
the way to obtain the ANF coefficient vector when the
vector representing the function values is given.
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Proposition 2.: The inverse of the transform matrix An
is An itself.

The proof is omitted for brevity.
From proposition 2. we see that it is very easy to obtain
the ANF coefficients given the 'truthtable' of the
function. In the sequel the transform that yields the
ANF coefficients will be called the ANF transform or ANFT.
Note that the position of the coefficients is now based
on the naturalordering of the products.
E.g. the coefficients of the first order 'products'
(the linear terms) occur at positions 2n-1, if the
first position is position O.

3. Fast transform implementation

The ANFT can be implemented very efficiently due to
the structure of the transform matrix. This is
illustrated by the following.
Let. - (tOtt1, ...,. 1)' ill = 2n denote the vector of-n m-
function values (i.e. the truthtable in vector notation).
Let any vector ~ be written as ~ = ~1/~2,i.e. the
concatenation of the first half and the second half of v.
Then it can easily be seen that an ANFT of order n
reduces to two ANFT's of order n-1 and a vector modulo-2
addition:

inAn = i*An_1 / (i; + i~)An_l

Figure 1. illustrates this reduction. This reduction
implies that an ANFT of order n reduces to order 0 in
n steps, thereby having to carry out modulo-2 additions
only.
It can also be seen that the total number of modulo-2
additions equals ~mlog2m , where m = 2n is the length
of the vector i.
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Fig. 1.
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Figure 2. shows the ANFT for n=3 in recursive form, and
figure 3. illustrates the binary 'butterfly' form which
is an analogon to the Fast Fourier Transform [5],
including the permuted output order. Note that due to
its simplicity this algorithm can be implemented in
software or hardware very efficiently.

4. Random Binary Functions

In this section the results of the second section are
applied to random binary functions. Such functions assume
the values 0 and 1 with probability one half, for every
argument value, i.e. every bit in their truthtable is
chosen independently at random. It turns out to be
easy to establish the statistics of the ANF coefficients.

Proposition 3.: For random binary functions the ANF
coefficients are independant, identically
distributed (i.i.d.) binary random
variables with probability one half.

Proof: omitted for brevity.
It now is relatively easy to say something about how
complex a random binary function is on the average,
if it is clear what is meant by the word complexity.
It is clear that complexity is not only related to the
number of products in the ANF, which is of course
binomially distributed, but also to the order of the
products. Hereto a complexity definition will be given.
The (non-linear) order of a function, which is defined
to be the greatest product order in the ANF, is also of
particularinterest.
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proposition 4.: For random binary functions of n variables
the average and variance of the non-linear
order are given by:

E(order)

Var(order)

=

n-1 -S (k)L2 n
k=O

) 2- (n+1)n - ~ -

n -

=

- {n-1 -S (k) }2L2 n
k=O

As was already noticed neither the number of products,
nor the function order alone are sufficient to describe
the difficulty or complexity of a function. It is
clear that the number of products and their individual
orders determine this complexity. Therefore we propose
a weighted real sum of all coefficients as a complexity
measure.
This complexity measure may be viewed as a mapping C,
which maps all binary vectors of length 2n e.g. to the
positive integers, Le. C: GF(2)m ~ lN , with m = 2n.
The mapping may consist of taking the inproduct
of the coefficient vector and a weight vector, that
expresses the difficulty of multiplications and additions.

TSo we have : y := C(~) = ~ ~
Let us assume ~ to be 122323343445 ..., which expresses
the fact that addition is slightly more difficult than
multiplication, then we find by straightforward
calculation for the expected complexity of a random
binary function

- (n) n-1y = ~1 2
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This is exactly one half of the maximum complexity that
can be achieved with the aforementioned weight vector.
It is clear that many other weight vectors might be used,
that express in some way the difficulty of building a
function.

5. Conclusions

The ANF transform method shown in this paper has
been implemented in software and gives very good
results. The generalisation from GF(2) to GF(q), for
q a prime power has already been carried out by the
authors and will be published in a forthcoming paper.
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STRUCTURAL INFORMATION THEORY OF BlO-SONAR,
THE ODONTOCETE ECHOLOCATION SIGNAL

C. Kamminga *

ABSTRACT

Given the low value of the so-called uncertainty product of time
duration and bandwidth of dolphin echolocation waveforms, a signal
analytic approach on the basis of the Gabor model seems very
appropriate. Gabor's elementary signaldescription implies a
structural description in four dimensions:

to the mid epoch of the waveform
~t the effective time duration
fo the centre of gravity in the frequency domain
~ internal phase

The question now arises if the number of degrees of freedom could be
further reduced. A two-dimensional description, under the constraint
of a minimal ~t.~f product, is given for different categories of
dolphin signals. This pictures the highest ranking parameters which
are responsible for the two-way classification of pelagic (oceanic,
deep water) and coastal dolphins.
Insights in the different frequency behaviour of those two classes of
dolphins brings the echolocation hypothesis of stranding alive again.

* Delft University of Technology, Department of Electrical
Engineering, P.O. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands
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ITERATIVE NONLINEAR IMAGE RESTORATION

Reginald L. Lagendijk, Jan Biemond and Dick E. Boekee

Abstract
A nonlinear model for the image formation and recording pro-
cess is described. This model incorporates the blurring of
an image, a nonlinear transformation to account for the re-
sponse of the recording device, and an additive noise term.
Under certain assumptions this nonlinear model can be appro-
ximated by a linear one (as is shown for the equivalent sen-
sor response of photographic film), and common linear resto-
ration filters can be applied. However, when such assumptions
do not hold the actual nonlinear model has to be considered
in the restoration process. An iterative nonlinear image
restoration algorithm is presented which is based on the com-
plete nonlinear model for the image formation and recording
process.

1. INTRODUCTION
Observed or recorded images are often degraded by the imaging

medium and corrupted by noise. In image restoration we try to re-
move these kinds of degradations by developing algorithms based on
a mathematical description of the degrading phenomena. A degraded
image is commonly modeled as an additive combination of the linear-
ly transformed original image (blurring) and an independent noise
term. All other types of degradations or transformations which may
occur during the image formation and recording process are conve-
niently neglectedtovalidate the use of linear restorBtinn filters.
Although this simplified modeling of degraded images is a useful
and often valid approximation, there exist practical situations in
which a more accurate description is required. For example, the re-
sponse of many recording devices is highly nonlinear, hence a point
nonlinearity (or memoryless sensor nonlinearity) has to be taken into
account in developing a mathematical model for the image formation
and recording process. An important example of such a sensor nonli-
nearity is the sensitivity of photographic film, describing the re-
lation between the optical intensity incident on the film and the
resulting silver density deposited on the film after developing.

In this paper we describe an iterative nonlinear re~toration al-
gorithm which is based on a nonlinear model for the image formation
and recording process. To this end, in Section 2 we first discuss
a general model for the nonlinear image formation and recording
process. The intensity-density relation for photographic film is
considered as an example. In Section 3 the effects of the nonlinea-

The authors are with the Delft University of Technology, Dept. of
E.E., Information Theory Group, P.O. Box 5031,2600 GA Delft, the
Netherlands.
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rity in the image model in linear restoration methods will be brief-
ly reviewed. Two possible linear approximations for the intensity-
density relation are considered as well. In Section 4 we present an
iterative nonlinear image restoration method which includes the true
response of the sensor, and which is in fact an extension of the
iterative restoration method that we proposed in a recent paper [2J,
[3J. The conclusions and some remaining open questions are presented
in Section 5.

2. IMAGE FORMATION AND RECORDING
Nonlinear Model

Many imaging systems can be described by a concatenation of a
2D linear system with memory and a memoryless nonlinear system, fol-
lowed by a random noise introducing process [lJ. Figure 1 depicts
such a model for the image formation and recording process. The li-
near part accounts for the linear degradations introduced in the
observed image, such as motion blur, which may be caused by a rela-
tive motion between the recording system and the original scene f,
or defocusing, which may be due to an incorrectly focused lens sys-
tem. If this blurring effect acts uniformly over the image f, it
can be described by a linear convolution of the original image with
the point-spread function of the imaging system. In a more general
description which does not require a uniform blurring effect, this
system is mode led as a general linear transformation of the origin-
al image. Assuming that the recorded image g is digitized in a NxN
discrete matrix, we maintain the discrete formulation throughout
the image formation and recording process although this is actually
a continuous process. Hence we have for the non-observable image
gl in Figure 1

gl = H f, (1)

where gl and f are lexicographically stacked vectors (of the size
N2x1), and where H is the a priori known transformation matrix (of

f

1--------------- - -- --l

i H s(.) M!!
Linear Memoryless
transforma- nonlinearity
tion gl g2 g

I

I
I

-----_j
IL__. _

Image Blurring Sensor Response Noise

Figure 1. Nonlinear model for the image formation and recording
process.
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the size N2XN2) introducing the blur.
The response of the sensor is represented by the transformation

s. This memoryless nonlinearity operates independentlyon each ele-
ment of gl, and maps the intensity values in gl for example onto the
photographic film silver densities. Although s may represent any
kind of response, in image restoration s is usually a monotonic
function on the appropriate intensity range. The discussion of a
specific example which is of great importance in image processing,
is postponed until the end of this section. Defining the operation
of the sensor nonlinearity s on a vector h as s(h)=(s(h(1)),s(h(2)),
....s(h(N2))), where h=(h(1),h(2), ...,h(N2)), we obtain the follow-
ing model for the non-observable image g2:

( 2 )

Finally we assume that the major noise contribution in the image
formation and recording process is present after the above linear
and nonlinear transforms, and that it can be modeled satïsfactorily
by an independent additive noise term. The complete model including
the blurring of the image, the response of the sensor and the noise
is thus represented by the following nonlinear matrix-vector descrip-
tion:

g = s(Hf) + n. (3 )

Since the characteristics of the noise term are only partially
known in practice, the exact original image f cannot be computed
from the distorted version g. Therefor~, image restoration concen-
trates on achieving an improved image f which is an acceptable ap-
proximation of the original image.
The O-log E Curve as a Sensor Nonlinearity [1]

Image recording by photographic film relies on the properties of
halide salts of silver. Silver halides are changed by exposure to
light so that the action of developers (reducing agents) result in
the precipitation and deposition of grains of free silver. It has
been experimentally found that the density of silver deposited is
linearly proportional to the logarithm of the total exposure E
(Emin ~ E ~ Emax)' For very low exposures there is a region of fog
where some small amount of silver is deposited even in the absence
of any light. In addition there is a region of saturation where all
available silver has been deposited due to intense light. This be-
havior of film is usually displayed in a curve of O-log E, where 0
is the optical density defined by

I
D = log ( ~ef), I ~I f're (4)

Here Iref is the intensity of a reference source of light, and I the
intensity of light transmitted through a photographic film when il-
luminated by the reference source. A typical O-log E (or Hurter and
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Oriffield) curve is shown in Figure 2 [IJ.
To analyze more closely the effect of the photographic film re-

sponse to light in the image formation and recording process we de-
rive an approximate expression for the equivalent sensor nonlinea-
rity. The following approximation for the O-log E curve is valid in
the "linear" region of Figure 2:

o = 'Ylog E - 00' (5 )

where 'Yis the slope of the linear region (also referred to as the
gamma of the film), and whereOo is an offset value. Hurter and Orif-
field showed that the intensity It of the light transmitted through
developed photographic film with density 0 is governed by the fol-
lowing relation:

(6 )

where Iref is the intensity of a reference source of light. By com-
bining Eqs. (5) and (6), and by assuming that the exposure was con-
stant during the exposure interval with time duration t=l (hence
E=I.t=I), we obtain

-0Iref e
-('Ylog E-Oo)Iref e
-'YK • (I) , (7 )

whereallconstant factors are combined into a single constant K.
Eq. (7) is the basic equation of film behavior as a device that re-
cords intensities. Only for 'Y=-lwe find a linear mapping of inci-
dent intensity I to observed intensity It transmitted through film.
Hence, film is a nonlinear element in the image formation and recor-
ding process. Obviously, when a scene is recorded by photographic
film, and the silver densities are measured from the developed film
(the resulting image is called a density image), Eq. (5) gives the
expression for the equivalent nonlinear sensor response. On the

optical
Density

Saturation

Linear
region :/

I

E .m~n Ema" Log (exposure)

Figure 2. A typical O-log E curve of a film.
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other hand Eq. (7) defines the equivalent sensor response when the
developed film is exposed and the intensities of the transmitted
light are measured.

3. EFFECT OF THE SENSOR NONLINEARITY IN LINEAR IMAGE RESTORATION
We consider the general formulation of a degraded image given in

Eq. (3). Suppose that the restoration of g has to be carried out by
a linear restoration filter L, i.e.

f = Lg = L(s(Hf) + n). (8)

Assuming for a moment that the noise n is negligible, Eq. (8) redu-
ces to

f L(s(Hf)) . (9 )

Clearly, there exists no linear filter L which can undo the effect
of a nonlinear transform s. However, if we assume that s has a uni-
que inverse s-l, then we could remove the effect of the 'sensor non-
linearity by first applying s-l to g, and next filter the resulting
image by the inverse filter L = H-1;

f L s-l(g)

H-1 s-l(S(Hf)) = f. (10)

In this way a perfect restoration result is obtained. However, in
practice the noise in Eq. (8) cannot be overlooked, hence

-1 -1
11 s ( s (Hf) + n). (11 )

Obviously, a perfect restoration result as obtained by Eq. (10) can
no longer be achieved. We conclude therefore that linear restoration
filters cannot be used in combination with the nonlinear image mo-
del in Eq. (3) even when s-l exists. The solution to thjs dilemma
is either to approximate the nonlinear model in Eq. (3) by a linear
one, or to develop nonlinear restoration filters which completely
take into account the true nonlinear response of the sensor.

The practical importance of the discussion above can be illustra-
ted by considering the equivalent sensor response of photogra~hic
film as derived in Section 2. By combining Eqs ..(3) and (5) we ob-
tain for the blurred density image

gd = Y log (Hf) + n - D0' (12)

while combining Eqs. (3) and (7) yields the blurred intensity image
-y -n

g i = Kl . (Hf') . e (13)

The above relations are valid only in the linear part of the Hurter
and Driffield curve. Although both Eq. (12) and (13) represent a
nonlinear model, the noise in Eq. (13) has become a multiplicative
process which is an additional disadvantage. For this reason it is
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more attractive to process the blurred image in the density domain
rather than in the intensity domain.

We next consider two linear approximations of the Eqs. (12) and
(13), respectively. When the intensity variations in the image fare
relatively small, Eq. (12) can be linearized about the mean signal
value ~. By consideri~g a first order Taylor expansion of Eq. (12)
about the mean image f, i.e. the image of constant intensity ~, we
obtain the following linearized model:

g y[Hl + ~f (log Hf)lf=f (f-f)]+n - Do

(14)

where all multiplicative factors are absorbed in K2' and where all
offsets are combined in a single offset K3.

Another linear approximation based on the same idea can be deri-
ved from Eq. (13) when the noise contribution is relatively small.
First the inverse sensor response is applied to Eq. (13) and next
the multiplicative noise term is expanded about n=O, yielding

Y -n -l/yg = [Kl. (Hf)- .e] = K4 . Hf
a nIY I= K4· Hf [1 - an (e ) n=O . n]

nIYe

(15)

Here all constant factors are combined in K4 and KS. Using either
the model in Eq. (14) or (15) the common linear restoration filters
can be used. However, when the above approximations are not valid
or the image intensities are not restricted to the linear part of
the curve in Figure 2, the true model in Eq. (12) has to be used.

4. FORMULATION OF AN ITERATIVE NONLINEAR RESTORATION ALGORITHM
Since the noise contribution in the image formation process intro-

duces a considerable amount of "uncertainty", there is generally no
unique solution to Eq. (3). In fact there exists a (bounded) set
of feasible solutions of which the size is determined by the uncer-
tainty introduced by the noise. We define the set of feasible solu-
tions as the intersection of the following sets:
(i) lig - s(Hf) IIR :;; E. (16)

Here R is a diagonal weight matrix which locally regulates the pro-
perties of the restoration [2],[3]. Obviously, the uncertainty E
is related to the amount of noise in Eq. (3). For noiseless data
(E=O) the solution to Eq. (16) is given by Eq. (10).
(ii) (17)

Here L is usually a high-pass filter and fr an a priori known "refe-
rence" image (if such a reference is not available then we select
fr=O). The condition in Eq. (17) regularizes the solution to the
restoration problem. Since global regularization often results in
ringing artefacts [3], the regularization is locally adapted to the
edge information in the image by the diagonal weight matrix S.
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(iii). The restored image f satisfies a constraint C which repre-
sents certain deterministic a priori knowledge about the original
image. The projection onto the closed convex set defined by C is
denoted by P.
To obtain a solution which is an element of the set of feasible so-
lutions, first Eqs. (16) and (17) are combined:

- - 2 - 2 2<t>(f)= Ilg-s(Hf) IIR + aIIL(f-fr) lis;;;2E r (18)

where a=(E/E)2. If a solution f satisfies Eq. (18), then Eqs. (16)
and (17) are also satisfied except for a factor of at most 12.

We next consider the problem of finding a solution which satis-
fies Eq. (18). A necessary assum~tion for the algorithm to be deve-
loped is that the gradient of <t>(f)has only nonzero values outside
the set defined by Eq. (18), which is usually a valid assumption.
Then a solution to Eq. (18) will always be obtained by solving

~=o.
af

(19)

The above condition results in solving a set of nonlinear equations,
which is why iterative solution techniques have to be used.

I. Linearization
If we assume that we have available an estimate fk which is close

to a solution f for which Eq. (19) hol~s, then we may expand the
sensor nonlinearity in Eq. (18) about fk. A first order Taylor ex-
pansion yields

(20)

Here Ns(.) is the diagonal Jacobian matrix, given by

. as I as I as INs(h) = dlag(aX x=h(l)' ax x=h(2)'···'ax x=h(N2)).
Substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (18), and equating the gradient of
<t>to zero yields the following iterative algorithm for the linea-
rized model [4J:

(21)

(22b)

where Bk is called the gain matrix. Unfortunately the evaluation
of Bk is very complicated since this requires the inversion of a
N2 x N2 matrix. In practice Bk is approximated by setting all off-
diagonal elements in Eq. (22b) to zero, which reduces the matrix
inversion to the inversion of N2 scalars.
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11. Steepest Descent Method
~ 'Instead of computing a complicated'gain matrix, it is also pos-

sible to select a priori the more simple gain:

(23)

When this gain is used in Eq. (22a) a steepest descent algorithm is
obtained. This type of algorithm has the additional advantage of
enabling the direct incorporation of a projection operator without
loosing the convergence properties of the algorithm, i.e. if an ite-
ration step converges without the projection operator, then it will
also converge when the projection operator is included. Hence we
have the nonlinear restoration algorithm with a projection operator
to validate the condition (iii) in each iteration step:

(24)

To obtain an optimal convergence speed, ~k might be optimized by
minimizing ~(fk+1(~k)) with respect to ~k' It is, however, usually
difficult to solve this separate suboptimization problem. For this
reason typically a fixed value for ~k will be used. The substitu-
tion of the solution obtained by the iterative scheme in Eq. (24)
into Eq. (18) constitutes an a posteriori check on the claimed a
priori knowledge and assumptions.

5. CONCLUSIONS
A general model for the nonlinear image formation and recording

process has been described. This nonlinear model is often approxima-
ted by,a linear one, under the condition that the practical situa-
tion can justify this approximation. However, when such a linear ap-
proximation cannot be made, we have shown that it is possible to in-
corporate the complete nonlinear model for the image formation and
recording process in an iterative nonlinear restoration algorithm.
Several experimental restoration results obtained by the proposed
algorithms will be presented during the symposium.

Current research concentrates on establishing theoretically the
properties of the limiting solutions of the algorithms in Eq. (22)
and (24), and on robustly selecting the values for ~k which ensure
convergence.
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FROM MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD TO AN ENTROPV ESTIMATE

R.MODDEMEIJER *

We present some preliminary thou8hts about a method
to estimate entropies usin8 the maximum likelihood
method. The necessary redefinition and
8eneralization of the maximum likelihood method to
obtain this estimate are presented. The estimated
maximum of a mean l08-likeLihood function is
interpreted as a ne8Cative~-entropy estimate. Two
separate sources of bias can be distin8uished:
R-bias; caused by insufficient representation of
the "true" probabi li ty de-reei. ty f ur«:t: ion by its
estimate and N-bias; due to the finite sample size.
Also the variance of our Centropy or mean
l08-likelihood~ estimate is presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

A~ ~his momen~ ror ~he analysis or elec~roencephalogram
signals, in par~icular ~ime-delay es~ima~ion be~ween
channels, rour apparen~ly dirreren~ me~hods are used:
cross-correla~ion, mu~ual inrorma~ion [1,2], maximum
likelihood delay es~ima~ion ror normally dis~ribu~ed
signals [3] and ARMA-modelling [4]. These me~hods are
mo'st.L y s~udied separa~el y. al ~hough t.h,,",ypO~5:ess:.a common
componen~. Ar~er some e~ensions on and some modirica~ions
or ~he in~erpre~a~ion or ~he Maximum Likelihood CML)
me~hod we are able ~o in~erpre~ ~hese me~hods as a
rerlec~ion or ~he signal model used. In ~his ar~icle we
presen~ ~he Maximum Average Log-Likelihood (MALL) me~hod
which is a s~ep in~o ~he direc~ion or ~he unirica~ion or
~hese approaches.

2 DEFINITION OF THE MALL-ESTIMATE

Because all measurable aspec~s or ~he signal model used
are described by ~he probabili~y densi~y runc~ion Cpdr) or
~he signals, ~he es~ima~ion or ~he model is equivalen~ ~o
~he es~ima~ion or i~s pdr. Thererore we es~ima~e a pdr by
a Maximum Likelihood CML) me~hod ~ha~ es~ima~es an
arbi~rary set or parameters which represent that pdr. A
~heore~ical problem we encoun~er is ~he ques~ion whe~her
the ML-me~hod is a method to estimate parameters or ~o

* Twente University, department or Electrical Engineering
P.O.Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands
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es~ima~e pdr's? We ~hink ~ha~ ~he ML-me~hod we use is a
me~hod ~o es~ima~e pdr's, bu~ only ~hose which can be
represen~ed by parame~ers.

To jus~iry our s~a~emen~ we will s~udy ~he ML-me~hod in
de~ail. We s~ar~ wi~h N independen~ observa~ions x, wi~h
1 ~ n ~ N, or ~he s~ochas~ ~ dis~ribu~ed accordingn ~o ~he
unknown pdr gCx). Using observa~ions we selec~ one pdr:
e.g. ~he op~imal pdr, ou~ or a se~ or a priori selec~ed
pdr's rCxla) wi~h "a" a parame~er vec~or. As a measure or
~he resemblence or rCxla) ~o gCX) we develop a cri~erion:
~he mean log-likelihood or rCxla), given ~he observa~ion
x or ~he s~ochas~ic variable x.
n For a good unders~anding or-~he specirica~ion or ~he

pdr's we in~roduce a rormal no~a~ion. Assume gCx)e S wi~h
S ~he se~ or all pdr's. We derine a priori a se~ Tc S or
pdr's ~o be considered in our es~ima~ion me~hod. Csee
rigure 2.1) The elemen~s or T are deno~ed by rCxla)e T, in
which "a" is a vec~or or con~inuous or discre~e variables
a.. An a priori derined domain and an in~erpre~a~ion wi~h
r~spec~ ~o rCxla) are assigned ~o every elemen~ or "a".
The se~ or vec~ors "a" ~o be considered is deno~ed by J:
aeJ. For example:a e ~ migh~ represen~ ~he mean, a ~+ ~he
variance and a e{,4'U1U2l,~MrL, l~ ~he ror~ or ~he
dis~ribu~ion. sTo selec~ ~he op~imal elemen~ ou~ or T,
which resembles gCx) mos~, we develop ~he cri~erion
men~ioned berore. I~ is doub~rul whe~her gCx)e T. Ir
g(X)E T ~he ~rue pdr g(x) is no~ an elemen~ or ~he pdr's
considered: rCxla)eT. In ~his case £(xla) can never become
equal ~o g(x), so ~he ML-es~ima~e or ~he pdr is guaran~eed
~o be biased due ~o insurricien~ represen~a~ion. Cno~e:
~his does no~ mean ~ha~ ir ~he parame~er vec~or "a" has a
meaning wi~h respec~ ~o g(x), ~ha~ ~he parame~er vec~or
es~ima~e has ~o be biased ~oo.)

s
rexla)

figure 2.1. Representation of the sets Sand T in the
pdf-space. It is doubtfu~~ whether or not T covers gCx).

To selec~ ~he
cri~erion LCx ,...
): ~he likelifiood

op~imal rCxla) we rirs~ derine ~he
,x la) C or in shor~hand no~a~ion LCa)

Nor rCxla), given ~he N observa~ions

C2.1) LCx ,... ,x la)
1 N

Nn rCxn la)
n=1
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The magniLude or LCa) Lends LO increase or
Lhe power or N. ThaL means LhaL LCa) has no
limiL zero ror N goes LO inriniLy. To
problem we use Lhe geomeLric mean or Lhe
Lhen leL N-+oo. assuming Lhe limiL exisLs:

lim 1ft rCXn la)
N-+OO n=1

decrease
limiL or
overcome

likelihood

WiLh
Lhe

Lhis
and

C2.2) LCa)

We have assigned LO every elemenL or T a,unique criLerion
LCa). The elemenL rCxla) ror which LhaL criLerion LCa)
reaches a maximum is considered LO be Lhe opLimal elemenL
or T: rCxla ) which provides us WiLh Lhe besL possible
estimaLe orOgcx). IL is convenienL LO search ror Lhe
maximum or lCa)=log LCa) insLead. The meLhod and Lhe
resulLs are invarianL ror Lhis LranrormaLion:

C2.3) lCa) = lim
N-+OO

log
00

rCxnla) =1
00

gCx) log rCxla) dx

with lCa) Lhe Mean Log-Likelihood CMLL),
How LO modiry our meLhod LO use iL in Lhe case or a

riniLe number or observaLions? For a riniLe number or
observaLions we derine an estimaLor: Average
Log-Likelihood CALL) or Lhe MLL or C2.3): ~ Ca) Cwe denoLe
eSLimaLors based on NobservaLions by a smarl capiLal N as
lower index):

C2.4) ~ Ca)
N

1
N log rcx la)

n

As we use Lhe average as an eSLimaLe or Lhe mean. we use
Lhe Average Log-Likelihood as an eSLimaLe or Lhe Mean
Log-Likelihood. We disLinguish Lhe junction ALL:
1 Cx •...•x la) or formal parameLers x •...•x Cor in
s~orthand ~oLaLion 1 Ca) ). Lhe stochastic Nvariable:

N1 Ca)=l Cx •... ,x la) and Lhe observation:
TNCa)=lNC;l, ....~Ia). This is Lhe same disLincLion as forN N 1 N .X: Lhe vartab~e x, Lhe stochast ~ and Lhe observatton x.
The ALL is proporLional LO Lhe convenLional log-likelihood
runcLion. The essenLial dirrerence beLween Lhe
convenLional log-likelihood funcLion and our ALL funcLion
is in Lheir inLerpreLaLion: we inLerpreL L Ca) as an
estimaLe or a resemblence measure lCa). Thrs eSLimaLe
~ Ca) has Lhe following properLies:
N1) The ALL funcLion: ~ Ca) posesses, excepL for some

paLhological cases.Na limiL for N-+oo: lCa)
2) For every "a" Lhe eSLimaLe ~ Ca) is an unbiased

NeSLimaLe or lCa) [5], alLhough L Ca) is a biased
eSLimaLe or MaxClCa)). BOLh es~im~Lors possess a
variance.

The "a" ror which ~ Ca) reaches a maximum
LO be Lhe MaximumN ALL CMALL) eSLimaLe a

N

is
or

considered
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3) The observa~ions x need no~ ~o be independen~ ~o
provide us wi~h a good es~ima~e l Ca) of lCa)

4) The es~ima~e l Ca) for differen~ N"a" need no~ ~o be
based on ~he s~me se~ of observa~ions x

5) The parame~ers may be discre~e or con~iguous
6) The number of parame~ers for all elemen~s of T need

no~ ~o be equal
7) The conven~ional ML-me~hod is a special case of ~he

MALL-me~hod
We re~urn ~o our in~erpre~a~ion problem and of course

we conclude ~ha~ ~he MALL- and ML-me~hods are ~wo me~hods
~o selec~ one pdf ou~ of a pre-defined se~ of pdf's. How
~o in~erpre~ parame~ers? We can assign quan~i~ies like:
mean, variance, en~ropy e~c. ~o a pdf. These quan~i~ies
assigned ~o ~he MALL-es~ima~e of ~he pdf are called ~he
MALL-es~ima~es of ~hese quan~i~ies. If such a quan~i~y is
a parame~er: a quan~i~y which is used ~o discribe ~he pdf,
~hen we have found ~he MALL-es~ima~e of ~ha~ parame~er.

The in~erpre~a~ion of a parame~er vec~or "a" becomes
simple if "a" is used t.o represen~ gCX) by fCxla) and
gCx)eT. In ~his case ~here exis~s an a for which
fCxla )=gCx). According ~o ~he Jensen ineqBàli~y:opt

lCa) = J gCx) log fCxla) dx 5 J gCX) log gCX) dx = - H{~

in which equali~y holds if and only if gCx)=fCxla); ~his
a can be found by searching for ~he elemen~ for which
~~~tequali~y holds. We we calcula~e ~he op~imal elemen~
a of:7":opt

C2.5) ICa ) > ICa)opt for all ae:T ,{a >opt

Inequali~y C2.5) is similar ~o ~he inequali~y ~o be solved
by ~he MALL-me~hod, ~o calcula~e ~he MALL-es~ima~e a :

N

C2.6) l Ca ) > l Ca)N N N for all ae:7", {a }
N

Because:

C2.7) 1 Ca) = I i m l Ca)N---+ooN

i~ follows ~ha~:

C2.8) a = lim a = a
00 N---+ooN opt

We conclude ~ha~ ~he MALL-me~hod, as ~he ML-me~hod,
provides us wi~h an asymp~o~ical unbiased es~ima~e of
a =a, which is ~he parame~er vec~or for which fCxla)opt 00
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equals g(x).
However ir g(X)eT. ~here exis~s no a such ~ha~

r(xla )=g(x). I~ is doub~rul whe~her opt"a" has any
in~erpFê~a~ion wi~h repec~ ~o g(x). Even ~here migh~ exis~
a unique a according ~o (2.8). This optimaL vec~or mus~

00now be in~erpre~ed as ~he vec~or ror which r(xla)
discribes g(x) as good as possible according ~o our
cri~erion.

3 DEFINITION OF BIAS

Assume we es~ima~e ~he quan~i~y A which is assigned ~o
a s~ochas~ ~ dis~ribu~ed according ~o ~he pdr g(x). We
emphasize ~ha~ A is an unknown cons~an~ because g(x) is
unknown. We ropre-serrt.g(x) by r(xla) and es~ima~e "a"
using ~he MALL es~ima~ion me~hod. Therear~er we calcula~e
wi~h r(xla ) ~he MALL es~ima~e A or A. As ror ~he ALL
runc~ion o¥ §2 we dis~inguish N~he estimator function:
A (x •...•x) (shor~hand no~a~ion A). ~he estimator:
AN=A~Cx •..~.x) and ~he estimate: A =AN(x •...•x).
-"N_N-i -N NNi NTne conven~ional derini~ion or bias equals ~o:

(3.1) BIAS{A } = E{A } - A
-"N -"N

We dis~inguish ~wo sources or bias:
1) insurricien~ represen~a~ion or g(x)

called R-BIAS and
2) ~he rini~e sample size N~ called N-BIAS.

The R~bias is cons~an~ and a priori de~ermined ror a given
es~ima~ion procedure. This bias is caused by insurricien~
represen~a~ion: ~he dirrerences be~ween ~he true pdr gCX)
and i~s op~imal represen~a~ion by rCxla ). The N-bias is

00or s~ochas~ic origin and is caused by ~he rini~e sample
size~ so ~his bias mus~ disappear ror an inrini~e sample
size. This proper~y provides us wi~h a prac~ical
derini~ion or N-bias:

by rCxla)~

(3.2) N-BIAS{A } = E{A } - E{A } = E{A }
-"N -"N -00 -"N

A
00

By derini~ion ~he R-bias equals:

(3.3) R-BIAS{A } = A - A
-"N 00

or course ~he bias or (3.1)
con~ribu~ing componen~s:

is ~he sum or bo~h

(3.4) BIAS{A } = N-BIAS{A } + R-BIAS{A }
-"N ~ -"N

The same dis~inc~ion be~ween bo~h sources or bias can be
recognized in ~he ar~icle or Moddemeijer [2J abou~ ~he
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es~ima~ion of en~ropy and mu~ual
his~ogram es~ima~or.

informa~ion using a

4 ENTROPY ESTIMATOR

Due ~o ~he Jensen Inequali~y ~he maximum of ~he MLL is
an approxima~ion of ~he negCa~ive)-en~ropy. The difference
be~ween ~his maximum and ~he neg-en~ropy decreases if
fCxla) becomes a be~~er represen~a~ion of gCx). This
difference:

C4.1) R-BIAS{ H {x} } = - lCa ) - H{x} wi~h H {X}=-l Ca )
-,., - 00 - -,., - -,.,-,.,

is called ~he R-bias of ~he en~ropy es~ima~e. Maximiza~ion
of ~he log-likelihood is equivalen~ ~o minimiza~ion of ~he
R-bias. Due ~o ~his bias ~he en~ropy is always
overes~ima~ed. We conjec~ure ~he N-bias, wi~h opposi~e
sign, of ~he en~ropy es~ima~e equals:

C4.2) IN-BIAS{ H {x} } = - N-BIAS{ 1 Ca ) } ~ - 2 N-,., - -,., -,.,

wi~h I ~he number of degrees of freedom Conly for
con~inuous parame~ers) of a-vec~or. This N-bias
approxima~ion was derived by Sakomo~o e~ al. [6] for
g(x)eT and 1 Ca ) chi-squared dis~ribu~ed. The his~ogram-,., -,.,based en~ropy es~ima~or [2] is a special case of ~his ALL
based en~ropy es~ima~or wi~h ~he true pdf represen~ed by
a his~ogram. For ~his his~ogram es~ima~or ~he N-bias
approxima~ely equals C4.2). Near ~he op~imum ~he small
devia~ions of a-vec~or hardly influence ~he variance so:

C4.3) VAR{ H {x} } = VAR{ 1 Ca ) } ~ VAR{ 1 Ca ) }
-,., - -,., -,., -,., 00

For ~he average 1 Ca )
:-N 00independen~ s~ochas~~c

1 Ca )=1 Ca ) for N=1, ~he
-1 00 -,., 00

of N equally dis~ribu~ed
variables 1 Ca ). wi~h
. -1 00var~ance equals:

C4.4) 1 1VAR{ 1 Ca ) } = N-VAR{ 1 Ca ) } = N-VAR{ lCx la ) }
-,., 00 -1 00 -1 00

The Akaike cri~erion [7] ~o de~ermine ~he op~imal
number of parame~ers is used ~o balance N- and R- bias of
~he MALL. As long as ~he R-bias domina~es. i~ is useful ~o
increase I ~o ob~ain a be~~er representation of gCx). Near
the optimal representation the N-bias dominates and must
be corrected such that for increasing I the corrected MALL
approaches ~he neg-entropy. If for increasing I the
increment of the corrected MALL is in the same order of
magnitude as the variance, then the optimal I is reached.
To deal with the variance Akaike overcompensates the
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N-bias by a fac~or 2. so he will find a maximum of
MALL for increasing I. Fur~her inves~iga~ions in
rield. especially inves~iga~ion or ~he problem or
given N) indis~inguishable models. are recomended.

~he
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DECODING WITH MEMORY

P. van der Moolen*
A new decoding scheme is developed for a concatenated coding
system with a convolutional inner code and a Reed-Solomon
outer code~ with interleaving. This decoding scheme is based
on the ''bursty''character of the decoding errors of the
Viterbi Algorithm. A mode for this decoding scheme is
presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper a model for a new decoding scheme for a
concatenated coding system is presented. This concatenated coding
system consists of a convolutional inner code and a Reed-Solomon
(RS) outer code, see figure 1.

CHANNEL
VITERBI
INNER

DECODER

RS
OUTER

DECODER DATA
SINK

RS
OUTER

DATA ENCODER
SOURCE

CONVOLUTIONAL
INNER

ENCODER

SUPERCHANNEL

Fig. 1 Concatenated coding system

Since the output of the Viterbi decoder contains errors that occur
in bursts, interleaving is necessary (otherwise such a burst would
cause many symbol errors in one and the same RS codeword). The
method of interleaving used is shown in figure 2.

The RS encoder generates M codewords and stores them in the
columns of a matrix, as in figure 2. Then the RS symbols are read
out from this matrix bit-serially by rows. The RS symbols are
represented by a number of bits, say L. The length of an RS codeword
is N. Such a block of M RS codewords is called an (RS) code array
with interleaving depth M.
This interleaving process is actually an information-destroying pro-
cess, because the bursts are randomized. However, in the following
we will employ this way of "randomization" in the method of
decoding.

* University of Twente, Dept. Electrical Engineering
P.O.Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede
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2. DECODING WITH EXTRA INFORMATION

Fig. 2
Interleaving of
th RS codewords

To reduce the number of symbol errors in one RS word caused by
bursts, one chooses for interleaving, as described above. Now a
burst causes symbol errors in different RS codewords (see figure 3).

x x x

x x x

x x x x x

x x x

- N :>:
"0 -o -0

'" ... ...
0 0 0
:. :> :>
'" '" '""0 -e "0
0 0 0
u u u
VJ VJ VJ

'" '" '"

Fig. 3
RS code array with
burst error pattern
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It follows that if there is a symbol error in an RS word in the
code array, the symbols at the corresponding location in the
previous and the next RS word will be suspicious. Suppose the RS
decoder has correctly decoded RS(j) *, and corrected a symbol error
in the i-th symbol. Consequently we know that the Viterbi decoder
has selected a path in the trellis diagram that deviates from the
correct path.

I symbol i
I of RS (j- I )
I

corrected
symbol i
of RS(j)

symbo 1 i I symbol i I symbol i symbol i
of RS(j+l) lof RS(j+2) I of RS(j+3) I of RS(j+4)j

correc / I
state (2)

correct/
state (I) I

I I
selected path I
by Viterbi decoder
I

Fig. 4 Example of several symbol errors

Such an incorrect path can cause several symbol errors in
subsequent and previous RS codewords, e.g. RS(j-l),
RS(j), ...,RS(j+3) in the example in figure 4 (only for the i-th
symbol). But since the symbol errors in RS(j) are corrected by the
RS decoder the correct i-th symbol is known. Hence we know in which
state the Viterbi decoder should start when decoding symbol i of
RS(j+l) (correct state (1) in fig. 4), or in which state it should
end when decoding symbol i of RS(j-l) (correct state (2) in fig. 4).
So we can restart the Viterbi decoder with this extra information to
redecode the i-th symbols of RS(j-l) and RS(j+l).

Now the procedure of decoding the RS code array is-as follows
(decoding with memory from the Zeft side): The RS decoder starts
decoding the first RS word of the (Viterbi decoded) code array.
If it succeeds, then at all the locations of the (corrected) symbol
errors, the Viterbi decoder is (re-)started to decode the
corresponding symbols of the subsequent codeword with the new
initial states. Then the RS decoder tries to decode RS(2).

* RS (code)word j is denoted by RS(j).
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If it succeeds, the same procedure is repeated. If it fails the
RS decoder tries to decode the subsequent RS word. When the RS
decoder succeeds in decoding RS(M), it is possible to decode RS(l),
and maybe RS(2), •.., with memory (as far as necessary).

When there are still some RS words in the code array, that could
not be decoded, we start decoding with memory from the right side:
we look for a decoded RS word RS(j) for which RS(j-l) could not be
decoded (starting at the right side of the code array). Then we
start the Viterbi decoder again to decode the RS symbols of RS(j-l)
at the locations of the symbol errors in RS(j), using the extra
information about the final state of the Viterbi decoder and an
initial state derived from an already decoded RS word. Then the RS
decoder tries to decode RS(j-l), etc.

A special case arises when both RS(j-l) and RS(j+l) are decoded
(and RS(j) not). Then for every RS symbol of RS(j) the initial state
and the final state are known. This special case is called decoding
with memory from both sides.

3. A MODEL FOR DECODING WITH MEMORY

We now develop a model for decoding with memory.
We divide the RS words into six different types:
A RS words that can ~lways be decoded.
L RS words that can only be decoded after decoding with memory from

the Left side.
R RS words that can only be decoded after decoding with memory from

the ~ight side.
E RS words that can be decoded after decoding with memory from the

left or the right side (Either side).
B RS words that can only be decoded after decoding with memory from

Both sides.
N RS words that can Not be decoded.

First we make an important assumption:
Given the type of the received word RS(j)~ the probability that
word RS(j+l) is of type A~ L~ R~ B~ E or N does not depend on the
RS words RS{j)~ RS(j-l)~ RS(j-2)~ ...~ RS{l). (Markov property).

Because of this property the model that generates the input for
the RS decoder is a Markov source. It has six states (which we
indicate with A, L, R, B, E and N). Every transition is possible
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(The structure of the state diagram of this source is a complete
directed graph with loops on six nodes). The output of a transition
is the state where it is coming from. We indicate this Markov source
with SOURCE. The output of SOURCE is the input for the model for RS
decoding with memory from the left side. The latter model is a
finite state machine (FSM) with two states, S (~pecial) and G
(General). We indicate this FSM with LEFT.
The output of LEFT indicates that the input (the received RS word):

1) can be decoded (output is +)

2) can certainly not be decoded (output is -)
or 3) can only be decoded if the next RS word can be decoded

(output is =)

The latter case is important for the model of the RS decoder with
memory from the right side.

The state diagram of LEFT is shown in figure 5.

A/+ E/=

Fig. 5 State diagram of LEFT

The machine transits into state S if the received RS word is
decoded, and into state G if not. (When the machine is in state S it
decodes with memory from the left side).
The system of the Markov source SOURCE and the FSM LEFT can be
modelled as one FSM, driven by the output of SOURCE. This cascade
can be described in turn as one large Markov source, the "product
source". Each state of this product source is a pair of a state of
SOURCE and a state of LEFT. We indicate this product source by
SOURCE*LEFT. If we write down the transition matrix of this
product source we find that some states are indistinguishable.

Two states X and Y are indistinguishable when

p{ZIX} = p{ZIY}

for every state Z, and the outputs are the same. We can replace X
and Y by one new state.
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In SOURCE*LEFT we can replace

(A,G) and (A,S) by (A,-)
(R,G) and (R,S) by (R,-)
(N, G) and (N,S) by (N, -)

So a Markov chain with 9 states remains. The output of this product
chain is the input for FSM RIGHT, the model of the decoding with
memory from the right side. Like LEFT, RIGHT has two states, Sand
G. In the next table the output of RIGHT is listed for all the
combinations of inputs and states.

~

S G
t

+ D D

= D U

- U U

D = decoded, U = undecoded

This gives the following state diagram

Fig. 6 State diagram of RIGHT
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Since RIGHT runs in reversed time, we have the following process:
A finite state machine, RIGHT, "driven" by the output of a Markov
source, SOURCE*LEFT, running in reversed time. But a time-reversed
Markov source remains a Markov source [2J, so the whole process is
nothing but a Markov source. This source generates the decoding
process of RS words with memory. We indicate the time-reversed
source SOURCE*LEFT by CSOURCE*LEFT)R. SO if we combine
CSOURCE*LEFT)R and RIGHT into one product source we get
CSOURCE*LEFT)R*RIGHT. Finally we again reverse this source in
time. Thus the final source is CCSOURCE*LEFT)R*RIGHT)R. We
would expect this source to have 9*2 = 18 states, but again some
states are indistinguisable.

We can replace

CCA,-),G) and CCA,-),S) by CCA,-),-),
CCE,S),G) and CCE,S),S) by CCE,S),-),
CCL,S),G) and CCL,S),S) by CCL,S),-),
CCL,G),G) and CCL,G),S) by CCL,G),-),
CCB,G),G) and CCB,G),S) by CCB,G),-),
CCC,-),G) and CCC,-),S) by CCC,-),-).

SO a Markov source with 12 states results. This source describes the
process of decoding with memory in the concatenated coding system.
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THE UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE OF MATHEMATICAL MODELLING.

Bart De Moor, Joos Vandewalle <*>
Abstract: The problem of identifying linear re-
lations from noisy data is considered in a new
framework. Starting from a geometrically inspired
definition of noise and linear relations, the
mathematical problem is formulated. New
geometrical concepts are defined and used to
characterize the global solution set : the set of
all linear relat ions that al-e compat ible wi th the
data is a collection of convex polyhdral cones.
This leads naturally to a fundamental uncertainty
principle of mathematical model ing.

1.Introduction.

Identification of mathematical models from noisy data is
one of the enduringly central problems in system theory
and statistics and has profound implications in all
branches of applied sciences such as electronics,mecha-
nics, time series analysis, econometrics, biometrics,
psychometrics ••• One of the basic questions is : '... Can
observed values of a finite family of variables be "ex-
plained" by some underlying linear relations between the
variables 7". The answer is trivial when the data are
noisefree, but the noisy problem is highly non-trivial
both from the conceptual as from the mathematical point
of view. In this paper, we first provide a detailed dis-
cussion of the conceptual problems that characterize
existing identification approaches (sections 2,3). In
sections 4,5,6 a survey is provided of properties and
obtained results for a non-classical approach of the
identification problem.

2.What is noise 7

'Noise" may mean one or all of many things: inaccuracy
of the model, measurement errors, unknown effects, non-
linearities (when dealing with linear models), any cau-
sal or random factors which cannot be modeled, of
which no further information is available, ... This
indicates that the origin of the 'noise" may not be
clear: Is it due to our ignorance of infinitely precise
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data or equivalently, is 'noise" the manifestation of
our lack of complete information which is caused by the
limited precision of our measurement equipment? Or are
the phenomena that we can observe in Nature so complex
that they cannot be modeled by something as simple as
linear relations, although good approximations might
exist? As was the case with the question of existence
or non-existence of the aether in the beginning of this
century, the precise origin of the 'noise" does not
matter if one accepts the following definition:

Noise = what is unexplained by the model.
Since the model consists of linear relations that are to
be discovered in the data, we have immediately:

Noise is absence of linear relations.

3. What are linear relations?

An intuitive representation of
provided in the following vector

a linear
scheme

relation is

b x xa + xb

a -----~ p.a p E IR
X b -----7 q.b q E IR

x -----7 p.Xa + q.Xb

The vector x is 'linearly' related to the vectors a and
b via their "orthogonal" projections xa and xb upon the
vector x. Mathematically, speaking of orthogonality only
makes sense when the inner product that is used is pro-
perly defined. Many mathematicians believe that they
have freedom in the choice of a metric for their
mathematical model. This is true for pure mathematics
(where the choice of norm can be dictated by pure
'intellectual" motivations such as for instance
solvability of the problem) but it may no longer be true
for the mathematical modeling of real processes. In a
lot of cases, there are physical invariants that imply
the use of a certain metric (think of the theory of
general relativity). Taking into account the necessary
invariance principles that a metric should satisfy,
there are strong indications that for the purpose
studied in this paper the identification of linear
relations from noisy data the ordinary Euclidean
metric is appropriate [5J as defined in the usual way:
If x,y are real vectors with components xi'Yi then the
inner product the real number xl.Yl+ •..+xn.Yn. Two
vectors are orthogonal if their inner product equals 0
It then follows quite naturally that:

Orthogonality = absence of linear relations
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4. The mathematical problem.

Suppose n variables are measured over m time instants.
The measurements are aggregated in a mxn matrix A. It is
assumed that the number of measurements exceeds the
number of variables: m > n so that the matrix A has more
rows than columns. This assumption of overdetermination
is of course necessary since otherwise the problem would
be trivial. An existing linear relation would reveal
itself via a n-vector x that belongs to the kernel of
the matrix A: A.x=O The number of independent linear
relations is indicated by the algebraic rank r of A. The
corank of A is defined as n-rank(A). When the data are
perturbed by "noise", one has rank(A)=n or
corank(A)=n. The last axiom that has to be stated (but
which seems quite natural) is the additivity of noise
and exact data. Let the symbol resp. denote exact
resp. pure noise quantities. The measured matrix A can
then be written as:

A = A + A
The noise variables cannot .be linearly related in the
sense defined previously to the exact data but neither
can there exist linear relations amongst the noise
variables (noise is absence of linear relations!). Hence
the following relations appear very naturally:

and At.A = diagonal

Define the measured, exact and noise Gramians as:

then the mathematical
identification of linear

problem the
l-elations is:

Given a positive definite nxn matrix Z
matrices ZFind all nonnegative diagonal

and all n-vect.£rs x such that:
11
2/
3/

....:£= Z - :£
'"corank(:£)

'"2::.x == (1

is nonnegative definite
is maximal

The maximisation of the corank is necessary since of
course one is interested in the maximum number of linear
relations, which are described bv the vectors x. The

",'substraction of the noise matrix Z corresponds in a
certain sense to a correction of the available data into
'exact' data. Of course, the problem looks very similar
to what happens in statistics, where also concepts such
as uncorrelatedness and statistical cq-thogonali ty

in to facilitate the identification
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problem. However, in this scheme no 'expectation
operator' is involved (This very operator itself is a
nice example of a globalizing mathematical tool that
expresses certain things in the form of one number
(mean, variance, •••) about phenomena that are by
definition uncertain (random». We also did not
encounter any difficulty as the 'statistical sampling
problem', which is caused by the unverifiable assumption
that the data are generated by a mysterious probability
distribution function. In fact, this is a very
mechanistic point of view which is quite contradictory
with the specific nature of probability theory itself.
Of course, our model also contains some idealisation of
reality in the form of the assumption of the additivity
of noise and exact data, which implies the existence of
ideal exact data In statistics however the use of
these statistical concepts such as mean, variance,
probability distribution function, leads to unique
answers of the identification problem (think of least
squares, maximum entropy, orthogonal regression,
principal component analysis, ...•) It will now be
demonstrated that the proposed mathematical problem
formulation essentially leads to an infinite number of
solutions (non-uniqueness) The global solution set
however can be characterized geometrically.

5. A remarkable ,-elation with the 'classical' least
squares solutions.

The classical least squares approach applied to the
available mxn data matrix A Cm>n) would proceed as
follows: - Choose a column ak of the matrix A and denote
the remaining mx(n-l) matrix by Ak'

"Regress" all remaining variables with
respect to the chosen one. This is achieved by the
classical expression: t t

xLLSk=(Ak·Ak)-I.Ak·ak
where xLLSk is the linear relation obtained via this
least squares solution. Obviously, there are n such
least squares solutions. It is not so difficult to prove
the following remarkable

I~§Q~§rn; The columns of the matrix S=~-1 which 1S the
inverse of the data Gramian~, contains the n linear
least squares solutions (each up to a normalizing
constant). Let sk b2,the k-th column of S with k-th
element skI< and ~k ~the diagonal matrix with only 1
non~ero element l/skk L~,:=diag,.S0'O,•.,l/skl<'O,..0), then
(~-Lk)·sk=O and the matrix Z-Zk is nonnegative definite.

The interpretation is now straightforward: in the least
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squares scheme. the choice of the k-th column as
regressor is equivalent with the statement that only the
measurements on the k-th variable are noisy while the
remaining measurements are noisefree. The noise energy
of the k-th channel is then proportional to l/skk where
skk is the ek.k)-th element of ~-l. This follows
immedia.!.elyfl-om the structure of the noise 'covariance'
matrix~. However. by no means this identification
scheme provides a well motivated choice for k. Moreover.
if a choice has been specified. the solution is unique

6. Geometrical properties of the solution vectors.

6.1. Orthant invariance.

An orthant of the n dimensional vector space Rn will be
characterized by a diagonal matrix E with +1 and -1
along the diagonal E diag<±l). The nonnegative
(first) orthant is denoted by the nxn unit matrix In'
A vector x is said to belong to orthant E : x E E if the
vector Ë.x belongs to the first orthant E.x E In'
A vector x E E is orthant invariant for the matrix ~ if
~.x E E. It is really verified by inspection that:

E~QQ§~1~__1: All solutions x
problem are orthant invariant.

of the identification

This follows directly from ,.she diàQonality and
non-negativeness of ~ from ~.x ~.x
Now define for the vector y = ~.x. If x E E and x is
orthant invariant. also y E E and equivalently: E.y
(E.~_E).(E.x) where now both CE.y) and (E.x) are
nonnegative vectors. This observation permits to compute
explicitely and characterize geometrically all orthant
invariant vectors of the matrix ~ :

E~QQ§~!~_g: In orthant E. the orthant invariant
can be obtained from the nonnegative solution of
of linear equations: [(E_~oE) (-In)] .[EoXJ =

E.y
The solution set is a convex polyhedral cone

vectors
the set
o

For algorithms and proofs the reader is referred to [IJ
[3]. Geometrically. the solution of the above problem
is the intersection of the kernel of the matrix
[(E.~.E) (-In)] with the first orthant. Hence one can
expect that the "bouridary " vect ors, (the vel-tices of the
polyhedral cones) will contain zero components. The
behavior of this zero components is now investigated.
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6.2. Null invariance.

A second straightforward observation will appear to be
crucial in the computation of the maximal corank.
Suppose that the i-th component xi of a solution vector
x is zero xi=O. This implies that also the i-th
component of the product ~.x will be zero. The vector x
with zero component xi=O will be said to be null
invariant for component i with respect to the matrix ~
if from xi=O it follows that (~.x)i = O. Then we have:

E~QH~~~~ __ ~: All solution vectors with a zero component
are null invariant for that component with respect to
the matri:< L.

So far. two necessary properties have been derived: any
potential solution vector has to be orthant null
invariant. The important role of zeros in the solution
vectors is also highlightened by the next observation.

6.3. Recognition of the maximal corank.

Temporarily. we return to the problem in terms of the
matrix A instead of the 'covariance-Gramian'.....formulation. If the exact matrix A is of rank r. then
there exist n-r linear independent solution vectors
which will be denoted by >:l"'xn-r. Defi~e the n:-:(n-I-)
matrix X = [xl ..•.xn-rJ then obviously A.X = 0

A ,..
E~QH~L!!~_~: Let A be a m>:nma tr ä x (m>n). rank(A)=~
Let X be a nx(n-r) matrix. rank(X)=n-r such that A.X=O.
It is always possible to find a change 0;' basis charac-
terized by a non-singular nxn matrix P A.p-l.p.X = 0
such that each column of the matrix P.X contains n-r-l
zeros.

This property implies that. if the maximal corank of the
identification scheme is n-r. then there will always
exist n-r linearly independent solution vectors each
with n-r-l zeros. These vectors are of course to be
found among the orthant null invariant vectors of L.
There is however still one last property that has to be
formulated.

6.4. Allowed vectors.

The properties of orthant and null invariance are
necessary for a solution vector but not yet sufficient.
In other words. there exist orthant null invariant
vectcq-s that are no solution to the p_soblem. simply
because they 'cause' a diagonal matrix I: such that the
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'"difference ~ - ~ is not non-negative definite. The
corresponding diagonal matrix for a orthant null
invariant vector x can be computed by the following
scheme: x is orthant null inval-iant with component,é xi

- if xi=O, set ~i=O (i-th diagonal element of ~)
- if xi+O, compute y=~.x, set 'ä-i=Yi/xi

An orthant null invariant vector x will be called
'allowed' if the difference matrix ~-1: is nonnegative
definite.

E~QQ~~~~_§: All solution vectors are allowed.

We are now ready to state the
fundamental identification scheme.

main results of the

7. The global solution set of the identificati6n.

The solution set corisists of those vectors ft that are
orthant null invariant and allowed with respect to the
matrix E. As a special case, the linear least squares
solutions as derived in section 3, belong to this class
of vectors. They play a prominent role in the maximal
corank = 1 case.

IbêQ~§m. The maximal corank of the identification scheme
is 1 if and only if the matrix ~-I is elementwise
(sign-similar to) a strictly positive matrix. In that
case, the solution set of allowed orthant null invariant
vectors is the simplex generated by the n least squares
solutions.

For a proof, the reader is referred to [IJ and [4J.
This theorem covers both a quantitative and qualitative
aspect of the uncertainty principle. Qualitatively, it
states that, even if there is maximally only one linear
relat Lon 'hidden' in the data, the solution is
intrinsically non-unique. All vectors that are
nonnegative linear combinations of the least squares
vectors are candidates to describe the linear relations.
The maximal corank is one if and only if by appropriate
sign changes, all least squares solutions can be brought
in the first orthant However, also quantitatively this
result is very attractive: Experiments have shown that
the cone spanned by the least squares vectors shrinks to
a single point when the data tend towards the noise free
case. On the other hand, when more noise is artificially
added (worse signal to noise ratio), the polyhedral cone
generated by the least squares solution enlarges. Hence
there is a direct relation between the amount of noise
on the data (which could be both model mismatch and
measurement inaccuracy) and the uncertainty in the
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solution set, characterized by the 'volume' of the cone.
If the noise is increased,the least squares solutions
reach orthant planes and the situation changes

IbêQCêm: When ~-1 is not sign-similar to a elementwise
strictly positive matrix, the maximal corank is two. The
solution set is then a collection of polyhedral convex
cones. Their vertices are the least squares solutions
and allowed orthant null invariant vectors with zero
components. The maximal corank is n-r if there exist
maximally n-r linear independent allowed orthant null
invariant vectors each with n-r-l zeros.

In order
theorem,
[see [lJ
problem
orthant
allowed

to prove completely and rigorously this second
important partial results have been obtained.

[2] for a survey] However, still one crucial
is open: Is a convex combination of two allowed

null invariant vectors of the same orthant,
? This is conjectured to be true !

8. Conclusions.

In this paper, a conceptually new approach for the iden-
tification of linear relations from noisy data was pro-
posed. A rigorous and consistent definition of noise and
linear relations resulted in a fundamental uncertainty
principle of mathematical model ing. The uncertainty in-
herent in the initial data reveals itself in a geometri-
cal way in the convex polyhedral cones that characterize
the uncertainty of the solution set.
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RATE DISTORTION FUNCTIONS OF SAR IMAGERY

R.W. Okkes* and W.C. Huisman**

As a reeul.t:of digitaL processing operations SAR imagery is commonLy
represented by time discrete quantised sampLes (or pixeLs), ~here
quantiaation inevitabLy introduces distortion of the imagery data. This
paper investigates optimum encoding and processing schemes ~hich
provide the minimum number of bits per pixeL representation for a given
amount of encoder induced quantisation distortion.
The main parameters ~hich effect the bit per pixeL versus disortion
reLationship are image characteristics, the speckLe reduction aLgorithm
(if applied) and the encoder performance. The encoder and processing
scheme anaLysed in this paper consists of an optimum encoder, perfor-
ming according to rate distortion theory, preceded and foLLo~ed by ~o-
dimeneional. l-inear arbitrary compl.eta fiLters, ~hich may represent
speckle suppression processing or any other processing operation
appLied. ,
EvaLuation results of the minimum bit/pixel versus distortion reLation-
ship are given for representative SAR imagery generated by ~o-
dimensionaL first order Gau8sian-Markov ground modeL, in case of
appLying either an optimum pre- or post fiLter, ~here both type or
fiLters optimaLLy suppress the inherent speckLe noise.
ALso results are provided using a practicaL encoding scheme.

IMAGE CHARACTERISTICS
As shown by Raney [1) the pixel intensity [i(x,y») of a multi-look SAR
image. optimally processed withnon-overlapping subapertures, can be re-
presented accurately by:

i(x,y) - t jll{r(x,y) + mn}~·ni(x,y) * Ki{x,y) 12

where,
(1)

z Image sample coordinates
a Speckle averaged ground reflectivity signal
- Equivalent thermal noise power
- Complex Gaussian noise variable (unit power)
- Two-dimensional Fourier transform of the weighting function

effected by the SAR sensor antenna pattern and the i-th look
subaperture filter

L - Number of looks applied.

x,y
r(x,y)
m
n

*) European Space Research & Technology Center (ESTEC)
Noordwijk, The Netherlands

**) National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR)
Emmeloord, The Netherlands
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The undistorted or speckle free image f(x,y) is obtained simply by letting
the number of looks L+~ in (1), i.e.

f(x,y) = t~ i(x,y), (2)

or equivalently,

f(x,y) = En[i(x,y)] (3)

where En[.] denotes expectation with respect to the random speckle process.
Since the multiplicative noise component n(x,y) consists of mutually indepen-
dent random variables with unit power, it follows, assuming indentical
weighting for all looks (i.e Ki(x,y)=K(x,y)):

2f(x,y)=[r(x,y)+mn]*K (x,y). (4)

In the subsequent analysis the image f(x,y) defines the reference image
for measuring the distortion of any image within the processing chain. The
speckle componenet of i(x,y) is now defined by

n(x,y) ~ i(x,y) - f(x,y), (5)

where the speckle and signal components are uncorrelated.
It can be shown by extending the analysis given in [1] that the power
spectral-density functions of the normalized speckle and signal
components are respectively given by:

(6)

and
(7)

where,
Sn(f1,f2) ~ Sr(f1,f2) + (mn+mr)26(f1,f2)

Sr(f1,f2) ~ Power spectral-density function of the speckle averaged
ground reflectivity for f1,f2 # 0,0

k(f1,f2) ~ Two dimensional subaperture weighting function
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m
r
11 x 11

2
E[r(x,y)]

E[x.x] = E[lxl2]

It is noted that due to quadratic detection in (1), the bandwidth of the

power spectral-density function is twice the subaperture bandwidth. This

means that in order to avoid aliasing effects the bandwidth of the sub-

aperture filter should not exceed half of the bandwidth of the sampled

ground reflectivity map r(x,y).

In the expressions above, the bandwidth of the ground reflectivity map is

normalized to one, yielding the integration bounds indicated.

BITS PER PIXEL REQUIREMENTS FOR OPTIMUMENCODER

For the processing chain depicted in figure 1, considering the encoder

operation is preceded and followed by arbitrary linear filte._r operations

H(f
1
,f
2
) and P(f

1
,f
2
) respectively, the following relations, relevant to

the Fourier transformed signal representation, apply:

I
N
(f1,f2) - FN(f1,f2) + NN(f1,f2)

UN(f1,f2) ~(f1,f2) IN(f1,f2)

(8)
(9)

CN (f I' f 2)
'V
CN (f l' f 2)

(10)

(11)

where capitals denote the symmetrical two-dimensional Fourier Transform
2

of size Nand DN(f I' f2) denotes the random distortion variable introdu-

eed by the encoder. Applying a minimum mean square quantizer [2], the

following relations are valid (omitting the variables f1,fZ for brevity):

E[D
N
] = 0

E[DNCN]

11cNI1
2

E[NNDN1

( 12)

o (13)

max [0, 11U11
2

- 11DN112]

11NNI 1
2
11DNI I2

H IIINI12

11FN11
2
11 DN11

2

H IIINI12

(14)

(15)

(16)

The distortion measure d
T

of the processed image ë (x,y) with respect to
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the reference image f(x,y) is defined here by the squared error criterium.
Hence:

d = E[{C(x,y) - f(x,y)}2]
T

(17)

or equivalenty,

(18)

Applying a minimum mean square encoder for each of the Fourier coeffi-
cients it follows after some manipulation (omitting variables f1,f2):

(19)

The upperbound of the minimum average number of bits per pixel R(de) as
function of the encoder induced distortion de is given by the rate dis-
tortion function of a corresponding Gaussian process and is expressed
parametrically by [3]:

(20)

(21)

where,
Ilu112= Mm IHI2[IINNI12+ IIFNI12]" IHI2[IINI12 + IIFI12)

e(f1'f2) = Mm 11 DN (f1'f2) 112

The corresponding distortion of the processed image C(x,y) is, according
to eq. (19), given by,

!
dT = If min [IIFI12,11_HPI21IFI12 + Ip121H1211N112+

-!

(22)
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where the functional 0(f1,f2) in (20) and (22) is determined by the
condition of minimizing R(d0) for a given value of dr, yielding:

IIFI12
0(f f)( (PH+PH) _ Ip12)- 1'2 ~

2
0(f1,f2) = IIU(f1,f2)II otherwise, (23)

where S is defined by the condition: ~ 0

and with (20):

rhe significance of the expression of (20), (22) and (23) is that we can
establish the relationship of R(dr) versus dr, by varying

o :>oc :>max [IIFII (PH+PH)_lluI12IpI2J,
f l' f 2

for any combination of complex---transfer functions Hand P, given a spe-
cific stationary ground reflection signal characterized by its spectral
density functions S (f1,f2), which in turn specifies the functionals

2 2 rIINII and IIFII by respectively (6) and (7).

OPTIMUM PROCESSING CONDITlONS
'I'he general expression for the rate distortion function given above can
be further analyzed for the condition of minimum distortion (dr) as
function of the transfer functions Hand P.
Straightforward algebra yields for dr + minimum:

IIF112
HP (24)

which corresponds to the two-dimensional Wiener filter.
For this condition the rate distortion function yields:

~ 2 allFI12
R(dr .) = ~ IJ max [0, log 0 J df1df2,mln _~ c

~ 2 2
dr,min =!{ min [IIFII ,(l-a)IIFII + 0cJdf1df2

(25)

(26)

Because condition (23) depends on image spectral density functions, which
are not known apriori, the more practical case is considered now for
which:
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(27)

For this suboptimum condition, still applying Wiener filtering i.e ..
HP = a, it follows for the rate distortion function:

~ 2 IHI211FII2
R(dT) = i. ff max [0, log aS ]dfldf2 (28)

-~ c
~

(l-a)IIFI12+ S Ip12]dT If min [11F112, dfldf2• (29)
-~ c

From (28) and (29) it follows that:
d = dT,min for P = 1 (30)T

EVALUATION RESULTS
The rate distortion function expressed by (28) and (29) has been evalu-
ated for the case of P = 1, corresponding to an optimum (Wiener) pre-
filter for which dT = dT . and for the case H=l, corresponding to an,ml.n
optimum (Wiener) post-filter.
The ground reflectivity signal r(x,y) with power 02 is modelled according

r
to a two-dimensional first-order Gaussian-Markov source, characterized by
its power spectral density function:

__0_;_(71_-P_X~2)__(I_-_p~2_) ~ + m;ó(fl,f2)2 2(l+Px-2pxcos 2nfl)(I+Py-2pycos 2nf2)

for -~,-~ < fl,f2 < ~,~
where Px and Py denote respectively the correlation coefficient for the
x and the y coordinates.

(31)

The SAR pre-processor is fully characterized by the Kaiser-window weigh-
ting function with cut-off frequencies at Ifcll = Ifc21 = \ and the num-
ber of looks (L).
Other parameters used in the evaluation are:

r

~
dT

n ~
dT

0

as a measure of source dynamics

as a measure of the relative distortion contribution
of the encoding and filter operations, where with (29)
the speckle-induced distortion component dr is given by:

o

(32)
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Graphical results of the rate distortion function R(dT) are given respec-

tively in figure 2,3,4 and 5 as function of L, for the case

of optimum pre- and post-filter.

Also the performance of an actual encoding scheme in combination with

an optimum prefilter is depicted in figures 2 and 3.

SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS

In this paper the rate-distortion function upperbound is derived for the

general case of applying arbitrary linear filter operations prior to and

after pixel quantization.

Assuming no a priori knowledge of the SAR image statistics, equal distor-

tion to all Fourier coefficients having non-zero allocation shall be ap-

plied yielding a suboptimum rate distortion bound.

The case of applying optimum (Wiener) pre-or post-filter is further ana-

lysed and should be interpreted yielding respectively a lower- and upper-

bound to the theoretical achievable bit rates (number of bits/pixel) its

actual value being dependent on how well the Wiener filter can be esti-

mated from the available SAR image statistics (the power spectral densi-

ty-function of the "speckle avaraged" signal component in particular).

Evaluation results indicate that for typical 4-100k SAR imagery with

p:0.9 and r= L, permitting:;; 1 % additional quantization noise, the lower-

and the upperbound ranges from 0.15 to 0.8 bits per pixel. Evaluation re-

sults f o r' t he same conditions using a practical encoding scheme, devel-

oped at ESTEC indicate an achievable lowerbound of < 0.5 bits/pixel.

In general the results indicate the importance of applying a properly

matched Wiener pre-filter for achieving encoder performance approaching

the lowerbound.
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FIXED- AND VARIABLE LENGTH STRATEGIES ARE EQUIVALENT

*W.M.C.J. van Overveld

A speciaL kind of two-way channeL is the deterministic
T-channeL. For this type of channeL we introduce fixed-
and variabLe Length strategies; we prove that the same
rate can be achieved with both types of strategies.

Consider a deterministic Two - Way channel K (cf. [1]) where
both users have the same output, Y := Y1 = Y2 (a T-channel). Let q
be the size of the output alphabet. Transmission of information can
be considered as a partitioning of the unit square for this type of
channel; see [2,3]. A finite strategy for a partitioning can be
depicted as a q-ary tree in which every node corresponds to the
partitioning of a subregion of the unit square into at most q
smaller parts. Let the maximum distance between a node and the root
be n-l; hence the tree has n levels (where level I contains the
root), which means that each subregion of the square occurring in
the tree can be determined with at most n transmissions over the
channel. A strategy with this property is called a variable length
strategy with maximum length n, or V -strategy. An example of such

n
a strategy is shown in Figure 1.

Let S be a V -strategy. Define N := the set of nodes in then
tree, and label the nodes i, 1 < i ~ 1Nl. For each i, define

w. := the area of the region that is subdivided in node i, also
1

called the weight of node i.
Li := «ri)I,(ri)2) := the vector containing the amount of
uncertainty reduction in the 1 ~ 2 and 2 ~ 1 direction for the
resolution in node i. It is called the rate of node i.

* Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Electrical
Engineering, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven.
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Define the rate of S ,R(S), as the average rate of all nodes:

RCS).= ( ~ WiKi) / C ~ wi)·node i € N node i € N

In a strategy, three types of nodes can occur: A, B and C.
A: a node that has b outgoing branches (for some b, 1 ~ b ~ q),
such that the region is partitioned into b new regions, and each of
these is subdivided again.
B: a node that has b outgoing branches (1 ~ b ~ q-1), such that the
region is partitioned into more than b new regions, but only b of
these are subdivided again.
C: a node that has no outgoing branches Ca leaf), such that the
region is partitioned into one or more new regions, and none of
these is subdivided again.

We consider a special case of these strategies: S is called a
fixed length strategy of length n, or F -strategy, if then
corresponding tree has no nodes of type B, and nodes of type C

occur at level n only. This means that at the end of the strategy,
every region is determined by a fixed number of output symbols, n.
Note that this type of strategy corresponds to the use of the
derived channel K [1]. Also note that for each level in the tree,n
the sum of weights of all nodes in this level equals 1.

For all n € m we define the following two sets:

Vn:= { RCS)
Fn:= { BCS)

S is a V -strategy }n
S is an F -strategy}.n

Shannon [1] has shown tha t
F C G for all n
n

and that the capacity region G of the channel K equals
(1)

G = lirn F .
n (2)

n-+OO

Here we show that the following two assertions are true:
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Vn
G =

C G for all n
lim V.

n

(3)

(4)
n-+OO

Notice that F C V for all n. We prove (3) and (4) using the
n n

following lemma.
Lemma: Consider a V -strategy S with rate R, so REV. Thenn n
Vé > 03n, > 0 [ R - (é,é) E Fn,J·
Proof: Consider the tree of S. In every node of type B or C, there
are some regions that are not resolved any further. Now repeat
strategy S in each of these regions. Hence if there are b of these
regions in a node, there will be b new subtrees emerging from this
node, each subtree being a copy of the original S-tree. (Note that
a strategy for partitioning the unit square can also be used to
partition any subregion of the square; just disregard dependency
between the users that may exist in the region.) Let p E m, and
repeat the above procedure p times, each time appending a "layer"
of copies of the S-tree to the existing tree. We end up with a tree
that corresponds to a V -strategy.pn

Now we construct a tree for an F -strategy out of this tree. Aspn
long as there is a node of type B or C at level (p-l)n or less
(closer to the root), then there is room for one or more S-copies
below this node, without increasing the maximum length of the
strategy. In that case, the copies are appended to the tree, and we
look for more nodes of the B- or C-type at level at most (p-l)n. At
some point in this construction, there will be no more B- or C-type
nodes at the lower levels. So if there are B- or C- nodes left, it
must be at level at least (p-l)n+l. A region in one of these nodes
that is not subdivided corresponds to an output sequence of length
less than pn. We add some dummy output symbols in this region until
we have pn of them; in the tree, this corresponds to a chain of new
nodes of type A. each with one branch emerging from it, with one
last node of type C at level pn. The rate of these new nodes is
Q .= (0.0). since no uncertainty is resolved. Let D be the set of
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these "dummy" nodes; the total set of nodes is called N'. Call the
new strategy S·. then clearly S' is an F -strategy. An example forpn
q=2. n=2 and p=3 is given below. A V2-strategy is shown on the
left. with a more symbolic picture of it on the right. In Figure 2.
the corresponding F6-strategy is shown with the dummy nodes drawn
in dashed lines. Each copy of the original tree is outlined .

•Io

.1:'; _.~,\t o.! 1: A V2-strategy for the Binary Mul tiplying Chaune l.

Figure 2: An F6-strategy constructed fromthe tree in Figure 1.
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We are going to calculate the rate of the F -strategy S' :pn

R(S' ) = ( }; w.r. ) / ( }; w. )
node i € N' 1-1 node i € N' 1

( }; w.r. ) /pn.
node i € N' 1-1

Now
( z w.r. ) = ( z w.r i ) + ( }; wi!:.i)node i € N' 1-1 node i € N'\D 1- node i € D

= ( z w.r. ) + (0,0)
node i € N'\D 1-1

t
= z ( }; w.r. )

j 1 node i € j
1-1= copy nr.

where t := nr. of copies of the S- tree in the S'- tree. Since each
copy has rate R (the rate of S), we have the following for all j.

( }; w.r. ) =R ( }; w. ) .1-1 1node i € copy nr. j node i € copy nr. j

Hence
t

R(S' ) = }; R ( }; w. ) / np
j 1 node i € j 1= copy nr.

t
= R ( }; ( }; w. ) / np

j 1 node i € j 1= copy nr.

=R ( }; w. ) / np
node i € N'\D 1

~ R «p-l )n+1)/np

= R - O(l/p).
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The inequality follows from the fact that dummy nodes can occur
at level j with j > (p-1)n+1 only, which is a direct consequence of
the construction method. Hence the levels 1,2, ...,(p-1)n+1 are
filled with nodes in the set N'\D. As observed before, each level
has weight 1 in a fixed-length tree, so the set N'\D has weight at
least (p-1)n+1.

Now let c > 0; then it is clear that the F -strategy S' haspn
R(S') ~ R - (c,c) if p is large enough. 0

We remark that the above lemma has been proved by Tolhuizen for
the special case where the V -strategy is such that all regionsn
that are not subdivided any further are rectangles.

Now we prove (3) and (4).
Proof of (3): Assume V J G and V # G for some n. Then theren n
exists a V -strategy S with rate R(S) ( G. By the lemma, R(S) can

n
be approximated arbitrarily closely by the rate of a fixed length
strategy. Hence there is also an F ,-strategy S' such thatn
R(S') ( G for n' large enough. This contradicts (1). 0
Proof of (4): Firstly, the limit exists because of (3) and the fact
that V C V2 for all n (which follows from the same kind ofn n
reasoning as used in [1] to show FeF2 ). From the lemma we haven n

F •nVnn-+OO n-+OO
since every rate point that can be achieved by a variable length
strategy can also be achieved (approximated) by a fixed length

lim C lim

strategy. Because F C V for all n, we also haven n
lim V,nlim F

n
C

which yields lim V = lim F = G by (2).n n o

We use (3) and (4) to prove the following.
s sTheorem: Consider the Binary Multiplying Channel. Let F (or V ):=n n

the maximum rate (R,R) that can be achieved by a symmetric fixed
(or variable) length strategy of length n (in a symmetric strategy,
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the users can be interchanged without affecting the strategy). Then

FS ~ GS for all n, where GS := lim
n

Proof: Let n be the smallest integer such that FS = GS, then wen
must derive a contradiction. By [1] we know that n > 1. Let S be a

symmetric F - strategy with rate FS (in both directions). Considern n
the tree of S. There is a node at level 2 in which a square is
subdivided. The subtree with this node as its root corresponds to a

symmetric Fn-I - strategy, having rate F:_I by definition: if the
F -strategy is optimum, the F I-strategy that is part of it must
n n-

be optimum as well. Since FS 1 < FS by definition of n, the averagen- n
rate of all nodes increases if we delete the subtree with rate
sFn-I. Deleting this part of the strategy means that we change it

into a V -strategy having rate> GS. Since GS = lim VS by (4), we
n n-+OO n

have found a contradiction. 0
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THE EVALUATION OF A HYBRID DPCH/TRANSFORH CODEC FOR LOV BITRATES.

R.H.J.H. Plompen, J. Biemond and G.H.L.H. Heideman.

ABSTRACT

In 1983 the Dutch administration decided to take part in a
European coding project COST 211-bis. This project
initiated by the european committee is entitled:
"Redundancy reduction techniques for coding of braadband
video signals"

One of the objectives for the cooperation in this field of
scientific and technological development is the standardi-
zation of a coding algorithm for videoconferencing code cs
for Europe as well as for Japan and the USA. ,

Nationally the work is divided among two contractors of
the Dr. Neher Laboratories i.e. the Information Theory
Group of Delft University of Technology and the Communica-
tion Technology, Information and System Theory Group of
Twente University.

It was agreed by the partners involved in the CCITT
studygroup XV to use a reference model and an evaluation
methodology applying different measures obtained from\the
simulation model. In this contribution some of these tools
are described.

INTRODUCTION

For very low-bitrate coding, it is necessa=ry to remove intra/in-
terframe redundancy. From the standpoint of visual perception it
is desirable to strive after a good quality for still pictures.
For a sequence of images smooth motion is even as important as
spatial resolution. However, for a sequence of images some degra-
dation is acceptable due to the characteristics of the human ob-
server.

In a hybrid coding scheme, i.e. transform coding in combina-
tion with an interframe prediction, intraframe as well as inter-
frame redundancy reduction techniques are applied. The prediction
error i.e. the difference between the actual and the coded block.
* Dr Neher Laboratories, Visual Communications Research,

Transmission and Coding, P.O.Box 421, 2260 AK Leidschendam,
** Delft University of Technology, Dept. of Electr. Eng.,

Information Theory Group, P.O.Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft
*** Twente University, Dept. of Electr. Eng., Communication Techn.,

Information and System theory, P.O.Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede.
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The prediction error can be decreased further using compensation
along the motion trajectory. The'motion trajectory can be
calculated using displacement estimation algorithms.

It seems unlikely that transmission costs will fall sufficient-
ly to make full bandwidth video attractive for meetings involving
a dozen or so people. Redundancy reduction techniques offer the
prospect of reducing the signal to an economic bitrate without un-
acceptable degradations. Yith the introduction of the ISDN new
services can be introduced based on the basic access of this net-
work ZB + D ( 144 kbit/s). The aim at the moment is to develop a
videophone terminal which can be introduced to the public within a
few years.

Nowadays with the available simulation equipment sequences of
processed images can be evaluated on a more realistic basis. In
image coding we can distinguish:

* Still picture processing
* Image sequence processing

It makes no sense to try and evaluate methods which especially are
meant for still picture processing by pasting the independent pro-
cessed images to a sequence. Image sequence coding can not
be identified as coding of an ensemble of processed still pictures
displayed on previously mentioned equipment. Degradations which
were not visible evaluating the reconstructed image can be drama-
tic in the case of a sequence. Therefore we have to be careful to
give ratings to a technique by judging still images, when this
technique is meant for sequences.

In literature several authors evaluate their redundancy reduc-
tion technique with a reduction factor based on the expression bit
per pixel. This measure is valid for still picture processing
only. For image sequence processing this measure is not allowed
and it is not possible to address it as such.
CLOSED LOOP CODING
Another major constraint in the evaluation of a coding procedure
is open loop coding. Open loop coding is allowed if we want to a-
nalyse some of the characteristics of the coder and not the over-
all performance as such. As the reduction of the bandwidth is the
major objective, network aspects need to be taken into account;
The network which is going to be used is synchronous (STD -
synchronous time division). Because the coding algorithm produces
a variable bitrate a rate equalizing buffer has been inserted.
This part of the coder influences the coding result significantly.
An unstable regulation results in a coarse quantization. A
regulation with a large dead zone results in buffer overflow or
underflow and the coder does not recover quickly enough after a
scene change.

In a closed loop the tuning of the simulation algorithm has to
be performed applying sequences which are at least 10 seconds
long. The ultimate optimization should be performed with flexible
hardware.
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OUTLINE OF THE REFERENCE MODEL
The chosen coding configuration is known as the reference model
and is basically a hybrid DPCM/transform coder. This coding
procedure requires two transforms, i.e. a forward transform and
an inverse transform, which are both located in the coding loop.
Due to the usage of a block transform the incoming image is
partitioned in non-overlapping blocks of N x N pixels (N=8).
A simple differential pulse coding modulation loop (DPCM) can be
identified as the generic structure of the configuration. This
DPCM-Ioop operates in the temporal domain i.e. interframe. Only
the differences are transmitted, therefore a frame memory is
included in the loop containing the previously reconstructed image
or frame. The generic structure of the reference model depicted
in figure 1 is based on:

1. Classical Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
2. Intra/interframe coding
3. Displacement estimation
4. Variable length coding applying an uniform quantizer
5. Adaptive scanning of quantized coefficients
6. Buffer control

Let us denote the actual frame by f(t) and the previous frame by
f(t-.); the frame difference fFD becomes:

fFD (t) = f(t) - f(t-.)
The frames are partitioned in blocks of N x N pixels which are
numbered from left to right along a row of blocks, the left most
block number being O. Let f (q,t) denote the intensities of the
pixels in a block q at time t and let F (q,t) denote the
coefficients of that transformed block. The block difference (BD)
fBD(q,t) is obtained by subtracting the previous block
f~q,t-.);

fBD (q,t ) f(q,t) f(q,t-.)
Only significant changed blocks are processed. This procedure is
known as Conditional Replenishment (CR). Vith the change detector
in the configuration a distinction has been made between
significant and non-significant changed blocks.
If the energy of the block difference does not exceed a certain
threshold the block will be labelled as not changed. The
conditional replenishment bit, being one of the block attributes,
signals the decoder to copy this block from its frame memory.
The prediction error, i.e. the block difference, can be decreased
by displacement compensation, usually called motion compensation.
The displacement estimation is achieved by a block matching
technique with a search range horizontally and vertically of +7 to
- 7 pixels.

To obtain the displaced block difference the coder applies a
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Side Information

Figure 1 Hybrid transform/OpeM encoder
displacement vector ff which might reduce the block
difference fBO(q,t).
For each blocR the displacement vector 0 is calculated
indicating the block in the previous frame which results in the
smallest prediction error. The prediction of the displaced block
(DB) can be expressed with:

where 0 is the obtained displacement vect_or for the block
under consideration.
After completion of the calculations the minimum error results in
the displaced block difference (OBO) and becomes:

f(q,t) - f(qO ,t-c")
In the case of a pure translation by an integer number of pixels
the search will result in an exact match i.e.

f(qo,t-T) =f(q,t)
with f(q,t) the decoded block in the receiver.
The displacement calculations are performed outside the coding
loop. The vector has to be transmitted as side information. The
non-zero displacement vectors are transmitted using an 8 bit fixed
length code (FLC). No displacement vector is calculated for the
chrominance blocks, and the obtained displacement vectors for the
luminance are not used.

In order to decrease the prediction error further it is
proposed to implement a filter in the loop. This filter is
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situated in the loop directly behind the frame memory and can be
seen as an intra-frame prediction. The introduction of a lowpass
filter after motion compensation (MC) could have the following
advantages:

* A reduction of high frequency artifacts introduced by MC.
* A reduction of quantization noise in the feedback loop.
* Adaptation according to the displacement vector without

overhead.
Next the resulting prediction error (DBD) is transformed using a
2-D Discrete Cosine Transform with blocksize N = 8, quantized,
variable length coded and transmitted.

PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS

For the presentation of the results it has been agreed to monitor
the following statistics; which will be explained in the sequel:

* Root mean square error (RMSE)
* Signal to noise ratio (SNR)
* Mean stepsize ,E(g)
* Mean number of non-zero coefficients
* Mean number of non-zero coefficients before last non zero

coefficient
* Block type
* Number of bits

Block a t t rIbu tee
Classification index
Motion vectors
Coefficients

To calculate the root mean square value of prediction error the
following procedure is used :
THE ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR (RMSE)

360 288
_ f(i,j)]2P (t) E E [ f(i,j)

err i=l j=l

1
P Perr(t)norm number pixels in frame

RMS ,fp norm
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with:
P (t) = frame based energy errorerr
f(i,j)
f(i,j)

original pixel
reconstructed pixel

P norm
RMS

normalized error
root mean square error

The SNR is calculated as:
255

SNR = 20 log
RMS

The RMSE and the SNR give an indication of the performance of the
algorithm but do not give an answer concerning the image quality.
THE MEAN STEPSIZE (MS)
In the coder a linear quantizer has been adopted. Because zero is
one of the output levels the quantizer characteristic is of a
midtread type. A uniform quantizer can further be described with
decision level- and reconstruction level intervals being equal in
length and a function of g. The quantizer is adapted after a
group of blocks GOB according to the buffer status. For the
luminance (Y) the picture format contains 44 luminance blocks in
the horizontal direction and 36 blocks in the vertical direction (
blocksize N = 8). Two rows of 44 luminance blocks form a Group of
Block GOB and 18 GOB form a picture. The mean stepsize g is
formulated with:

pic
E step size of each GOB

E(g)
no , of GOBs (18)

The mean quantizer stepsize is a very important measure and is
more tailored to the subjective evaluation then the SNR. A high
mean stepsize can be interpreted as:

* Severe motion did occur in the sequence.
* The buffer was too small
* The frame rate was too high

A small stepsize gives us an indication that the sequence was
coded with sufficient quality.
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MEAN VALUE OF THE NUMBER OF NON-ZERO COEFFICIENTS (MVNZC)

The quantization process yields a coefficient block with several
zero coefficients. Scanning classes are adopted to code the
non-zero coefficients as efficient as possible i.e. a horizontal,
vertical, diagonal and the well known zig-zag scanning.
The MVNZC is a measure linked to the mean stepsize and indicates
how many coefficients actually were coded although nothing can be
said about the coding efficiency.

MEAN VALUE OF THE NUMBER OF ZEROES BEFORE THE LAST NON-ZERO.
Due to the threshold in the quantizer consecutive zero
coefficients need to be identified after the last non-zero
coefficient. Vithout any precautions every zero coefficient needs
one bit. This means that bits are wasted in the case of an
inefficient scanning. This measure gives an indication of the
coding efficiency.

BLOCK TYPE
The coding efficiency is increased by different coding strategies
among which:

MC FILTER INTRA/INTER CODED
NO NO INTER NO
NO NO TN'T'BR, YES
NO NO INTRA YES
NO YES INTER NO
NO YES INTER YES
NO YES INTRA YES
YES NO INTER NO
YES NO INTER YES
YES NO INTRA YES
YES YES INTER NO
YES YES INTER YES
YES YES INTRA YES

Note:
The last column indicated whether or not the block is coded.
This means that a block which contains non-zero components is
coded otherwise a block attribute is transmitted only. The
statistics of the different modes indicate the kind of motion
occured and the efficiency of the displacement estimation.
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NUMBER OF BITS
Ve can distinguish bits for:

* Block attributes
*
*
*
*

Classification index i.e.
End of block e.g. number
Motion vectors
Coefficients (Y,U,V)

Scanning classes
of coded blocks

SUMMARY
A description of a hybrid DPCM/transform codec was given. It has
been pointed out that some evaluation techniques for still picture
coding are not valid for image sequence coding. Some appropriate
evaluation measures were discussed.
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ON THE SLEPIAN AND WOLF MULTIPLE-ACCESS
CHANNEL WITH GAUSSIAN NOISE::

V .V. Pre lov::::,E.C. van der Meulen::::::

In this contribution we derive an explicit exppession fop
the capacity pegion of a discpete-time, memoryless, additive
white Gaussian noise multiple-access channel with cOPpelated
soupces in the sense of Slepian and Wolf [5] in tePms of the
noise vaPiance 02 and the input poweps P1 and P2'

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider the discrete-time, memoryless, additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) multiple-access channel (MAC) shown in the figure.
This channel is the continuous amplitude version of the well-known
discrete memoryless (d.m.) MAC with correlated sèurces introduced
by Slepian and Wolf [5] For this Gaussian MAC, the underlying
input alphabets Al and A2 and the output alphabet $ are all equal
to the real line. The output at time k is given by

(l .1)

where the {Zk} are a sequence of independent identically distributed
zero-mean Gaussian noise random variables with variance 02• More-
over, Zk is assumed to be independent of (Xlk,X2k), the inputs at
time k.
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a Fellowship from the Ministerie van de Vlaamse Gemeenschap,
Brussels, Belgium.
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E.C. van der Meulen is with the Department of Mathematics,
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200 B, B-3030
Heverlee, Belgium.
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Figure. AWGN MAC in the configuration of Slepian and Wolf [5].

Furthermore assume that for a block of n transmissions, power con-
straints of the form

n 2I Xik ~ nP.,
k=1 L

i I, 2, (1.2)

are imposed.
The particular communication situation we consider is the one of

Slepian and Wolf [5]. Here, three message sources emit statistical-
ly independent messages ma E {J, 2, ..., Ma}' mi E {I, 2, ..., MI}'
and m2 E {I, 2, ..., M2}, such that each message triple (mO,ml,m2)
occurs with probability 1/(MOMIM2). Message pair (mO,ml) is encoded
at terminal I by an encoding function ~I into the codeword ~1(mO,ml)
= ~~(mO,ml) E A~. Likewise, message pair (mO,m2) is encoded at
terminal 2 by an encoding function ~2 into the codeword ~2(mO,m2)
= ~~(mO ,m2) E j{ ~. The encoded messages are constrained to satisfy
(1.2). The pair (~~(mO,ml)' ~~(mO,m2» is transmitted over the AWGN
MAC using n channel operations, and the decoder must estimate the
source triple (ma,ml,m2) based on the received sequence Zn.

Slepian and Wolf [5] determined the capacity region in the d.m.
case, and suggested the extension to the continuous amplitude ver-
sion. Sofar, however, no explicit expression for the capacity re-
gion in the case of the AWGN MAC with correlated sources has been
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given in the literature. Cover [1] and Wyner [6] determined the
capacity region of the AWGN MAC if the common source (source 0) is
suppressed, and Prelov [4] characterized the capacity region of the
AtoJGNMAC if one private source (source Z, say) is omitted.
Ozarow [3] determined the capacity region of the AWGN MAC with two
private sources and feedback. In the next section we give an ex-
plicit expression of the capacity region of the AWGN MAC shown in

Zthe figure in terms of 0 , PI' and PZ' In the sequel we denote by
C(KZI,I) the capacity region of the AWGN MAC considered by Cover
[I] and Wyner [6], by C(KZI,Il) the capacity region of the asym-
metric AWGN MAC considered by Prelov [4] , and by e (KZI,.IIl)the
capacity region of the AWGN MAC of Slepian and Wolf [5], presently
under consideration.

11. STATEMENT OF THE RESULT

We consider two regions. First, let

o ~ R2 ~ I(X2;Y!XI,U), (2.Ib)

RI + RZ ~ I(XI,X2;Y!U), (2.lc)

o <ÇRO + Rl + RZ ~I(XI'XZ;Y)}' (2.Id)

where the un10n is taken over all joint densities of the form

(2.2)

such that

exp [-(y-x -x )2/(20Z)]. 1 Z (2.3)

and E (x~) ~ P. ;
1 1

i = I, 2.
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Arguing as in Gallager [2, Chapter 7], it follows irrunediately

from the result of Slepian and Wolf [5] that CCK2I,III) Cl'

Our result is that Cl = C2, where C2 is given below. Let

a = 1 - a and S = 1 - S, and define

(2.4a)

1 ( SP2 )O';;;;R .;;;;--log 1+--- 2 2 2'o
C2.4b)

C2.4c)

)!.C2.4d)

Theorem: The capacity region C(K2I,III) of the AWGNMACin the

setting of Slepian and Wolf [5] 1S characterized by

C(K2I,IIl) = Cl = C2

Proof: (i) We

and S, ° .;;;;S .;;;;1.

X~~, and X2
Xl ~ U ~ X2; and

first prove that C2 C Cl' Fix a, 0 .;;;;a .;;;;1,

Let u,xi,x~ be i.i.d. J(O,I). Let Xl = U laPI +
= U IEP2 + X; ISP2. Then E(X~) = Pi' i = 1, 2;

Xl + X2 ,~ J(CO'PI + P2 + 2 j aSPIP2). Corresponding

to the induced density f(u,xI,x2,y), which is of the form (2.2), we

evaluate the mutual information functions figuring in the right-hand

side of (2.1). It turns out that for this assignment

I(xI;ylx2,u)
1 ( aP 1 )-log 1 +-- •2 2 'o

I(X2;yjxI ,U) I ( SP2)-log 1+-2- ;2 . cr

I(XI,X2;yIU)
1

(1 +
aP 1 + SP2 L-log 22

o

(2.Sa)

(2.Sb)

(2.Sc)
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and

1 (p 1 + P2 + 2 IäSp 1P2 )I(X1,X2;Y) = Zlog 1 +------~2------~~
o

(2.5d)

Thus every set of rates figuring in the union in expression (2.4)
equals some set in the union in expression (2.1). Hence, C2 C Cl'

(ii) We next prove that Cl C C2. Let be given a probability
density assignment f(u,xl,x2,y) of the form (2.2) such that (2.3)
holds and E(X~) < P.; i = I, 2. Because of the well-known

1 1

identity

var(X) E(var(XIU» + var(E(XIU» (2.6)

we can always find a,O < a ~ I, and S,O < S < I, such that

and (2.7)

assuming without loss of generality that E(X.) = 0; i
1

Now, proceeding as in Ozarow l3J, we have that
I, 2.

I 1 2 I I 2hey X2'U) < zlog21Te(0 + E (var(XI U») = "2log21Te(0 + aP I)' (2.8)

Similarly,

(2.9)

and

I I 2 Ihey U) < zlog21Te(0 + E(var(XI + X2 U»)

(2.10)
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Moreover,

(2.11)

From (2.8), (2.9), (2.10), and (2.11) it follows that

(2.12)

(2.13)

and

(2.14)

Next observe that, by conditional independence, Schwarz's inequality,

and (2.6),

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

Hence,

(2.18)

(2.19)

Now
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h(Y) 1h(Xl +X2+Z) ~2log2ïTe(var(Xl +X2+Z))

(2.20)

Thus

(2.21)

Combining (2.12), (2.13), (2.14), and (2.21), we see that every
set of rates figuring in the union in expression (2.1) is included
in some set in the union in expression (2.4). Hence, Cl C C2•

Having established an explicit characterization of the Slepian
and Wolf AWGN MAC, we can formulate the characterizations previously
obtained for C(K21,I) and C(K2I,Il) by Cover [1] and Wyner [6],

and Prelov [4], respectively, as special cases. By setting CL = i3 = 1
and Ra = 0 in (2.4) we obtain

Corollary 1 ([1], [6]) : The capacity region of the AWGN MAC in
the case of two private sources (sources 1 and 2) and no common
source is given by

j(RI,R2) O~R 1 (1 + :~ ) (2.22a)C(K21,I) ~-log1 2

~R 1 (1 + P; ) , (2.22b)0 ~-log2 2 o

1 (1 +
PI + P2 ) j. (2.22c)Rl + R2 ~-log2 2o

Similarly, by setting i3

obtain
0, and CL 1 - p2 Ln (2 4)• ,we
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Corollary 2 ([4]) : The capacity region of the AWGN MAC in the
case of one private source (source I) and one common source (source
0) is given by

C(K21 ,II) (2)I (l-p)PIO~RI ~ z-log 1+ 02 ' (2.23a)

IO~R + R ~ -21ogo I (
PI + P2 + 2p!P IP2) I1+ 2 .(2.23b)

c
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THE ECHO CHANNEL

++J.P.M.SCHALKWIJK

DupLex operation of the customer Links in ISDN
(Integrated §ervices ~igitaL ~etwork) introduces the echo
probLem, i.e. echo's of one's own transmission
temporariLy precLude reception of the message coming from
the other side. There are two competing soLutions to the
echo probLem. To wit the Euro-American soLution of
echo-canceLLing on the one hand, and the Japanese
ping-pong (time-sharing) system on the other. The
drawback of echo-canceLLing is that each side of the
dupLex Link requires an echo canceLLor, i.e. an
eLectronic circuit with some 12000 transistors.
The ping-pang soLution does not require compLex echo
predictors, but needs more (in order for echo's of a
message burst to die out) than twice the signaLLing rate
on the channeL. By considering the customer Links as
two-way channeLs (TWC's) with memory, and using the
appropriate TWC-coding strategies we can LargeLy
eLiminate the extra rate requir'ements, and thus 'perhaps
tip the baLance in favour of the ping-pong system.

++ J.P.M.Schalkwijk is with the Eindhoven University of Technology,
Department of Electrical Engineering,
P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, the Netherlands.
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INTRODUCTION
From experience we know that even in one-way (monologue)

communication echo's can be a problem. Speaking in a tunnel can be
difficult, and if one's own speech is fed back in a headphone some
ten millisesonds delayed it becomes almost impossible to speak
(Evoluon Science Museum in Eindhoven). In fact, from the above it
seems to follow that speech production is not a one-way coding
problem, but a strategy that involves feedback! In two-way
(dialogue) communication echo's pose a major problem. For this
reason eleborate echo cancellors are incorporated at both ends of
the customer links in ISDN. As there are a lot of customer links it
would be economically attractive to do away with these echo
cancellors. This is exactly what is done in the Japanese ping-pong
system. In this system one side sends a message burst. Then some
time is allowed for the echo's of this burst to die out, before the
other side is allowed to send a message burst. This time-sharing
system does not require expensive echo cancellors, but it needs
more than twice (in order for the echo's to die out) the signalling
rate on the channel. As the length of the message bursts increases
so does the efficiency of the system in that the transmission rate
approaches one half for increasing burst length, but at the expense
of the round trip delay of the transmission protocol. Because of
these problems the ping-pong system was not adapted for ISDN. This
paper shows, however, that by applying two-way coding strategies
long round trip delays are not required in order to obtain
transmission rates approaching one half. Furthermore, it turns out
that a transmission rate of one half is not an absolute upper bound
for ping-pong like transmission protocols.

Aside from its practical significance as mentioned in the first
paragraph, the echo channel is also of considerable theoretical
interests. In 1948 Shannon [1] introduced his mathematical theory
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of one-way communication that led to a great body of research in
(algebraic and, to a lesser extend, in convolutional) coding. In
1961 Shannon [2] introduced a mathematical theory of two-way
communication. So far, only two [3], [4] efficient two-way coding
strategies have been described. It appears that the area of two-way
coding strategies deserves more attention. In the previous
paragraph we saw that even speech production is not a coding, but a
strategy problem. From what was said about customer link protocols
in ISDN, it is clear that these two-way strategies also arise in
data communication systems. Shannon's [2] two-way channel (TWC)
paper deals mainly with memoryless TWC's, although it is shown that
the results can be extended to certain channels with memory. The
two-way echo channel (TWEC) is the first example of such a TWC with
memory.

BINARY TWO-WAY ECHO CHANNEL

In the binary symmetric channel (BSC) we have a simple model
that captures the main factures of unreliable one-way transmission.
Likewise, in the binary two-way echo channel (BTWEC) we try in as
simple a model as possible to capture some essential features of
two-way transmission with echos. To wit, initially, when a 0 (no
energy) is transmitted we receive the binary transmission, 0 or I,
from the other side without error. When a 1 (energy) is transmitted
we receive a 1 in the present (channel near end reflection), and in
the next or a later (channel far end reflection) signalling
interval. With a message burst length of one binary digit, using

the ping-pong system one obtains a rate of ~ bit per transmission
in each direction. In the next paragraph we give a simple strategy,
like Hagelbarger's [2], that outperforms the pure ping-pong system

yielding a rate of ~ bit per transmission in each direction.
In Fig. 1 our initial strategy is represented; compare Fig. 2 of

[4]. As in [3J, [4J the combined messages 81 and 82 of the left
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1 0

1

o

o

1

f .

Fig. 1. Initial BTWEC strategy.

and the right terminal are represented as a subsquare 8lx82 of the
unit square. Now the unit square is subdivided until 81x82 is found
by both sides. Transmissions X1=O or 1 at the left terminal are
shown in the left most column, and transmissions X2=û or 1 at the
right terminal in the top row at each active (i.e. levels 1 and 3)
level in Fig. 1. The elements of the symbol pairs inside the figure
indicate reception at the left and the right terminal,
respectively. The n stand for near end reflection. the f for far
end reflection, and the dot for a wasted slot of intend listening.
Resolution 1 at the top of Fig. lis a so called [3] inner bound
type resolution. Its rate of uncerttainty reduction is
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11 = ah(a), (1)

where h(x): = -xlog2x (I-x)log2(I-x), O~x~l, is the binary
entropy function. An easy calculation shows that with threshold

1parameter a=2' the stationary probability, q1' of resolution 1
1equals ql=3' Resolution 3 at level three of Fig.1 is a so called

[3] outer bound type resolution. Its rate of uncertainty reduction
is

~
l+w (2)

1Any easy calculation shows that with threshold parameter a~, the
1stationary probability, q3' of resolution 3 equals q3~' Neither of

the passive states 2 and 4 in Fig. 1 yield any uncertainty
1reduction and, thus, with a=w=2' we find that our initial strategy

has [3], [5] rate, R, equal to

R - I + I ! 1+1 2 __1= ql 1 q3 3 = 3'2 4'3 3 (3)

In the next sections we address the question whether the rate (3)
of this ad hoc scheme can be further improved.

IMPROVEMENT
The simplest improvement of our initial strategy in Fig. 1

concerns the passive state 4. The dot situation in state 4 can be
exploited for one-way transmission in the direction towards the
dotted terminal, see Fig. 2.
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state 3 state 1

1 0

0 1n Of
0

1 n 1

0 f 0
Y---

Fig. 2. State 4 activated.

The new resolution 4 has a rate of uncertainty reduction

(4)

where the factor ~ is due to the fact that this "time-sharing"
resolution results in the transmission of information in one
direction only. Substituting the new resolution 4 of Fig. 2 in the

Markov chain of Fig. 1, where a=w=~=~, we find for the
. babiH . 2 3 d 2 dstat10nary state pro 1 1t1es q1=7' Q3-14' an Q4-7' an

relevant

finally,
with (1), (2), and (4) for the rate, R, of the thus improved
strategy

Hence, we are approaching a rate of one half with small average
round trip delay. In the next section we address the question as to
whether a rate of one half can be exceeded with a ping-pong like
protocol.
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BOOTSTRAPPING
Of course, maximizing the rate of the strategy considered in the

previous section with respect to the parameters a and ~ yields a
further improvement. However, this improvement in rate is not
enough to carry us past a rate of one half. To do that, the dot
situations in the passive state 2 of Fig. 1 have to be exploited to
some extend. If the far end reflection does not hit the very next
signalling interval, we have time to send some auxiliary
information before the far end reflection hits. This information,
that could be transmitted [4], [6] by a strategy like the very one
we are designing (bootstrapping), could be used to subQivide state
2 of Fig. 1 into a white and a shaded part as in Fig. 3.

f f
I

I.r .,

. f

Fig. 3. Bootstrapping state 2.

As the shaded part of Fig. 3 is identical to state 4 of Fig. 2,
part of the probability flow of state 1 now directly flows into
state 4. Recomputing the relevant stationary probabilities Ql,Q3'
and Q4 and maximizing the rate

(6)

with respect to the parameters a,~, and ~, where w=aP/(l-a+~), we
find
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a = .75474, ~ = .09461, ~ .47485,
and

R = .53723,

i.e. a rate of one half has been exceeded!

mNCLUSIONS
In this short paper, no attempt was made to solve the echo

problem in its entirety. It has been shown, however, that whereas
the rate by echo cancelling allows no further improvements, the
ping-pang system allows simple two-way coding strategies that yield
improvements in both round trip delay and in rate. Surprisingly, it
turns out that the overall rate of a ping-pang like protocol is not
bounded by unity, but that a rate of twice .53723 is achievable.

Á final remark concerns the reflection pattern. We only
considered near and far end reflection. However, our strategies can
be extended to accomodate more complicated reflection patterns.
Finding the proper strategies might be quite defficult, but their
implementation once found should be simple. Echo cancelling is a
purely analog technique, whereas the two-way strategies described
here are purely digital. The ultimate solution to the echo problem
might well be a mixure of these techniques, i.e. simple but partial
echo cancelling in combination with a two-way coding strategy.
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Coding Techniques for Partial-Response Channels

K.A. Schouhamer Immink

Coding techniques are considered for improving the reliability of
digital transmission over noisy partial-response channels with
characteristics (l += D). In particular, we consider the application
of the bi-phase code as an inner code of an outer code designed for
maximum (free) Hamming distance. It is shown that the minimum
squared Euclidean distance between outputs corresponding to
distinct inputs is bounded below by the minimum Hamming distance
of a second (outer) code.

1. Introduetion

In this paper we consider coding techniques for improving the
reliability of digital transmission over noisy partial-response channels [1].
In particular, we will deal with channels with discrete-time transfer
function (1 - D), where D is the unit-delay operator corresponding to one
modulation interval T of the channel. We design codes that increase the
coding gain, i.e. the saving in required energy-per-bit of the coded scheme
as compared to the uncoded scheme.

Wolf and Ungerboeck [2] studied the application of trellis coding
techniques for improving the reliability of digital transmission over noisy
partial-response channels. The reliability was improved by the achievement
of coding gain and by avoiding the occurrence of unlimited runs of
identical signals at the channel output in order to guarantee satisfactory
operation of timing and gain control from the received signal. They
concluded that the use of well-known binary convolutional codes in
combination with a precoder provides the desired solution to the coding
problem. The use of this technique leads to coding gains which are smaller
than the gains observed when convolutional codes are used with
comparable decoder complexity for ordinary InterSymbol-Interference-free
binary channels. The authors attributed this to the fact that
partial-response signaIIing already represents a simple form of coding.

Calderbank et al. [3] constructed codes for the. partial-response
channel using a non-trivial coset of a binary convolutional code caIIed the
sign code. The coset of the sign code is chosen to limit the zero-run-length

Philips Research Laboratories P.O. Box 80.000, 5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands
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of the output of the channel. This eliminates long sequences of zeros as
possible channel outputs and so maintains clock synchronization. Both
papers give good examples of code constructions which are based on the
notion that the functions of modulation and coding ought to be combined.

In this paper we will follow the beaten track taken in magnetic and
optical recording practice by dividing the coding problem into two [4], [5].
One (outer) code supplies the Hamming distance and the other (inner) code
adapts by spectral shaping the symbols forwarded by the outer code to the
channel (spectral) characteristics. Our analysis also applies to channels with
transfer functions (1 += Dm), m :2: 2, if these channels are regarded as m
time-interleaved (1 += D) channels. For m = 1,2 it coincides with models
that have been adopted previously in the magnetic recording literature [6].

The most interesting aspect of the analysis presented here is perhaps
that the achievement of coding gains on the partial-response channel is not
more difficult than on a 'full-response' channel.

2. Coding Gain on the Partial-Response Channel

The physics of many communication channels or storage systems only
allow the transmission of two-level symbols. For example, in the ordinary
digital magnetic recording system saturation recording is performed, i.e.
two stable states of magnetization represent binary data to be stored. Thus,
let x = {X;}::Ooo' x, E { -1, I} be a sequence of two-level data symbols at the
input of the (1 += Dm) channel. The noisy (1 += Dm) channel produces at its
output the noisy sequence z = {z;}::Ooo' which is the sum of the noiseless
sequence y = {y;}~, Yi E { -2; 0, 2} and the noise sequence w = {w;}~,
where

and

It is assumed that the Wi are statistically independent Gaussian noise
samples with zero mean and variance a', Decoding is accomplished by
maximum-likelihood sequence estimation, to find the binary data sequence
which is closest to the received noisy sequence in the sense of smallest
Euclidean distance [7], [8].

An expression for the probability that an error event starts at a
particular time instant was established by Forney [8]. He has shown that
for moderate and high signal-to-noise ratio the error probability Pree) is
well approximated by the following lower bound
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Pree) ~ Q{ ~~n },

where Q(x) is the tail of the unit Gaussian distribution, defined by

1 foo 2/2Q(x) = -- e-Y dy.s:».
and d;;,in is the minimum squared Euc1idean distance defined by

~in = mil} II (1 =+ Dm)(x _ ~) 11
2
,

x#x

where the minimum is taken over all pairs of distinct channel inputs
x and x. -This bound is approached asymptotically at high signal-to-noise
ratios. The (asymptotic) coding gain is thus defined as G as

2Rdmin (coded)
G= 2 '

t:t;;in (uncoded)
(1)

where R is the rate of the code used [9]. This quantity indicates the saving
in required energy-per-bit to noise-power-density ratio of the coded scheme
compared to the uncoded (1 =+ D) scheme, asymptotically for the same low
error probability. It was learlier noted by Kobayashi [7], [10], [11] that the
application of maximum-likelihood sequence estimation improves the noise
margin by approximately 3 dB over that of a simple system which makes
independent ternary decisions on each output signal z; For uncoded
sequences we can easily find that the minimum squared Euclidean distance
between any distinct pair of output sequences is d;;,in = 8 [2]. A simple
substitution in eq. (1) gives the coding gain G

2Rd;nin (coded)
G= 8 . (2)

In the sequel we concentrate for convenience on the 'dicode channel with
transfer function (1 - D). In the subsequent section we will develop a
coding scheme which allows to employ off-the-shelf codes for the dieode
channel.

3. Concatenated Schemes

As the (1 - D) channel exhibits at its output a spectral null at zero
frequency it seems a good idea tal employ a de-free recording (or
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modulation) code, bi-phase, to adapt incoming message sequences to the
spectral characteristics of the partial-response channel. This rather simple
recording code has found widespread application in magnetic recording
systems [12], [13], [14]. In other words, we cling to the old faith on which
many recording devices are devised that a partitioning into two codes, one
taking care of the Hamming distance and the other serving a spectral
shaping, is not necessarily that bad. Message sequences {x} are translated
into sequences {X;} according to the rule

Obviously, the rate of the bi-phase code is Rbi-4> = lj2.
Let x and x be two distinct binary sequences from the allowed set of

input sequences. In the following lemma dH(x, x) denotes Hamming
distance between x and x, i.e. the number of bit positions where x and x,
differ, and d2(y, y) is the squared Euclidean distance between the output

A A
sequences y and y, after X and X have passed the partial-response channel.
The following lemma shows a lower bound between the Hamming distance
of the input sequences x and x and the squared Euclidean distance of the
output sequences y and y.

Lemma: If x =1= x then
2 /\ H /\d (y, y) ~ 16d (x, x) +8.

Proof The bi-phase encoded sequence X is of the form

so that the output sequence y is

The squared Euclidean distance between y and y is by definition

As
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" 1\2 H 1\~(Xi - XJ = 4d (X, X)

and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

we find after a simple evaluation the following lower bound:

•
With eq. (2) the following lower bound for the coding gain of the bi-phase
encoded partial-response channel is found

(3)

where R; is the rate and d/tin denotes the minimum Hamming distance of
the outer code used. Recalling that the coding gain of a code with rate R
and minimum Hamming distance ~n over an ISI-free channel is Rd!.n (see
e.g. [9]), we conclude that with the bi-phase code as an intermediate
between the partial-response channel and an outer code designed for
maximum (free) Hamming distance, the overall coding gain slightly exceeds
the coding gain of that outer code employed on an ISI-free channel.
Apparently, the achievement of coding gain on the partial-response channel
is not more difficult than on an ISI-free channel, if a properly chosen
intermediate modulation code is employed. The use of a state-independent
modulation code in combination with codes designed for Hamming
distance has the advantage that it is well understood. Furthermore, note
that the bi-phase code will never produce more than two consecutive zeros
at the noiseless (1 - D)-channel output. Needless to say that this has a
beneficial effect on the clock recovery and automatic-gain-correction
circuitry in the receiver.

Let the input sequence x be uncoded, i.e. R; = 1 and d/tin = 1. It
follows as an immediate consequence of the lemma that the use of the
bi-phase code improves the noise margin by a factor 3/2 (1. 77 dB). This
result was earlier obtained by Bergmans [15], who has classified the
bi-phase code to be superior with 1.77 dB to the uncoded baseline system
at low information densities of an idealized magnetic recorder. Wolf and
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Ungerboeck [2] showed that with the precoding technique the coding gain
equals

(H). ~in+l
G = Ro entter 2 ' (4)

where entier(x) is the largest integer not greater than x. So we conclude that
the precoding technique achieves the same amount of coding gain (1.77 dB)
with a rate Ra = lj2, precoded, convolutional code with free Hamming
distance die, = 5.

We are now able to specify outer codes which in conjunction with the
bi-phase code will lead to good Euclidean distance between output
sequences. Though block codes have found widespread application in
storage systems, in particular large Reed-Solomon codes hold undivided
sway, we will concentrate here on convolutional codes as it offers the
opportunity to compare our results with ones previously published. Table
1 shows the coding gain of some selected convolutional codes with rate
Ra = lj2. The constraint length of the convolutional encoder is denoted by
v. The parity-check polynomials HI(D) and lf2(D) are derived from [9].The
polynomials are specified in binary notation, e.g. D4 + D + I is denoted by
10011.

v 1 2 4 6
H 3 5 7 10d{ree

H (D) 11 101 10011 1011011
H\D) 01 111 11101 1111001
2v+! 4 8 32 128
G (dB) 3.01 (2.43) 4.77 (4.39) 6.53 (5.74) 7.77 (7.20)

Table 1 - Coding Gain of Ro = lj2 Codes

The (1 - D) channel preceded by the bi-phase code, in general, increases
the number of states in the trellis diagram for the combined encoder and
channel to 2v+l. The number of decoder states 2v+1 gives an indication of the
decoder complexity. Maximum-likelihood detection of the bi-phase
encoded sequence can be established in the receiver by a simple
modification of the branch metrics of the Viterbi decoder. The coding gain
of the various codes is computed using an exhaustive search. The number
in parentheses is found from eq. (3) by taking the lower bound with
equality. It can easily be verified that the actual coding gain as shown in
Table 1 slightly exceeds the lower bound. It has been found that the
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performance of the convolutional outer codes depends on the order of
switching at the encoder (i.e. a de facto swapping of the parity-check
polynomials), which demonstrates that the well-known optimum codes for
the linear AWGN channel are no longer necessarily optimum for the
partial-response channel in conjunction with the bi-phase modulation. A
comparison with eq. (4) or [[2], Table Ill] shows that the coding format
developed here has the advantage of a 3 - 3.5 dB improved noise margin
at the expense of lowered overall code rate.

Up till now we have concentrated on the 'dicode' channel with transfer
function (1 - D). A similar technique with the same virtues as previously
discussed can be found for the duo-binary channel with transfer function
(1 + D). Instead of the bi-phase code we use a simple repeat scheme:
incoming symbols {x} are translated into sequences {X;} according to the
rule

In a similar fashion as previously discussed for the bi-phase code used on
the dieode channel we find for this scheme the same coding gain.

When we are confronted with a partial-response channel with response
(1 - D2) we employ an interleaved bi-phase code, sometimes called
quad-phase [16]. The coding rules are simple: two consecutive incoming
symbols x, and Xi+1 are translated into channel sequences Xi according to
the rule

4. Conclusions

We have investigated coding techniques for the partial-response
channel which allow the achievement of coding gain. The application of the
traditional bi-ph ase code as an inner code of Hamming-distance-increasing
codes provides a solution which offers coding gains exceeding those
previously claimed in the literature for the partial-response channel. It has
been shown that the minimum squared Euclidean distance between outputs
corresponding to distinct inputs is, when bi-phase is employed as an inner
code, bounded below by the minimum Hamming distance of a second
(outer) code. It has been found that some convolutional codes used as an
outer code exceed the lower bound, which offers prospects of future
improvement by a more careful selection of the generator polynomials.
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A MODEL FOR MOVING IMAGES BASED ON THE HUMAN VISUAL SYSTEM

J.A.M. Stuifbergen*, G.H.L.M. Heideman*

In this paper a three dimensional multichannel sampling
model for image coding is presented. Intraframe coding is
based on the multiresolutional presentation of local
structure of the image. Using a simple property of moving
(spatial) edge-like structures a model for moving images
is proposed that provides robust information with regard
to motion (correspondence problem). The criteria for pre-
processing and quantisation (in relation with correspond-
ence) in this model are based on a qualitative approxim-
ation of the operations carried out in a primal stage of
the human visual system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Starting from the assumption that the structure of an image
(source) and the basic operations that have to be carried out to
detect this structure (receiver) are matched to each other in an
optimum way, an algorithm has been developed that is based on the
human visual system. It is assumed (on the basic of
neurophysiological findings) that in this system a preprocessing of
the image in a number a subimages takes place. Only (local) edge-
like structures in the original image leads to information
different from zero in the subimages [lJ. The structure of the
subimages can be defined as an sketch of the original image.
Superposition of the subimages leads to an approximation of the
original image. The information in the subimages can be described
in three parameters: position (p), orientation (0), and amplitude
(a) of a local basisfunction. The preprocessing in our model will
be described by an hierarchical system of bandpass/lowpass filters:

with BP(p)
LP(p)

p

2 2 2P exp(-p a /2)
2 2exp(-p a /2)

(w2 + W2)1/2x y
scale-parametera

* University of Twente, Dept. of Electrical Engineering
P.O.Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede
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(a,a,p)

(a,a,p)

Figure

The local basisfunction is defined as the impulse response of the
system to a local-step input. This local-step input function is de-
fined as the two dimensional Fouriertransform of H(p,8)=p-lcos 8.
The formula for the impulse response has the following form (in
Cartesian coordinates):

Quantisation of the parameters of the basisfunction is based on
sensitivity properties of the human visual system. The choice of
the sampling density and the width (cr)of the lowpass filters is
for a considerable part dependent on the reconstruction method [2J.

2. INTERFRAMECODING, AN ANALYSIS

When we are dealing with a sequence of images, then - in general -
in two subsequent images a considerable part of the image will be
unchanged. So, a possible form of interframecoding could be defined
as follows (in a spatio-temporal discrete model):
When li(n,m,t)-i(n,m,t+~t)1 = ~>T, with T a threshold and i(n,m,t)
the intensity at position (n,m) and time t, then the intensity of
the image at (n,m,t+~t) is updated by some amount of ~. Otherwise
the intensity will be kept unchanged. By doing so for each pixel we
don't use the (local) coherence of the intensity values and
criteria for coarse quantisation of ~ seems quite arbitrary.
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Besides, the method is not very efficient because the procedure has
to be done for every pixel in the image. A method that seems to be
more efficient and reliable is to measure the temporal change of
intensity of a local and connected area of the image, for instance
by: E = L L (i(n,m,t)-i(n,m,t+L'lt))2, with (n,m) Ene iN x\r\.

n m
In this method it is important, in the case of coarse quantisation
to state in a qualitative sence the relation between the form and
proportion of n to the image information within n. Assuming that
the change of intensity within n will be strongly coherent it could
be more efficient not to code E (after quantisation) but to code
the (possible) displacement of the image information within n as a
whole. However, E only gives, in some way, the total change within
n. It does not give any indication about distortion, displacement,
velocity and velocity direction of the data within n. In this paper
we introduce a spatio-temperal model which provides robust
information with regard to motion. The (local) coherence of the
moving/changing image data in relation to sensitivity properties of
the human visual system plays a central role. First, an
illustration of the idea behind the model will be made by the

1 x+vt 2 2
Consider a moving "smooth" edge f(x,t)=(0/2n)- f exp(-u /20 )du.
following situation:

Taking along the line (x,O) the second derivate t~ x and along the
line (O,t) the second derivate to t we get the following graphs):

-)(-~

_t_~

f (0, t)

/

/
I

Figure 2
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The moving 'edge' (spatial) leads to a moving temporal 'edge'. Both
edges can be characterized by a zero crossing and the gradient in
this zero crossing. The gradient of ftt(O,t) depends on the
amplitude and the velocity of f(x,t) while the gradient of
fxx(x,O) depends only on the amplitude of f(x,t). Combination of
both gradients provides us in principal the velocity of the moving
edge. In stead of taking the second derivate to t we can calculate
d2/dt2(f(0,t)*G(t;Ot» in which G(t;Ot) = (Ot/2n)-lexp(-t2/20~).

and * means convolution. By proper variation of Ot, a number of
temporal (velocity) resolution levels can be created in the same
way as the spatial resolution levels in the intraframe coding model
(see introduction).

3. INTERFRAME CODING, A MODEL

From the foregoing analysis we want to accent two main aspects:
1. The local spatial structure of the image,
2. The relation spatial 'edge' ~ temporal 'edge' and the

possibility to measure velocity by combination of gradients.
We consider the following model:

.- w (;.: , y, t )

with L (p) =s
Bs(p) =

Lt(wt)
Bt(wt)

2 2exp(-p ° 12)
2 2 2P exp(-p ° 12)

2 2exp(-wtot/2)
2 2 2wtexp(-wtot/2)

2 2 2P w +wX y
0: spatial scale parameter
Ot: temporal scale parameter

Figure 3
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As inputsignal we take (without loss of generality):

f(x,y,t)
with: f(x,y,t)

a S(x-vt)
o x-vt<O

= a x-vt~O

We only consider the X and Y signals. By variation of the spatial
resolution parameter 0 the signals Zand Ware for the greater part
described by the signals X and Y respectively. Because of the
specific form of the input signal the X and Y signals are constant
in y-direction, so we drop the y-direction. Considering both
signals at t=O we get:

X(x,O;v)
Y(x,O;v)

with Y = 202+

y::o
/

/

v= ,rr
.: /'J>''';;:_'

I

I

V>o
/

./
/ I

/

Figure 4

The next elements are important to be noted:
1. Areas where Y~O indicates temporal variation in the inputsignal.
2. Corresponding zerocrossing in X and Y indicates change/motion

of edges on the spatial resolution level of the X signal.
3. Combination of spatial and/or temporal gradients in the zero

crossings of the X and Y signals provides the velocity v by:
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a a( (äX y (x,t; v ) ) / (ar X(x,t; v) )\=0, t=O -v

However, we deal with a discrete model, so when velocities become
to high (relative to the spatial resolution) we get stroboscopic
phenomenas (the mapping of one single moving edge on several
positions of the same frame).
Quantization of the X signal by the Y signal provides a possibility
to eliminate (by inhibition below a threshold) the 'false' zero
crossing in the X signal (the 'false' zero crossing doesn't
correspond to a zero crossing in the Y signal). Temporal gradients
of X and Y can be used to improve the realiability of the
correspondence procedure. The correspondence becomes ambiguous on
this spatial resolution level. On lower spatial levels this problem
will disappear (see also [3J). Combination of the interframecoding
model with the spatio-temporal model of figure 3 leads tp the
following structure:

C: correspondence of zerocrossings
Q: quantisation

Figure 5
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Essentially, the model provides (for each spatial resolution level)
all the necessary parameters to describe the properties of a
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(moving) local edge: position, orientation, amplitude, velocity and
direction of velocity. By measuring the temporal variation for each
spatial resolution level by means of the correspondence
Xi~~ Yi' motion is classified in spatial (local) highfrequent
information with a maximum velocity of 11/2 to 2 pel/frame until
velocities of 6 to 8 pel/frame for spatial (local) lowfrequent
information. By extension of lowfrequent spatial bandpass filters
it is of course possible to measure higher velocities (8 pel/frame
is not a principal upperbound),. In the correspondence and
quantisation, the local coherence of the information in the X and Y
signals i3 essential. It is this coherence that should make the
model robust for a strong increase of 'unnatural' and severe errors
that are caused at low bitrates. Further research on correspondence
and quantisation on the basis of this model is carried out.
From neurophysiological research it is known that the human visual
system has the disposal of spatio-temporal channels [4, 5J. It is
our opinion that the interactions between the X and Y signals in
our model are qualitative approximations of the operations within
these spatio-temperal channels. At the same time the impression of
(local) blur of the image at relative high velocities indicates
inhibition of the (local) high spatial frequencies (inseperability
of spatio-temporal behaviour of the channels). The model provides
robust information on velocity (direction) in a quite simple way.
By this, it seems attractive to utilize this method in hybride
coding algorithms to get faster and more realiable results in
motion compensation technics.
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UNIVERSAL VARIABLE-TO-FIXED LENGTH SOURCE
CODING FOR BINARY MEMORYLESS SOURCES

* *Tjalling J. Tjalkens & Frans M.J. Willems

We describe a modification of Lawrence's source
aLgorithm. From anaLysis and computations it
concLuded that our modified Lawrence aLgorithm is
to the originaL one.

coding
can be

superior

1. PRELIMINARIES

A binary memoryless information source generates a sequence of
random variables {Xt}t=1,oo' each of which assumes values in the
finite set ~ '- {O,I}, called the source alphabet. These random
variables are independent of each other and identically
distributed. Let p := Pr{Xt=1} = l-Pr{Xt=O}, t=1,2, .... Then the
entropyof the source (in bits/symbol) is equal to h(p) :=
-plog(p)-(1-p)log(1-p). (We assume throughout this paper that
log(.)'s have base 2 and that ln(.) has base e.)

In what follows we will describe a universal variable-ta-fixed
length coding strategy for the class of binary memoryless sources.
This means that source sequences of variable length (segments) are
mapped into code sequences of fixed length N. We require that the
set of segments is proper (no segment is the prefix of an other
segment in the set) and complete (every infinite sequence has a
prefix in the segment set). It is assumed that the code alphabet ~

{O.1}. Let L(2£*}b h 1 h fe t e engt 0 segment

*Then instead of sending the L(2£ ) source symbols to a receiver we
can send the corresponding code word. This code word can be used by
the receiver to reconstruct the source segment. If the code is
properly chosen, the average segment length L can be considerablyav

* Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Electrical
Engineering, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven.
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higher than N where

*L .- L: ~ Pr{?;av ~
~

* *~ }L(~ ). (1)

Therefore the (compression) rate R of a code, which is defined as
R := N/L ,can be smaller than one. Note that since our code isav
universal it is not possible to design the code knowing the
statistics of the source.

Tunstall [IJ discovered a procedure for constructing an optimum
segment set for a given memoryless source. For a fixed N, this
construction maximizes Lav
source with p < 0.5, then

If we form such a code for a binary
N + log(p) ~ Lavh(p) ~ N. A major

disadvantage of a Tunstall code is that the complete code has to be
stored by both the encoder and the decoder.

Lawrence [2J devised a variable-ta-fixed length code that is
easier to implement. Only a part of Pascal's triangle must be
stored by the encoder and the decoder now. An additional feature of
this code is that it is universal. This code can be seen as the
variable-ta-fixed length counterpart of Schalkwijk's [3J 'Pascal
triangle' algorithm.

In this paper we will describe a modification of this Lawrence
code. Instead of using a prefix and a suffix implementation as in
Schalkwijk [3J and in Lawrence [2J we compute the lexicographical
index of the segments. Also the segment set of the code is changed.
The first modification yields a more natural and simple
implementation of the algorithm, while both modifications reduce
the redundancy of the code. In the next sections we will be more
specific about our 'modified Lawrence' code.

2. THE SEGMENT SET

Just like Tunstall [IJ, we try to define our segment set as a
set of, more or less, equiprobable sequences. However the
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probability P{~*) = pe{l_p)n of a sequence containing n zeros and e
ones is unknown to the users. Therefore assume that the parameter p
is a random variable uniformly distributed over the interval [O.IJ.
SO the source is a composite source instead of a memoryless one.

For this composite source the probability *Q{~ ) of a sequence
containing n zeros and e ones turns out to be

* f1 e n 1 [n+e]-l
Q{~ ) := Jo p (l-p) dp = (n+e+1) e (2)

*It is now rather obvious to use Q(~ ) to define the segments. Hence

(3)

*-1where ~ := (x1.x2 •...•xL(~*)-l). Note that we can use Pascal's

triangle P{n.e) := [n:e] (see figure 1) to determine whether or not
a sequence is a segment.

1
1 1

1 2 1
1 3 3 1

Fig.l. Modified Lawrence code
with C = 82. Boundary
points are underlined.

1

1 464 1
1 5 10 10 5 1

1 6 15 20 15 6 1
7 21 21 7 1

8 28 288
36 36 ~

1

1

1
1 ~

1 10
11

12

81

1 ~n e~

1
10 1
111

12 1

1

A new segment starts at the top of the triangle. xt = 0 corresponds
to a step in the n-direction. xt = 1 to a step in the e-direction.
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Hence 0010001 is a segment since 36 is a boundary point (7*6 < 82
and 8*21 2 82).

3. THE ffiDING ALGORITHM

We have seen that the segment set boundary can be determined
using Pascal's triangle, but is it also possible to find the
lexicographical index of a segment in a similar way? Yes, but we
have to refill Pascal's triangle. An element M(n.e) of the new
array must be equal to the number of distinct ways to reach a
boundary point after we have seen n zeros and e ones. Therefore

M(n,e) ._ 1 if (n,e) is a boundary point and
M(n,e) ._ M(n+l,e) + M(n.e+l) if not. (4)

Observe that M(O,O) is equal to the total number of segments in the
set. For C = 82 this total number is 256 (see figure 2).

74
73 1

72 1
71 1

70 1

256
128 128

106 22 106
95 11 11 95

88 7 4 7 88
83 5 2 2 5 83

79 4 1 1 1 4 79
76 3 1 1 3 76
2 1 1 2 74

1 1 9 73
1 72
1 71

Fig.2. Coding array
for C = 82.

~n e~
1 70

1 1 1 1

To determine the lexicographical index (and the end) of a
segment the encoder uses this M(n,e) array in the following way:

i) index:= 0
n := 0 e := 0
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ii) while M(n.e) t- 1 do
if x = 0- next
then n := n + 1
else index := index + M(n+1.e)

e := e + 1

This lexicographical index is sent to the decoder that
reconstructs the segment as follows:

i) I·_ 0

n .= 0 e := 0
ii) while M(n.e) t- 1 do

if index < I + M(n+1.e)
then xnext ._ 0

n := n + 1

else xnext
I := I + M(n+1.e)
e := e + 1

.= 1

It will be clear that the lexicographical index of the segment
0010001 is 95 + 3 = 98 (see figure 2).

Now that we know the coding procedure. it is interesting to
investigate the properties of this modified Lawrence algorithm.

4. THE PERFORMANCE

It can be shown that

log(C) ~ log(L +1) + L h(p) and thatav av (5)

M(O.O) ~ 2C[1 + ln[O.5log(2C)]]. (6)

From (6) and the fact that 2C ~ M(O.O) we obtain that
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Combining (5) and (7) we find that

L h{p) + log{L +1) ~av av
log[M{O,O)] - log[l + ln{IOg{JM{O,O))}] - 1. (8)

This indicates that R approaches h{p) if N = rlog{M(O,O»l tends to
infinity. Hence our algorithm is asymptotically optimal.

5. AN EXAMPLE AND SOME REMARKS

To get an idea about its performance, we compared the redundancy
of the modified Lawrence algorithm with the original Lawrence
prefix-suffix algorithm for several values of p and N. These
redundancies are listed in the table below together with the
redundancies of Schalkwijk codes with blocklength N-1.

1
p

I1
Sch.7

I1
p.s.8

I1
mod.8

I1
Sch.15

I1
p.s.16

I1
mod.16

I

0.5 0.1786 0.2580 0.2457 0.0994 0.1222 0.1944
0.1 0.2296 0.2150 0.1751 0.1326 0.1198 0.1193
0.01 0.3775 0.2073 0.0620 0.2252 0.0488 0.0385
0.001 0.4202 0.2423 0.0913 0.2593 0.0048 0.0045
0.0001 0.4274 0.2489 0.0977 0.2656 0.0033 0.0006
0.00001 0.4284 0.2499 0.0986 0.2665 0.0038 0.0010

Tab. I. Redundancies of prefix-suffix Lawrence codes, modified
Lawrence codes and Schalkwijk codes (N = 8 and 16).

From the table it will be clear that for high-entropy sources
Schalkwijk's algorithm is clearly superior to the Lawrence
algorithms. For low values of p however variable-to-fixed length
codes are better, and for these values the modified algorithm has
lower values of the redundancies than the prefix-suffix Lawrence
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algorithm. An other advantage of the modified algorithm over the
original one is that the coding array contains less larger numbers
than the coding array (Pascal triangle) for the prefix-suffix
algorithm.

We conclude with the remark that variable-to-fixed length
universal source coding algorithms certainly have their merits and
should be used in low-entropy cases. Our modified Lawrence
algorithm combines a good performance with a low complexity.
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On the Blokh-Zyablov construction

L.M.G.M Tolhuizen"

Abstract
The Blokh-Zyablov construction is a powerful technique for constructing a
code from several "inçredien: codes". It is indicated how the inqredients can
be chosen to obtain a good code, i. e. a code unth. high minimum distance
given its length and dimeneion.

1 Introduction
In 1974, Blokh and Zyablov generalized the concatenation construction [I].
Their construction, which in the sequel will be called the BZ construction,
was generalized by Zinov'ev ([7]; see also [5, ch.I8, par.8]). The BZ con-
struction calls for the following "ingredients":
- a kxN matrix, generating an [N,k] code Al over GF(q),
- natural numbers aI,"" ar such that 2:i=Iai=k,
- r "outer codes" BI, ... , B,; where Bi is an [n,ki,di] code over GF(qa;).

As a result of the construction, an [nN,K] code Zover GF(q) is obtained,
where K=2:f=Iaiki' We describe an encoding procedure. For j=L, ... ,r,
let Gi he a generator matrix for Bi' Let mE(GF(q))K. Write m =
(mI"" .m.}, where mi has length aiki' The vector mj is considered as
a vector IDj of length kj over GF(qai). Each element of IDjGj is considered
as a column vector of length ai over GF(q); that is, miGi corresponds to
an aj x n matrix M(mj) over GF(q). The word of Z, corresponding to rn,

[
M(md 1

is defined to be GT : . Here, GT denotes the transposed matrix
M(mj)

of G. We note that a codeword of Z is represented as an Nxn matrix over
GF(q); all its columns are in Al' It is known ([1,7,3]) that the minimum
distance d(Z) of Z satisfies d(Z)~ min{dieiII::; i ::;r}, where ei denotes the
minimum distance of Ai, the code generated by the last 2:j=i aj rows of G.

'Philips Research Laboratories, P.O. Box 80.000, 5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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Example 1. Take G = [~~], al=a2=1.

We have that el=l, e2=2. If B, is an [n,k"d,] code over GF(q) (i=1,2),
then Z is a [2n,kl+k2,d(Z}] code, where d(Z)2:min{db2d2}' In fact, Z

consists of all 2x n matrices [ bI :2 b2
], where b,EB,. That is, this special

case of the BZ construction is equivalent to the [u.u-l-v] construction (see
[5, ch.2, par.9]).

2 The selection of the "ingredients"
If the "ingredients" G, al,." ,an BI,.", B, are chosen judiciously, then the
resulting code Z is a good code (i.e. it has a high minimum distance, given
its length and dimension) or it may be modified to a good code ([2],[3]).
The choice of BI,., . .B,, given G, al,., . .a, and n, can be made as follows.
If the code Z is to have minimum distance at least 6, then B, should be the
code of largest known dimension of length n over GF(qa;) with minimum
distance at least 6/ e.. This implies that information on codes of length n
over GF(qa;) must be available. The following example [cf. [6]) illustrates
the above procedure.

[
100 1Example 2. Take q=2, G = 110 ,al = 1, a2 = 2.
101

We have that el=l, e2=2. Let 24~n~30. We wish to construct a code of
length 3n with minimum distance at least 24. Consequently, BI should be
the binary [n,l,n] code and B2 should be an [n,k,12] code over GF(4). By
shortening the [30,15,121 extended QR code over GF(4) (30-n) times, we
obtain an [n,n-15,12] code over GF(4). An [n,k,12] code over GF(4) with
k2:n-14 is not known to the author. The BZ construction yields a binary
[3n,2n-29,24] code. According to [4], a [3n-1,2n-29,24] code is not known.

If G is given, then the choice of ab' .. .a, often imposes itself. The fol-
lowing example shows that care should be taken.

Example 3. Take q=2, n=13, G =

10000111
01001011
00101101
11111111

So we have that N=8 and k=4. If we choose al =4, then we may choose BI
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to be a [13,5,9] shortened RS code over GF(16) to obtain a [104,20,36] code.
A more tempting choice is al =3, a2=1. In order to guarantee a minimum
distance of at least 36, the minimum distances of BI and B2 must be at
least 9 and 5 respectively. It follows that the dimension of BI ,B2 is at most
4,5 respectively. Hence, the dimension of Z is at most 3x4+5=17.

It should be clear that the choice of G is of major importance. In gen-
eral, different generator matrices for Al result in different codes Z.

Example 4.

If we choose in' Example 1 [ ~~ ] rather than [ ~~ ], then Z consists of all

matrices [ ~~ ], where biEBi, Consequently, the minimum distance of Z

is only min{ dbd2}.

An important and difficult part in the use of the BZ construction is the
selection of G or, in other words, the selection of a system of embedded
codes AI::J ... ::JAr ([1],[7]), where Ai is a code of length N and dimension
2.::;=i aj' An obvious choice for Al,'" ,Ar is a system of embedded cyclic
codes. That is, for i=l, ... , r-1, Ai and Ai+l are cyclic codes such that each
zero of Ai is a zero of Ai+1' In the binary case, another choice is a system
of Reed-Muller codes of decreasing order. Also systems of embedded codes
obtained by puncturing or extending either of the above systems of embed-
ded codes may give rise to a matrix G that is powerful in the application
of the BZ construction.
In the binarycase the following matrices G may be powerful. The hori-
zontallines occurring in the matrices indicate the most tempting choice for
al,. .. , ar. This choice, however, need not necessarily yield the best codes
(cf. Example 3). To the right of each matrix, the numbers el, ... , er for
the indicated choice of al,. .. , ar are given. Also interesting are matrices
obtained by deleting some of the upper rows.

[ ~~] 1,2; [
100]
110 1,2;
101

[
100 1010
111

,1,3;
[

1000 11100
: 1010
1111

1,2,4;
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100000
110000 [ 0111000

r111~ 1101000 1,2,4; 1101100 3,4;
1010100

3,7;100100 1011010 1100010
111010 1110001 1111111
110101

1000000
10000000
110000001100000 10100000 1111111111

1010000 10010000 0111011010
1001000 1,2,4; 10111000

1,2,4,8; 1101001000 4,6.-------
1011100 11010100 0001111110
1101010 11100010 1111110000
1110001 11111111

The last matrix is used by Ying Cheng in [2].
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TECHNIOUE~5 FUR CONSTWUCTING CODES FOR THE BINA.RY SWITCHING CHANNEL*

.~ .)f

P'3tet.' vanroose

((J{.iinq for tiJe recently .incroducea BiTJa.ry~,>witc:fJ.il7q,2-Access
L:/k91J/){)j (f]~>··-.I7A(.) iA9 L'"CJ/7,.?"ir.ler-ed" code conscrocc/on ...g t!il"r3

dp8criber/ qiv./nl/ un.iquely decodaaie code pairs EoI' the
noi.geless BS-hAC alld cS-dm:_'odah.h'code pair,.'" lor noisy
versuons, hl·de P(JJ'Tlt~C{of tJJe.best code p_7.irs const.ruct ed
) .ü' /...')u.';6'to /h8 ./Joundd/:Y o[ /lIt.? r.::ap.9city lè'qiulJ. The
IJiqlJest rate .Humfound is j. 47988.

1. TlIE Ij lNARY ~:;WITCH[NG CHANNF:f .•

A binary det.eruu ru at.i c :I.-MACis a channel with two inputs Xl and

X;j (both with a lphabet. r:.(~{O,l}) and one output Y. The output

symho l y is un iqueIv c1etprln:ined hv the t.wo inout. symbols x'i and x.').
I.

Both ~3elldet's 1.I-Y l.o tr.'1il1:301 i L a rne:-3:~dq(·) Lhrouqh the charme 1 wi t.h

rates w\ high a~-\~lur:\SjbJe. The set of fill possible rate ne i rs at

whkrl re I iabl e t.r-ansnuaa ion U1 possible forms lhe L<''i.Päcity req:ion.

IIp t.o equi ve Iences , there are only 4 nont.rrvia I channels Li ke

t.hi s , two Wj.Ul a binary oul.put. <:inti two with a t.er-narv output: the

EOR Charme l , the OR Channel, the Binary Adder Channel (BAC) [1, 2J

and t.he BinäLr .':>r,;ilchinq r..."'Il,_"lllrJtd (BS-MAC) rJ, 4 J. The B~~-HACis

defined hy the channel function y = (Xffj)'X2 dO,1,2L An

aJtt·)r:native de t init ion (whi ch will be used further: on) is:

v:: x1/x? d«-,O,1l. This quotient is def ined as follows: 0/1=0,

1/']:::1 and [J/O::.::l/O="'. The capacity req ion is ([3,4J):

[O,~JxlO,lJ u { (Rl,R?) I ~ , Rl'1, 0 , R2' heRt) } (see Fig.I).

In t.hi a text it :i.~.deacri hed how to construct uniquely decode.hl e

and de lt.e -dunodebl e (block) code pair-s for t.hi s channel.

The bJOCJi length of a code pair (Cl,C2) for t.he B=;-MACis Tl if

ei. ç:; Vn ....f;/\ De channel funct.i on for n-t.upl es is

x·
FleHear-ch aunuor-t.ed by t.he Be1q lEHI pr'oqrem f or' the r'(-~inf or: cement.
of the :C;t·:i(~nLi.r ie pot ont.i el lil the new LHchnoloqies - PREST
(Pri rne l'1inister' s Of f ic« for :'1Cl.f:mce Pul icy , Brussels).

X·:I(·
Kat.h . Uni vers it.a it. Leuven, Departement WjBkunclE~.
Cf:ol.ü:::ti.jnenlaan 200B, 8-JOJO Hew~dee, Belqium.
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Cl Cl ......".
~

co

1 U

Cl --"_ot (I

J .. ) 1

F : Vn':Vn){O,J ,,,,}TI : (}!.1.')!;2h-~Xl/X2. (component.wise uuot.ient.) .

A code pair' CCI ,C~~) is unique}v decocktble (UD) if F' restricted

to (.1"·(./.) i ~\ one-Lo-one . For- tile BS-MAC t.hi s means :

V x'1,x.;<C1, V Xi'C?: }l1")!;?:::: }llAX2" x1';x,;.
Ilere 1\ :i EI the l 'Of(IJJC.lflentwise mini mum (or product.) .

As tlw name of the channe l suggests, sender 7. switches Lhe

connect.i.on between sender 1 and the receiver on and off by sendinq

ones and zecos n~~3p(:C'Li,wd y, ~30 d codeword of C2 can be considered

a:'; a defect patter,} on a codeword of Cl: the recetved word y

euua b3 "i- except; in the coord inates when~ x2 is IJ; there the

n~c(~iver l.'nad~';\=. Coneequerrt.I y the tece ivel.' can decode at once the

codeword x2! ;:,0 the defect pat.tern is always known to the decoder,
and not to the encoder (Xl)' in contrast with the "classical"

s it.uet.i on of coding for memori es with defects, where the encoder

knOW!1 Lhe do f eet; pos iU ons , hul. Lhe decoder doesn ' t . Furthermore,

here t.he def ect, pozi t.ions can be chosen with care (by choosing C2).

Good un iquely decodnhle (block) code pair:B can be found by

chooai.no Cl Li neer and as close as possible to an MDScode, i ;e , as

manycoor di TI[1,tE.' sets III a codeword as pose ihl e can be conardered a'c,'."
ll1fOY'lTIdL ion poa iL ionn . The-m connt; ruct. C2 by L'lk i,nq t.oqet.her: n l. J
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diat.i nct.ion hc~twHF)ncodevorus of Cl)' Th!-}maximal C2 1'01.' qi.ven Cl

.i.,q orr/ouo. ~:IO the cho ice of Cl completely ti xea Lhe UD code pair.

/.. OPTIMAL. LT NI';AR CODr;S.

Definition: An optilT/d.! [J7,.A'] code C lias, within the set of all

Ln,kJ cod(~::;, the maximal number: of tolerated defect patterns.

A LID code pöir (Cl ,(2) (for the BS-MAC) is called J7-optim.''lJ if Cl

is an opt.i ma I [n,kJ code and C2 cont.e ins all defect patterns

tolerated by Cl' Such a code pa i r is the bast, possible for given

hl ook Lenqt.h n and rate Hl'

Lemma: A code C t.a/erst.es d defect päfte.rn ti if tile zero oord is

lIlt:j of/ly- r.·OdtHtfOrd of" C /k'1vinq ,?'eros /11 IIJe cooniim:ltes Wilt-Ye.' ti !JdS

ones.

Pr'{)o[: ( cont.rapoa il.i UTI) The ct i f f erence of two codeworris q j v inq

1:111) !'ldllle channeI out.nul. l.oqet.her wi Lh d is also a codeword (tO),

hiwinq a charmc-d output. w:ith ZerOE\ only whcre d has ones. •

Remm.·k: Th i .« mni:\Tl8 Lhai; the "nondef ect." positions in a codeoord of

Cl can he c:oflsiclerpC! HI::', tnf ormet.icn r.os it.ions .

Denote by K.(JI) t.he i-UI column of a mat.rix A.. 1.

Theorem 2.1: .""I.//lp08e C i8 an [17,kj code WJth q~>nen'tlor Il/älri.'r' C,

c. {olp..lalt>:.i tiN." d~.lIet::'t:pa/lIJtï! ti ho'

(j)b' set }(::: /1( .(i;") / d ,.c-l) irenerat.es: V,.Ó»
.I .l -)( 11

1.Considi~r the submai.:rix G of G consi ntinq on.ly ofProof':

co 1umns
x-

G

ill K. If Uw columns of G* qenenite Vk, then l.he rows at:

of

are Li r.earIy .independent., so the only Li.near combination of rows
)(.

G qivinq the zero row is the null comhi nat.i on. Or: the only

codeword of C hevi no zeros where ct has ones, is the zero word.

2. I L Uw rank of K is not maximal, t.hen the rows of *G
are not, linearly indeuendent.. so there ex ist.s a normul I linear

combination of r:ows of l; (i .e. a codeword of C, nol: the zero word)

wi th zeroa where d has OTJes. •

Theon~1lI 2.7.: .'iupposeC .i'3 d17 [IJ, kj code (..'ith pä.rity o'Jeck matrix If.

(' to.lercltes the defectp.:ttte17! ti (;.,

L .: lKirH) / di:::(7).i.~.• d linearly- independent subset of ~7-./r' •

The ptoof follows Uh) in UH·!previ öua Lheor'em.
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COt'() lliJry :

TIlt' l7und/pr of (( ..jp/dIed df-fe{'! l/c_'ttte.rns uf (.7 ./inPdr cock, .:

tl)l;' ilUlIlbé:.'l' uI" l'1'i':.'{} seLs' ol CO.!UIIII7.S' .i» •."1 check Ilk:l/"('/)( iz:

the nt.//fl/ler o[ /fldXi/fläJ .!i'tl/A' .!.:ets o.l co.lu/flns in d ((f.'llf.'ldlor /fk"ltrix,

This q ives a. met.hodto const.ruct. n-optimal UDcode prÜI:S for' t.ha

B~)-MAC :

a. dnuenaron 1. Ol' codimens ion 1.:

fr'epeL:.i{iol7 codes an, op+imel [n,l] codes, tnlernting ;/J_.j defect

pat.t.erns. ~;()the corrasuondinq n-ont.i maI liD code pairs have ret.es
R-1 R -ll (2111)1 .... n' 2.- fl oQ2 -,
Even we/qlJt codes ar-e opt.i maI l n , n-J I codes tolerat.ing 17+1 defect.

1 1pa.ttnrlls. Rat',e:1: Hl .... 1 .- - , Rr) ::: -loqr)(n+l).
. Tl L. Tl 'L.

b. dimon ..aion 2 or: codiluension 2:

Th(~ codes wi.th qenerat.or mat.r ix U)~i~~i"] are optima l [n,2J codes ,

J .. ol ° .. t . .;? .)' .., .. .,/ '))../11//}
dj. er (1 .1)Kl c: 'f,"' -( L' '1' IJ /ltUI •.1,' Lo' defect pat.t.erns, Their duals

'J

In'" /1./NJ+l def ect; pat.t.er na .m.e l)pLillktl. [n.n';~1 (.:OdÜ:-:l, t.oler.at.i.nq

TABLE'J: ri-opt.ima l rat.e pairs. I TABLE2: additional rate pairs.=~==~~===~======~==~==~~===~~~ I ----~~====~========~====~~=~=~=
~ ~! ~2 ~!~~~__ : _~ ~! ~~ ~!~~~__
'I n. !JIJUUlllJO 1. nO(JO()(Jo 1.00000D[) I ij O. 'jfJ{)f)(JOLJ0.91J'?3%1 1..4023961

1.0(100000 0.000000(1 1.0000000 I 8 n. 62:,0000 0.780991 (I 1.4059910
? O. '_)[)llOOOO D./9~~4812 1.7,9248Ll I 'J O. 555')~)~)6n. 8601630 1.41')'l186
J O.3J33J33 (1.9357850 1.2691183 I 9 0.6666667 0.7382062 1.4048729

n.G66G66/ O.~GG~G6/ 1.J33JJJ3 I 10 U.5000000 0.9108524 1.41(85)4
4 (J. 2~)(HI(lOn (I. ')'7(,/2271.226nn I 1Cl (1. (.(100000 (I. 8247C);~/' 1.. 4247cJ27

O.'')[)()OOOilIJ. ;)lU4g20 1 ..1311487.0I t'J O. ~:;4~)4~ï46n. I\gO':;9101. 4;'~()045')
0.7500000 0.5804820 1.3304820 I 11 0.6363636 0.7922041 1.4285678

~ 0.2000000 O,Q908J91 1.1908392 I 12 0.5833333 0.8567309 1.4400642
0,4000000 0.9169925 1.3169925 I 12 0.6666667 0.7662297 1.4328964
O.GlJOOnOO 0.7614710 1.3614711 I 13 0.6153846 U.8336637 1.4490483
0.8000000 0.5169925 1.3169925 I 13 0.6923077 0.7412788 1.4335865

()O.l6£i6667 O.9962l.1J 1.1628799 I l4 ll.5714286 0.8746823 1.446110')
0.3333333 0.9591479 1.2924813 I 14 0.6428571 0.8113322 1.4541894
U.5000000 0.8746546 1.3746547 I 15 0.6000000 0.8541719 1.4541719
0.6666667 0.7079880 1.3746547 I 15 0.6666667 0.7898039 1.4564706
0.8333333 0.4678925 1.3012258 I 16 0.6250000 0.8343128 1.4593128

7 0.14285710.9983836 1.1412407 I 16 0.6875000 0.7691467 1.4566467
0.2857143 0,9761271 1.2618414 I 17 0.6470588 0.8152325 1.4622914
0,4285/14 0.9319374 1.3605088 I 17 0.7058824 0.7378538 1.4437362
O.S714286 0.83J270D 1.4046986 I 18 0.6666667 O.79j[)132 1.4636799
0.7142857 0.6549946 1.3692803 I 18 0.7222222 0.7209004 1.4431226
O.8~/1429 0.4285714 1.2857143 I 19 0.6842105 0.7807409 1.4649514

--------------------------------+----------------------------------
O~J/;r (Jsl]r -:J
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Ah;() opt.imaI dt'f~: Uw r;,41 HanunLnq code ('jl d(~fed: patb'lr:ns),

rt.s dual [7,:n L:ode ('j). defect pat.t.erna ) . lIJp [8,4 J extended
l lammi l1l.l t:~<)de ('14 <) d , IJ. 'n), UV·) t: 9 ,4:1 cudc·.' w 1t.h d qenerat.or mat.r ix

cont.ar ni nq all J our tuu lea of weü.jhls 1, J and 4 as i t.s columns ClJf,

d i u , '3) and Lb:; dUid cod!'; (/,14 d .n , ':';),

the rate!:; of some n-opU inal code pe irs .

Lhc~ r:ate pl:ürs of Tah l e 2 can be found,

Ficl,l. The rat.e BUln~; arü h iqlrer than those obtained in [4:1.

Table 1 qiveH ij list of

\Isinq tIJE:! same t.echruques ,

Them~ are all plotted .in

3. INFINITE FAMILIE:3 Of (Jf) CODE PAIRS FOR THE SS-MAC.

Example: Cone i.der the r 2,1.1 convol ut.i.ona l code wi UI qeneret.cr-
.) ')

matrix [X/+l )('''+X+lJ. Finite versions of t.h is code are t.he Li near

1.:?I, il code:'; (ralC-j 0.5) wi.th cfeneratot' met.ri ces

G(1)::::l111, (;(2):.::11101] . 1'111011!
.001L, G(J):::. 001101

.000011. r

GCi-l)
G(i)=:: 11

01
000, . ,0011

OD

Becausf.) of Uw I:Ut;unüve de ti nit.ion , it 'is easy to count the
number (If maxirnel rank Bets of coIumns of G( i): denote t.h i s number
by N(i.). To wdl~e down i:l l'ecur_'~Jion ndöLion for NCi), we need the
f oJ JOWl. nq defi n:i ti ons :

N'J(i) ::. t.he number of ~'.(>tsof coIumna of r;Ci) qener et.inq an Ci·-1)-

dirnens.i OTkt I ~\pé:lCP not. cont.e ininq Pi'

N1'1(l):c: i dem , not; cont.a in ino (' or
L ' '- j ."1 .

N11(i)::: idem, not; I;olltai.ninq H. bul'. cont.a Ln inq e. 1
] 1-.

N.12(.i·)::: irlem , not cont.ai ninq "i-: but. cont.e in.inq 8 .•
1" . I

not containing' e +P-i -j-1'

or eiH\_l'

'l'ab Le J: r<dLe pa irs of SOIll~~ IJl) convo lut ional codus l'en- t.he B::_;·..·MAC.
==~~~====:=====~~=================================================
qenet'atot' mat.rix .n~cursi()n pol ynom ia l

G 1 Cl 1 1 Ol X2-76X+9% O,JJ33333 0.9811161 1.31444940 1+X l+X X '1+X,
[~ (I 1 '1 iJ X2-34X+156 0.4000000 0.9669075 1.3669075l+X l+X 0
[1+X? 2 X4-6XJ+6X2+14X-'18 O,SOOOOOO 0.%08457 1.4508457l+X+X ]
(X+:l n

x!ll
4 3 2 0.(,(,66667 0.8132192 1.4798859. X X+l X -ex +12X"+14X-18

.. _ ..~..._-- ._. '--.-.-_. ---_ .. ..- ---_ ....._. -._---,_.- - .__ ..-- ._---_ .. -_ .._.__ ...... _ ..__ .._---
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N/ i) ;:: t!H0 number' of. sP.ts of col umns of GCi) o.:reneraU.nq an (j-2)-

d imans ionaI space ne i t.her cont.ai runq 8., e .. 1 nor e.+e. t '
1 1- 1. 1-.

Recl.Iu,l.on ('f.datiom; boLween tht-)se number's ere :

N(i)=3N(i-l)+N,Ci-l); N,(i)=N(i-l)+Nl0(j-l)+N,2(i-l)+N7(i-l);
N,O(i):N(i-1)+2N,(i-l)+N,0(i-1J+N12(i-l)+N2Ci-l); N,2(i)=N,1(i-l);
Nl1(j)~N(i-l)+N"Ci-l)+3N12(i-l)+N2(i-l): N2(i)=N,Ci-l)+2N2(i-l),

First observe that Nt 1( j )c~Nl (i) and N·lO(j) ::cN1 ( -j) +t~N12cn , Now

~;ucc~essive1y auhst.it.ut.e j Tl these equat.i ons: N11 C:i ) by N1 ( 'i ) r

t~1I'(j) by NI(i-U, NW(j) by N,(j)+2N,(j-l), N,(;) by N(j+1.)-3NC"j)

and N2(j) by N( j+;~)-4N(j+l )-NCj)+'-JN( j-1), Then one f inds

N(i)=l)N(i-l)-6N(i-2)-14N(_i-)+18NCi-4), The hi.qheat. zero of
43 2X -6X' +6X·+14X-18 is 3,736S1022, So the limitinCj value~f R2 is

"]
~ 10(12 ]. n6~il 022 17,.9_£;0l-1457,and consequent.Iy Rl+R;~"c 1.4508457.

Analoquous erqument.s (jive t.he r at.e pe irs of Table 3. These are

l.he li:\r'Lf(C)t- dots of f-'i.C]".l.

4. THE B INARY~)WI TCm NGCHANNELWI TH NOI SE ,

Codes f or' Lhe noisy B~)-MAC must be ahlo to correct some

t.ransmissi on errora,

A code pair (Cl' (2) hl called o-decoda.ble (öttl) if the "dr st.ance"

betwE:!Emchannel out.put.s cominq from different. pair's of codevords is

aL least.. O. This def Lrut.tcn is on l y meani. nqf ul after having f ixed

é1 distance measure on the out.put. symbols {O,l,coL In the noiseless

s rtuatIon all d.iat.ances are tnfin it;e. Two noisy situations are

merrt.i oned here. To he compett hle w it.h the Hamnu.nq d i st.ance (in Cl)

we l.'ec(uin~ that d(O,l)=l,

a . (1(0,1):0:1, (l(O,""):~d(1,,,)::::,,,

In this caB€:! the decoder a Iwava can decode unamhi quous l y t.he

codeword I'rom X"J'
l~

A /)-decodablp code pair (Cl ,(2) has a Cl ui t.h minimum dist.ance

cDö and ét c2 consist.i no of all defect pat.t.erns which

are 'ó'-toierated by Cl (i. e, whi eh preserve a d ist.ance ~ö bE.!t.wpen
codeworda of c:1after their t.ransmisai on) . Then a ()-opt.zin..91 rn,Jel

code C has the maximal number of o-t.olen:tt.ed defect pat.t.erns withi n

the set of all [n,kJ codes,
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IÓ:l<élIllple: Repetition codes an" t;-optillli:ll ln ,1] codes , o-toleratinq

h, (HO,l)·(j(O,"'):--dO,"')=l:

Here all g "erroneous" charme l t.rerwiLi ons are equally 1ike ly .

II Uil: minimum dl::\i.,wC:t' \)[ bot.h Cl and C2 11-1at least 0, and if

mOl.'f1ll1ll:!' C;: consist.a only of o-Lol.m:al:m:l I,ld:ect p"lLl~f)rrm for' Cl"

i".l1f:1l (C} '(:2) i.s o-·decodable, Hen~ also, UH: decoder' wIll Ur:st t.rv

to recover the codeword t.rensmit.t.ed by X2, which 113 possible if al.

IllU;;/', fo-,l lit'. (:tT<)UJ l)O'CI.lI,Ted,

s. CONCl.lI:~ ION.

CO(ld uruque l y decodahl e ,HId (";--deco(l,ü,) e code pen rs for Lhe

B:'j-MI\(; can )11:.' Found by cho. )!:; i IllJ Cl linear and cons Ider trvr t.he

C2 ,:\;1 dt~fect~ paLter-m:; on Cl . Tolnl'ab'ld defectcodewords ()F

patterns dl'f) found usLnq the 'wner:atOl: mat.rix or: the pari.Ly d18Ck

met.ri x «r Cl' Cl is [n,kl-optiUlal, not. when t.he Illinitnll/fi di...qtmu:-e

is mexnua l , but when tilt? mmoer of tole.rated defect p.7tterns is
max ima l . with m in imum d iat.anoe h iqh as posa i.hle

qenera Lly aren"t. opt.ime l in t.he merrt.i oned SenE:\8,)

~)tdrt.itlq with optuneI codas w iLh n,~.l.aUvoly 'low block Lonqt.ha ,

oue can construct. convo l ut ional codes, yielding code pa irs for t.he

nwjL.I~llinq charmoI wH.h rat.hor hiqh rate pa ir.e , Ai: this moment the

h iqheat. rat.e sum fOUTIC~ is 1.4/988.
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STRUNGCONVERSESFORMULTIPLE-ACCESSCHANNELS

B. Verboven·, E.C. van der Meulen

Abstract - III this cotii.r i bution we apply a method for pro-
ving strong converses, .ueed by Aiil ewede [21 and originating
trom Dueck l l l , to two mul.tiple-access channels <HAC's) wi th
se.··eral correlated inputs. Hare speci.fically, we will
consider the hierarchical HAC tPre l ov [SJ) and an extension
of this, including the Sleptan-Wolf-HAC (BWHAU [4J.

I. INTRODUCTION

To characterize the capacity of a channel, one has to prove two

theorems. One is called a post t i ve theorem, and proves sufficient

condit..ions for reliable transmission; the other, the converse

theorem, gives necessary conditions. If the condi tions i~n both

theorems coincide, channel capacity is characterized.

In the 11terature such a characterization is sometimes only

considered to be complete if the converse theorem is a strong

converse. This means that, in contrast to weak converses, the

capaci ty characterization not only holds asymptotically for zero-

error probability, but for any probability of error.

For two-terminal systems, such strong converses have been proved

already some decades ago (e.g. Kemperman [61, Wolfowitz [7]). For

multi-user situations however, relatively few strong converses are

available, since new techniques are required. In 1981, Dueck (1]

was the first to prove a strong converse theorem for the classical

2-input discrete memoryless (d.m.) MAC.

lemma l51 with a new technique, now

He combined the blowing-up

called wringing. Ahlswede

sharpened this technique and provided several versions «(2], [8]).

In the following sections, we will prove strong converses for

d.m.MAC's with S~2 correlated inputs and give a slight extension of

The authors are with the Katholieke Universi tei t Leuven, Department
of Mathematic:,;, Celestij nenlaan 200B, B-3030 Leuven, Belgium.
'" Bart Verboven is a research assistant of the Belgian National
Fund for Scientific Research.
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the wringing-lemma to make it applicable in these situations. In
part i cular- this yields the strong converse for the S\VMAC, aresult
already stated by Dueck in [IJ, but not explicitly proved by him.

II. THE MAC WITH A CERTAIN SOURCE HIERARCHY

In l3) ~relov derived the capacity of the d.m.MAC with Sinputs
and a certain source hierarchy CHMAC), and showed that this
capacity doesn't change when feedback from the channel output is
provided to the encoders. The channel is described in Fig.l.

w,,
W2
wa

.
ws .f

dis: rete

i'I A C
toiemoryless

f . .
p.YIX)"" ,\;1

yEY

I encoder S ~,--_x~i E_l...;.i_---'

Fig,l, MAC wi t.h a spec ia! source hierarchy,

The capacity region is given by the union of all sets of rates

Rl+R2+ .. +RS ~ I (Xl,X2,· .. ,XS j Y) , Ri~O}.

Here the union is taken over all probability distributions (PD's)
of the type p(x1,··· ,xs,y)=pCx1,.·. 'XS)p<ylx1, ... ,xS)' Since it can
be readily established that this region is convex, no further
convexification is needed. \Ve will now provide a strong converse
for this region, copying the method of [2].

N S N S-l NISLet {<xl(w ),x2 (w ),...,xs(w );D(w »:
k=O, ...,S-1 and Hw.~M. , HHS}

1 1

be a code of blocklength N with all codewords distinct and mutually
disjoint decoding sets. Also suppose that the
probability of error ~E[O,l[. Denote by A the
probability of incorrect decoding is less than

code has an average
Sset of all w whose

\ __1+u~. Then, it is
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-!:Eeasily shown that lAl ~ ~ M1M2··· MS' where ~-l+Jl' Also denote by
A(wS-k) the set of all (w1,...,wk) whose concatenation with wS-k

belongs to A. Since the union of all these (disjoint) sets is A,

we can now upperbound lAl as follows:
(2) IAI ~ 1;1 + L: IA(wS-k) I.
The sum in (2) is over all wS-ksuch that IA(wS-k)l~ ~lM2" .Mk, and
will be abbreviated by T. Hence, (1 - ~)IAI 'T. Using this bound

IA(wS-k) I loglA(wS-k) I
S-kwhere the last sum is now taken over all w .

(3 )

We recall the strong converse for a non-stationary one-way chan-
nel, as stated in [2].

Lemma: Let a discrete non-stationary memoryless one-way channel be
00characterized by the transmission probabilities {Pt(ylx)}t=l'

NThen, for any code {(u (w),D(w»; l'w'M) of blocklength Nand
with maximal probability of error at most ÀE[O,l[, it holds that

10gM 'tL l,N I (XtiYt) + d(À)N12

N __NHere, X is uniformly distributed on the codewords, r is the
channel output, and d(À) a positive constant, independent of N.

For the HMAC, now.define the random vectors X~,X~, ...,~ jointly
Suniform on all S-tuples of codewords as w varies in A (cf. (1».

S-k N S-k N S+1 .Fixing k and w ,and writing x.Cw., ...,wklw ) for x Cw -J)
o J J j'

we can choose a code (restricting ourselves to messages in ACwS-k»
N S- k N S-k . S S-k{(x1Cw1,· ..WkIW ),...,~(wklw )iD(W»; Cw1,..·,wk)EACw )}

of blocklength N and with maximal error À=l;~. The lemma yields:

10gIAcwS-k)1 ~tL l,N I (Xlt,,,,,XktiYtIX~=X~CJ>-j),k+Hj,S) +

+ d CU N12.

Substituting this expression in (3) and noting that
N_ N S-j _ _ 1 S-kPr<Xj-xj(W ),j-k+1, ...S} - IT! IACw )1,

we finally get (also using memorylessness);
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where c(~) is a positive constant. This proves the strong converse,
since dividing by N and letting N-lOO makes achievable rate vectors
satisfy the correct constraints without assuming anything about ~.

Ill. THE MAC WITH A SOURCE HIERARCHY AND ONE :30URCE OUT OF LINE

We now ccus ider the d.m. hierarchical MAC for the situation S=3
and add one extra source to the third encoder. So, now both the
f iret and the third encoder receive private information. This
channel is shown in Fig.2.

discrete
m€!lloryless

N A C
p(ylx1,x2,x3)

yE Y
x. f 1.
I 1

w"v

Fig,2, The hierarchical MAC with one source out of line,

This channel is an extension of the HMAC and reduces to it if the
message Wo is being sent at rate RO=O. If on the other hand mes-
sage w2 is sent at rate R2=O, and the transmission over the channel
is independent of the second input, the configuration of Fig. 2 re-
duces to the SWMAC [4].

As in [9] it is easily shown that all rates which satisfy the
conatrei nts: RO~ I CX3;YIU,XI,X2)

Rl ~ I (Xl;YIU,X2,X3)
RO+RI~ I (XI,X3;YIU,X2>

RO+Rl+R2~ I (XI,X2,X3jYIU)
RO+Rl+R2+R.3~ I (XI,X2,x3;n

for some joint PD of the form
(4) pCu,xI,x2,x3,y)=p(u)pexl,X2Iu)pCX3!u)pCylxl,X2,X3)
are achievable for the MAC of Fig.2. This region indeed reduces to
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the capacity of the HMAC if U equals X3, and to the capacity of the
SWMAC if X2 equals U and p(ylxl,x2,x3)=P(ylxl,x3)'

We will now sketch the proof of a strong converse in this case.
Let (RO,R1,R2,R3) be p-achievable. This means that for all N large
enough, a code {(X~(i,j,k),X~(j,k),X~(k,m);D(i,j,k,m»;

l~i$M l~J'~M l~k~M l~m~M}. l' 2' 3' 0
exists with M~~exp(NR )~M t1 , sE{O,l,2,3}, and average probability

.=> S S

(i,j,k,m) with a probability
N N N Nand (Xl,X2,X3,U ) uniform on

indexed by the quadruples of
N N N Nfollows that I (X1,X2;X31 U )

satisfied, we can now apply

of error not exceeding pE[O,l[. Defining A as the set of messages
. ~of incorrect decodlng of at most 2 '

all (X~(i,j,k),X~(j,k),X~(k,m),uN(k»
A, abbreviating (k,...,k) by uN(k), it
~ ~ ~ lo~lte. Since condition (5) isOl-tl

the following lemma.
N N _N

flrinlfing-le11IlJllj: Suppose for random vectors Xl' X2, X3
variable(RV> V there exists a ~>o such that
(5 ) I (X~ ,X~ ; X~ I V) ~ ~ .

Then there exists for any 6 E ]O,~[
O(k/2~some k, "'7'

some t1,t2, ... ,tk E <1,2,...,N},
and, for any r e{tl' t2,...,tk}, some (xlr'x2r,x3r) E XlxX

2
xX

3
'

such that for all t E {1,2,...,N};

and a random

(6) I (Xlt,X2t;X3tIV,C) ~ 0
and

(7) Pr {C} ç [I\ ',~2' , X
3
' (2~-o) Jk '

where C denotes the event {Xir=xir, rE{t1, ...,tk},i=l,2,3}.

A proof of this lemma can be given following the lines of [2, lemma
3]. This lemma can be interpreted as follows. If the mutual in-
formation between random vectors is bounded (by some ~, conditional
on V), then their components are arbitrarily close to independence
(conditional on V), provided sufficient information (about a limi-
ted number of these components) is available (condition C). The
probabili ty that this conditional information is indeed available
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is not zero and lower bounded by a known constant, Note that as
the conponerrts need to be closer to independence Co decreases) the
amount of conditional information gets larger Ck increases),

By substituting UN for V in the lemma. the RV's Xit• X2t•X3t•Ut
can satisfy the desired conditional independence condition (4) with
any degree of accuracy.

1 -Y.!Choose N)-.-, and o=N , Then there exists an event C for which
rr-

the results of the lemma hold, VI ' -. RV' X"N X",NX*N U*Ne ue!lne new s l' 2' 3' •
N Nagain jointly uniform. but now on the x 's and u 's, indexed by the

elements of the set A· which consists of those Ci.j.k.m) in A whose
corresponding codewords satisfy the cond i tions in C,

Going through the same arguments as in section 2, replacing A and
the RV's there by these new ones. we can prove the following rate
constraints for all sufficiently large N (the technical details can
be found in [101):

cx'" .r: 1 U'"x" x'·') Y.!NRO L - N I + cCJl)N logNt=1, 3t' t t' It' 2t
ex* 'Y*IU'"X'" X*) .Y.!NRl tL 1. N

I + cCjJ)N logNlt' t t' 2t' 3t
NCRO+R1) ~ tL I,N I ~X~t.X;t;Y"IU~.X;t) + c(Jl)N12logN

HCR +R +R ) . L I CX"" X* X* ·1'''IU*)+ c(IlJN¥.!logN- 0 1 2 ~ t= 1, NIt' 2t' 3t' tt/"
N CR +R +R +R ) > L I CX* X* X*, y*) + cCII)N12locrNo 1 2 e ~ t= 1.NIt' 2t' 3t' t/"o

Here c(Jl) is a constant, independent of N.
This almost proves the strong çonverse, since dividing by Nand

letting N-loo,would give the desired rate constraints Cusing the
convexity of the achievable rate region). at least if the RV's
(X;'t,X;t,X;t'U~)satisfied Markov condition (4) exactly, instead of
almost Cas in (6», for any tEU ....nl. However, using Pinsker's
inequality and the uniform continuity of the entropy-function ([21,
[10]), we can replace these RV's by others which have for every t a
joint PD of the type defined by (4). using the conditional PD's of
the RV's in the above constraints, This increases the error-term
to CCJl)N~logN, The strong converse has now been proved.
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IV. FURTHER APPLICATIONS

Using the same method of proof, we can easily establ ish the
capacity region of the extended SWMAC, having S independent channel
inputs, some of which may be correlated by one extra source. Other
variations are also possible.

A tempting, but apparently much harder problem is to characteri-
ze the capacity of and proving a strong converse for a MAC with in-
puts correlated by more than one extra source. A straightforward
application of the wringing-lemma' s now available does not yield
the desired mutual independence of several auxiliary RV' s.
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APPLICATION OF A COMBINED TEST-ERROR CORRECTING
PROCEDURE FOR MEMORIES WITH DEFECTS

* **Han Vinek . Karel Post

We discuss the appLication of a test procedure to improve
the Mean Time To FaiLure for memory systems with hard
errors (defects). The memory is said to be in faiLure if
more errors are detected than can be corrected. The test
procedure combines the idea of additive coding with
simpLe parity checking. The compLexity is proportionaL to
the frequency of parity errors. We extend the test
procedure to incLude soft errors as weLL.We do
caLcuLations on the infLuence of coding on the Mean Time
To FaiLure.

INTRODUCTION
One of the important parts of a computing system is the memory.

There is a tendency in producing large memory systems on one chip.
A high packing density may cause defects in memory cells. We
distinguish between O-defects and I-defects, i.e. between defective
cells that always produce a "0" or a "1", respectively, when being
read. The probability .that a memory cell at time instant i is
defective. given that it was in order at time (i-I), is p, where p
is constant. A memory word consists of k cells.

We analyze a computing system that reads each unit of time a
word from a specific memory location with probability I/N. where N
is the number of words in the memory. Write locations are again
selected at random.

* Department of Electrical Engineering,
**Department of Mathematics and Computing Science

Eindhoven University of Technology,
P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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In the next sections we describe a test procedure, and discuss
the influence on the Mean Time To Failure of the method for the
uncoded and coded situation.

TEST PROCEDURE

The test procedure we analyze assumes that a word is possibly
tested for errors only when it is used (read). Hence, memory words
that are never used are consequently never tested. A message m, of
even length k, is encoded as x = (O,m,P) or by the complementary

word y = (l,m,P). P is the parity of the word x. Hence, the length
is extended to k+2. We initially only use x to store the messages.
Words read from memory are indicated as x' when x is written or y"
when y' is written. The procedure operates as follows:
- read x' from memory; if the parity is correct, go on, else store

the complement, y', to x' into the memory at the same location,
- read y",

if there is only one defect that causes the error then the parity
of y" must be correct, because y' is the complement to x' and thus
the defect must agree with the component of y'. We say that y'
matches the defect, and therefore call our code a "I-defect
matching code".

As a consequence of the precoding x and y" are complementary
and thus the original message can be found back. If after some time
the same location is read from the memory, and no additional
defects have occured, the parity checks and normal operation
proceeds. If however one additional defect occurs it is detected
because the parity of x' fails and processing stops. The memory is
thus in a failure mode when two or more defects occur, thus
tolerating one defect in a word.

The disadvantage is that the processor has to distinguish
between x and y. This costs an operation equivalent to the
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inversion of a word. Whether a word is to be complemented depends
on the first digit of a word. Furthermore, undetected errors may
occur whenever the parity is correct.

As an example suppose that (0,10,1) is stored in memory. If a
defect occurs in the third position, we read x'=(O,ll,I) and the
parity fails. Then we store y'=(1.00,O) and read y"=(I,OI,O) which
gives the correct message Ol, in this case equivalent to 10,
without a parity failure. Hence, if no further defects occur y" is
read as a correct word. If however one additional defect occurs the
parity fails and two defects are detected. These cannot be
corrected by the decoder.

MEAN TIME TO FAILURE

We assume that each unit of time a specific memory location is
selected at random and tested for errors. The system is said to be
in failure if a selected word is found to be in error. Thus. the
Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) can be defined as

MTTF

(I)

where P is the probability that a selected word ati/(i-l.i-2 .....1)
time i is in error given that previously the selected words were in
order.

For finite memories of size N>I. it is difficult to give a
general expression for the MTTF. We therefore give an upper and a
lower bound. The upper bound consists of two terms. The first term
is given by the mean time before there is at least one memory word
in error. As all words are selected with probability I/N. it takes
on the average N units of time before a specific word. that is
assumed to be in error. is selected. Hence. as an upperbound
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MTTF(N)

(2)

where P is the probability that there are no errors in a word of
o

length k. Thus P =(l_p)k. Note that the first term of (2) can alsoo
serve as a lower bound to the MTTF(N).

If we define P. to be the probability that a word is correct at
1

time i. then for a memory with infinitely many words

Pi/(i-l.i-2 •.... 1) = Pi'

and it can be shown tha t

(3)

This can be approximated according to ll.AB] as

MTTF(oo) = ~ (4)

The question arises whether the application of coding can
improve the MTTF. Words of k digits long are extended to k+2 digits
to be able to apply our test strategy. Furthermore we assume that
we always test the word read from memory. irrespectively of the
value of the parity. Clearly. in this case a word read from memory
is in order if it has less than 2 errors. The probability that a
specific word has less than 2 errors at time i is
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P.
1

. (k+2) i i (k+l)
((ql) +(k+2)(I-q )(q ) )

IJ. ai i= q {(a+l)-aq}, (5)

where a = k+2. If we use the same approach that lead to (2), then
the MTTF(N) can be upper bounded by the mean time before there is
at least one word in the memory having 2 or more errors plus the
mean time before we hit a specific word that is in error, thus

(6)

where Pi is given in (5).We can also substitute (5) into (3) to
give MTTF(oo).

As mentioned before, the MTTF(N) is also lower bounded by the
Mean Time before there is at least one word, somewhere in the
memory, in error. In the appendix of [IJ we derive lower bounds for
MTTF(N) and MTTF(oo). The result is that

00

MTTF(N) > }; rr:.
i=O

1 (A5)

1.25~
kYNp

This result is rather surprising. For a I-defect matching code the
gain in the MTTF(N) for small p is proportional to vNo Hence, the
larger the memory, the larger the gain.

For a memory with infinitely many words
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co h
MTIF(ro) }: IT P.

h=O i=O 1

~-5 r(~) !Enq!
-2/3 I> a(a+l - "2 (A5)

1.5~
(kp)2/3

-2/3Hence. in the coded situation the MTIF(ro) increases as p

instead of p-l/2 for the uncoded situation. For large values of N.
the initial behaviour of the real MTTF is according to [I.A5J. For
very small values of p. the behaviour is according to [I.A5J.

In the testprocedure we assumed that a word is tested iff the
parity fails. Therefore. the expected mean time to failure in this
situation is larger than in the situation where we always test for
failures.

In order to be able to handle soft errors. we use an
error-correcting code with:
- division of the codewords into two complementary sets. each with
minimum distance 4.
- all codewords have even weight.
The code can correct one soft error that is detected in x' or y
by using the distance property of the individual code-sets.
The procedure can be found in extension in [IJ. together with a
hardware implementation. The problem with using error correcting
codes in general is that we normally have to use a complex error
trapping circuit [2J. This may lead to an unacceptable delay. It
can be avoided by using the even weight property of all codewords.
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CX>NCLUSION
We give a very simple implementation of a combined test-error

correction procedure for memories with defects. The complexity is
proportional to the fraction of defects. We estimate the MTTF for
the above test method, and compare the results with the uncoQed
situation.The improvement in the MTTF for a 1 defect matching test
strategy is proportional to vN where N is the size of the memory in
terms of the number of words.
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Subband coding of music signals without
loss of quality

R.G. van der Waalt, M. Breeuwer; R.N.J. Veldhuis 2

Abstract

This paper. describes a data reduction system based on properties of the
human auditory system. It employs a 6lterbank to split the music signal into
26 critical frequency bands. The subband signals are coded separately. The
system produces excellent quality of music with as few as 2.5 bits/sample.
Only exceptional music fragments are not coded without audible errors.' For
these fragments adaptive bit allocation is introduced to further suppress
audible quantization errors.

\

1 Introduction

Data reduction of music signals, has recently become interesting. Possible ap-
plications are found in digital transmission and storage. In this paper a coding
system is described that allows representation of high quality digital music with a
reduced amount of information. By exploiting properties of the human auditory
system, the data reduction process was designed to make inaudible coding errors
[1].

2 The human auditory system

Two phenomena are fruitfully exploited in data compression of audio signals:
simultaneous masking and temporal masking. Both deal with the obscuring
(masking) of one sound (target) by another (masker). In the coding system to
be described the goal is to let the quantized audio signal mask the quantization
noise.

2.1 Simultaneous masking

If two signals with sufficient different intensities are simultaneously present, the
louder sound may mask the weaker. The masking level is that difference in level
(in dB) between masker and target, at which masking just occurs.

'University Twente, Department of Electrical Engeneering, P.O.Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede,
The Netherlands

2Philips Research Laborarories, P.O.Box 80.000, 5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands
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Figure 1: LEFT: Masking of critical-bandwidth noise by a sinusoid at 70 dB SPL
as a function of frequency. RIGHT: Critical bandwidth as a function of frequency

Masking strongly depends on the frequency spectrum of both signals. If both
are confined to the so-called critical bandwidth, masking is strongest. In this
case, it is the energy ratio of masker and target that determines whether or not
masking occurs.

Both masking level and critical bandwidth are functions of frequency. Fig-
ure 2.1 (RIGHT, data after [2]) shows the relationship between bandwidth and
center frequency of a critical band. Critical bandwidth is about 100 Hz for cen-
ter frequencies below 500 Hz, and about 1/3 octave above. Figure 2.1 (LEFT,
data after [Ij) depicts the masking of noise within a critical bandwidth by a si-
nusoid centered in this band. It clearly shows that the masking effect is minimal
for middle audio frequencies; the masking level is about 26 dB. Hence, if the
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) in such a band is higher than 26 dB, noise cannot be
heard.

The link to data reduction is the following. It is assumed that quantization
noise is inaudible, if, for every possible critical band, the SNR is larger than the
masking level. This is achieved by using a filter bank that splits the music signal
into bandpass signals of about critical bandwidth. Each bandpass signal is then
quantized with an appropriate accuracy.

2.2 Temporal masking

If two signals with sufficient different intensities are presented shortly after each
other, the louder sound may mask the weaker. This phenomena is called temporal
masking, which has two different forms. Either the masker preceeds the target,
this is called forward (temporal) masking, or it follows the target, which is called
backward (temporal) masking.
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Figure 2: Typical temporal masking characteristic.

Both phenomena apply on wide band as well as on small band masker-target
pairs. Figure 2.2 gives a typical example of temporal masking ( data after [3]).
It shows that the temporal masking effect is equally strong as the simultaneous
masking effect for very short time intervals between masker and target, and that it
vanishes for long intervals. When expressed in dB's, forward masking is reduced
to half of its maximum strength for interval lengths of about 30-40 ms. For
backward masking this interval is typically about 10 ms.

3 Critical-band filterbank

In order to optimally exploit simultaneous masking, a filterbank preprocessing is
needed. This bank is to have a configuration that matches critical bands.

The Quadrature Mirror Filter technique (QMF, see [4]) is adequate for split-
ting a signal in a decimated low pass and high pass component, and merging
them into a nearly perfect reconstruction again. Aliasing distorsion in the re-
construction is exactly cancelled. Thus, the QMF technique provides a two-band
filterbank, which is further referred to as an elementary cell.

The QMF technique leaves freedom to choose the bandpass filters. Johnston
[5] suggested a set of FIR filters of different lengths which were designed to have
minimum out-of-band energy, minimum frequency distorsion and no phase dis-
torsion. The 64-tap filter appeared to be suitable for the critical-band fiJterbank.

The elementary cell is repeatedly used to obtain a critical-band filterbank.
This is depicted in Figure 3. The filterbank consists of 26 bands; its band con-
figuration is in Table 1.

The critical-band filterbank introduces a lineair distorsion of about -65 dB.
The total delay caused by the filters is (28 - 1)63 samples, i. e. about 0.35 s.
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Figure 3: Two-band filterbank and its repeated use to a critical- hand filterbank
(only the splitting filterbank is shown).

4 Coding

Critical-band filtering only serves as a preprocessing; it does not reduce the
amount of information. Actual data reduction is achieved by quantizing the
subband signals. The first paragraph describes a fixed bit allocation over the
subbands, which is sufficient for coding most music fragments. The second para-
graph deals with an adaptive bit allocation to improve the systems coding quality
for exceptional music fragments.

4.1 Fixed bit allocation

Each subband signal is separately coded by Block Companded PCM (BCPCM)
[4J, using a uniform quantizer. It is assumed that the subband signals are real-
izations of a quasi-stationairy stochastic process, with its variance slowly varying
with time. By scaling the signal blockwise to a reference level, quantizer perfor-
mance gain can be obtained. The scaling parameter is represented in 8 bits. It
has to be transmitted together with the quantized samples.

For each band, the blocks consist of a constant number of samples. This seems
to be a good choice, for energy variations of the subband signal will become slower
as bandwidth decreases. Besides, it is assumed that the integration time of the
ear is inversely related to frequency. A blocklength of 32 samples appears to be a
fair compromise between overhead information rate, and the speed of adaptation
to the subband signal.

The number of levels used for each band, depends on the simultaneous mask-
ing level for that band. An initial level allocation was found by using a rule of
thumb for the relationship between number of levels and SNR after quantization.
This allocation is subsequently modified during extensive listening tests. In this
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way a fixed level (or bit) allocation is found, as shown in Table 1. Although
subbande 0-6 allow coarser quantization, this is not exploited. For, due to their
low sampling frequency, these bands contribute little to the total bit rate.

The bit allocation of Table 1 requires a bitrate of approximately 110 Kb/s,
or 2.5 bits/sample. The quality of the coded music is very good; for most pieces
of music no difference can be heard between the original and the coded version.

However, there are some exceptions. For instance, when no other background
sound is present, the sharp onset of the sound of strong beats on a triangle is
not preserved. Furthermore, during the decay of this sound, some quantization
errors can be heared too. By making the bit allocation adaptive to the signal
intensities in each band, coding quality is improved for these exceptions. This is
described in the next section.

4.2 Adaptive bit allocation

The audible errors mentioned in the previous section are suppressed by employing
adaptive bit allocation. Again, as the lowest subbands require little transmission
capacity, they remain coded at a fixed rate. Only the upper 14 bands are involved
in the adaptive bit allocation.

From all 14 subbands about 50 ms. of signal is stored, in a so-called allocation
window (see Figure 4.2). Because of the different sampling frequencies in each
band, the number of buffered blocks is not the same for each band. The buffered
data are coded and transmitted, a new buffer is read and this sequence is repeated.
Instead of quantizing all blocks in a band at the same bitrate, each block is
quantized at a bitrate that depends on the signal intensity in each block in the
allocation window. This is done under the constraint that the total bitrate is not
changed. Two different functions can be distinguished in the coding process. A
function that saves bits by zeroing particular data blocks, and a function that
reallocates the saved bits.

Zeroing is motivated by two arguments. First, datablocks that contain little
or no signal do not have to be transmitted. The second argument is based
on temporal masking. Soft passages in a subband signal that are preceeded
or followed by a strong attack, are masked, and therefore do not have to be
transmitted either.

Whether or not a block is zeroed, is based on its scaling parameter. Because
this parameter is always transmitted, the receiver has knowledge about the zeroed
blocks. To avoid annoying crackling, caused by a sequence of zeroed and not-
zeroed blocks, the zeroed blocks are filled up with white noise of the same loudness
as the original block.

The coding quality of certain blocks is improved by reallocation of the saved
bits. Only blocks with high intensity are selected for finer quantization. This is
done by their scaling parameters. As these are transitted, the receiver is able to
reconstruct the reallocation process. The saved bits are equally distributed over
the selected blocks. In this way, quantization noise in a subband is temporarily
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Figure 4: Illustration of adaptive bit allocation. Each rectangle represents a block
of samples. Notation for blocks is: E (empty), W (weak signal), S (strong signal).
A rrows illustrate the reallocation of bits.

suppressed well below the masking level.
Adaptive bit allocation turns out to improve the coding quality of trouble-

some pieces of music. Strong attacks are better preserved as in case of fixed bit
allocation, and during the decay of complex sounds less errors can be heared.
The amount of improvement depends on the number of bits that can be gained
in each allocation window.

5 Results and discussion

Data reduction of music signals based on the simultaneous masking property of
the human auditory system produces high quality music with as few information
as 2.5 bits/sample. Some exceptional pieces ofmusic pose difficulties to the coding
system. Adaptive bit allocation further improves the coding quality, without
increasing the bitrate. However, not all coding errors are reduced. There are two
possible explanations that will be investigated in future research.

The first explanation is that the quantization noise in the higher subbands is
not uncorrelated with the quantized subband signal. Intermodulation products
caused by quantization are expected to be easier to observe than uncorrelated
noise of the sarne intensity. Hence, a fixed bit allocation based on data as pre-
sented in Figure 2.1 is no longer sufficient for high quality. Bitrate needs to be
increased for a better quality, or quantization should be such that quantization
errors have less correlation.

The second explanation is that the auditory system focusses attention to a
loud signal component, by "placing a critical band around it". If this component
lies close to the upper edge of a subband of the filterbank, the quantization noise
will not be fully covered by the (ear's) critical band, and may be detected within
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a neighbouring critical band. This problem can be dealt with by using a finer
band configuration for the filter bank.
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P........band frequentie. Sand
Number Lower Upper Width Level. Rate

1Hz) IHzl 1Hz) ISits/.ample)

0 0 86 86 25 4.64
1 86 172 86 25 4.64
2 172 258 86 25 4.64
3 258 344 86 25 4.64
4 344 517 172 25 4.64
5 517 689 172 25 4.64
6 689 861 172 25 4.64
7 861 1034 172 25 4.64
8 1034 1206 172 25 4.64
9 1206 1378 172 25 4.64
10 1378 1550 172 25 4.64
11 1550 1723 172 25 4.64
12 1723 2067 344 25 4.64
13 2067 2412 344 19 4.25
14 2412 2756 344 13 4.71
15 2756 3101 344 9 3.17
16 3101 3445 344 7 2.81
17 3445 4134 689 7 2.81
18 4134 4823 689 7 2.81
19 4823 5513 689 7 2.81
20 5513 !3891 1378 7 2.81
21 6891 8269 1378 5 2.32
22 8269 11025 2756 3 1.58
23 11025 13781 2756 3 1.58
24 13781 16538 2756 3 1.58
25 16538 22050 5513 3 1.58

Table I: Subband coder data for all 26 band s.



A CONSTRUCTION METHOD FOR CODES
CORRECTING ASYMMETRIC ERRORS

J.H. Weber*, C. de Vroedt**andD.E. Boekee*

A method is given in which a code of length n-m and asym-
metric distance at least t+l is constructed by expurgating
and puncturing a code of length n and Hamming distance at
least 2t+l.

I. INTRODUCTION
We consider coding system with an (ideal) asymmetric binary

channel, also called a Z-channel (see Figure 1).

o o

1 1

Figure 1: Z-channel.

The probability of converting a 1 into a'O ("I-error") is equal to
p (0 < p < 1), while the probability of converting a 0 into a 1
("a-error") can be neglected. We use a binary block code C of length
n (C ~ (GF(2»n = V). The asymmetric distance dA(~,y)between
x (xl,x2,'" ,xn) E V en y = (Yl,Y2,'" 'Yn) E V is defined by

d (x,y)
A -

max {N(~,y), N(y,~)},

where N(~,y) = I{ilx.=o ~ y.=I}I. The asymmetric distance dA(~'Y)
is related to the weIl-knowfi Hamming distance dH(~,y)=N(~,y) +
N(y,~) by

* Delft University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engi-
neering, Information Theory Group, P.O. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft,
The Netherlands
Delft University of Technology, Department of Mathematics and
Informaties, P.O. Box 356, 2600 AJ Delft, The Netherlands
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where w(~) = I {ilxi=l} I, the weight of x. The Hamming distance d of
a code C is defined by

d min{dH(~,y)I~,y E C; x " y}.

The asymmetric distance /). of a code C is defined by

/).= min{dA (~,y) I~,y E C; x " y}.

It has been proved ([8]) that a code of asymmetric distance 6 can
correct 6-1 or fewer I-errors (asymmetric errors).

A survey of construction methods for as~metric error-correct-
ing codes is given in [6]. We mention the "prefix/suffix" con-
structions of Kim and Freiman ([4]), the "group-theoretic" con-
structions of Varshamov ([11]) and Constantin and Rao ([1]), and
finally the "expurgating/puncturing"constructions of Delsarte and
Piret ([2]) and Shiozaki ([9]). In Section II of this paper a gene-
ral "expurgating/puncturing" construction method is given, which
includes the construction method of Shiozaki and some of the con-
structions of Delsarte and Piret as special cases. The method is
illustrated by an example in Section Ill.

Bounds on the size of codes correcting asymmetric errors are
given in [10], [3], [2J, [5], and [12].

II. CONSTRUCTION METHOD
nLet x = (x' ,x") be the (n-m,m) partition of any ~ E (GF(2))

(0 < m < n). Let Cl be a code of length n and Hamming distance at
least 2t+1. Define

for w-O,l, ... ,n-m and ~ E (GF(2))m. We define a code Y of length
n by

y
n-m
U

i=O
T. (a.),
l -l'

where a. E(GF(2))m for i=O,l, ... ,n-m, such that
-l

110 ~ j s n-m-l.

The code C2 of length n-m is now formed by taking all the code-
words of Y and then deleting the last m coordinates of each code-
word. If £, ~ E C2 (g f ~), then
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~
~ 2t+l - !w(g) - w(!:!.)!+ !w(g) - w(!:!.)!

= 2t+l.

Hence the asymmetric distance of C2 is at least t+l. Note that for
m=l this construction method is identical to the construction method
of Shiozaki ([9]).

Next we would like to know how to choose the ~i in the construc-
tion method to obtain the largest code C2 from a given code Cl.
For m=l this problem is solved by choosing ~i = 0 if
!Ti(O)! ~ !Ti(l)! and ~i = 1 if !Ti(O)! < !Ti(l)!. To solve the
problem for m > 1 we state an algorithm which is quite similar to
Viterbi's decoding algorithm for convolutional codes ([7,Ch.9J).
1) Initially set MO(~) := !TO(~)! ¥~ E (GF(2»m = S,

BO(~) := ~ ¥s E S, and j := 1.

2) For each ~ E S, find atE S such that
a) dH(~,.!J ~ 1,

b) Mj-l(!) = max {Mj-l(~) I~ E S; dH(~'~} ~ I}.

Then set Mj(~) := Mj-l(!) + !Tj(~)1 and Bj(~) := Bj-l(!) * 5

(concatenation).
3) If j=n-m, go to 4). Otherwise set j .= j+l and go to 2).
4) Find an fES such that

The size of the largest code C2 from Cl is Mn-m(f). This maximum
can be obtained in the following way. Let ~O be equal to the
first m coordinates of Bn-m(f), let ~l be equal to the next m
coordinates of Bn-m(f), etc ..It can easily be checked that

r r r , EXJ.l..MPLE
Let G be the famous Golay code of length 23, size 4096, and

Hamming distance 7. Applying the construction methpd of Section
11 (Cl=G, m=2), we obtain a code C2 of length 21 and asymmetric
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TABLE I

Construction of a code C2 of length 21, size 1628, and asymmetric
distance 4.

Cl: Golay code G (n 23, IGI 4096, d 7 )

m = 2

i IT. (00) I IT. (10) I !T.(Ol)! IT. (11) I a. ! T. (a. ) !
1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1

0 1 0 0 0 00 1
1 0 0 0 0 Ol 0
2 0 0 0 0 11 0
3 0 0 0 0 11 0
4 0 0 0 0 11 0
5 0 0 0 21 11 21
6 0 56 56 56 Ol 56
7 120 120 120 0 Ol 120
8 210 0 0 0 11 0
9 0 0 0 280 11 280

10 0 336 336 336 10 336
11 336 336 336 0 00 336
12 280 0 0 0 00 280
13 0 0 0 210 10 0
14 0 120 120 120 10 120
15 56 56 56 0 00 56
16 21 0 0 0 00 21
17 0 0 0 0 Ol 0
18 0 0 0 0 11 0
19 0 0 0 0 11 0
20 0 0 0 0 11 0
21 0 0 0 1 11 1

+
1628
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distance 4 containing 1628 codewords (see Table I). The code C2 can
correct 3 or fewer asymmetric errors. The size of the largest code
of length 21 correcting 3 or fewer symmetric errors (d=7) is only
1024.
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SUB-BAND CODING OF I~mGES USING A VECTOR EQUIVALENT OF DPCM

P.H. Westerink*, J. Biemond* and D.E. Boekee*

This paper presents a form of sub-band coding of images in
which the advantages of both DPCM and vector quantization
are combined in a single sub-band coder. A 16 band decom-
position of the image frequency band is employed using a
tree structure of two-dimensional separable quadrature mirror
filters and decimators. The 16 parallel sub-bands created
in this way are regarded as a 16-dimensional vector process
and coded as such using a vector equivalent of DPCM. Here
each vector is predicted as a single quantity and its resi-
dual is coded using vector quantization, this vector quanti-
zer being nested within the vector-DPCM loop. As will be
shown this technique yields a good SNR performance in the
bit rate region between 0.4 and 0.7 bits per pixel.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since its introduction by Crochiere et al [1] in 1976, sub-band

coding (SBC) has become a quite popular technique for medium band-
width source encoding of speech. The basic idea of sub-band coding
is to split up the frequency band of the signal and then to code
each sub-band separately using a coder and bit rate closely matched
to the statistics of that particular band. Often PCM or DPCM coders
are used to encode the sub-bands [1-3], where the bit rate of each
sub-band coder is determined by a bit allocation procedure that
distributes the coding errors among the sub-bands, the so-called
!lul~!:!~lta.ping [3J.

The extension to multi-dimensional sub-band filtering was made
by Vetterli [4], who considered the problem of splitting a multi-
dimensional signal into sub-bands. The first coding results on SBC
of images were reported by Woods and O'Neil [5,6], who used DPCM
and adaptive DPCM to encode the individual image sub-bands. Promis-
ing results on SBC of images incorporating vector quantization were
presented by Westerink et al [7-9].

In the following Section 2 we will start with briefly summarizing
the two-dimensional filter technique. Next, in Section 3 the new
sub-band coding scheme is presented. Section 4 shows some coding
simulation results and finally in Section 5 the conclusions are
drawn.

* Delft University of Technology, Department of ElectricalEngi-
neering, Information Theory Group, P.O. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft,
the Netherlands
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2. SUB-BAND FILTERING
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In the sub-band coding scheme presented here the image frequency
band is split into 16 equal sized sub-bands. This is done in a tree-
like fashion. In this approach the image is first split into 4 sub-
bands using 2-dimensional separable quadrature mirror filters (QMF),
following Woods [6J. After filtering, the sub-bands are demodulated
to base band by a (2x2) downsampling. For the 16 band system this
process is repeated by further splitting each sub-band into 4 more
sub-bands. The resulting 16 sub-bands are full band at a sampling
rate which is a factor 4 less than the original image in each dimen-
sion.

After encoding, transmission (or storage) and decoding, the image
must be reconstructed from the decoded sub-bands. For that purpose
the sub-bands are upsampled by a factor (2x2) and suitably bandpass
filtered to eliminate the aliased copies of the signal spectrum
which result due to upsampling. Next, the initial four sub-bands are
reconstructed by adding each 4 corresponding upsampled and filtered
sub-bands. Repeating this process on the reconstructed 4 sub-bands
finally yields the reconstructed image. The total 16 band decomposi-
tion, coding/decoding and reconstruction scheme is shown in Figure
1.

CODER

Figure 1. 16 Band decomposition, coding/decoding and reconstruction
scheme.

When FIR filters are used to split off the sub-bands, the down-
sampling in the splitting stage will cause aliasing errors that are
not removed during reconstruction. Both in speech and in images
this effect is found to be unacceptable [3,6J and needs to be avoi-
ded. For that purpose the Quadrature Mirror Filter (QMF) technique
has been introduced in 1-D sub-band filtering by Esteban and Galand
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[10J. Given a 1-D filter pair HO(w) and H1(w) to split off 2 sub-
bands from a 1-D signal, the QMF approach consists of choosing re-
construction filters FO(w) and Fl(w) according to

kFk(00) = 2(-1) Hk(00) , k=O,l. (1)

For perfect reconstruction, however, this definition imposes some
constraints on the choice of Hk(w) which in general cannot be exact-
ly met [3J, but can be approximated very closely with the aid of a
optimization procedure [11J, resulting in a very smalloverall rip-
ple in the reconstruction.

The QMF technique was extended to the general m-O case by Vetter-
li [4J, who also showed that it is possible to consider separable
quadrature mirror filters reducing the filter problem again to one
dimension. Expanding eq. (1) to two dimensions where both the split-
ting filters Hij(wl,w2) and the reconstruction filters Fij(w1,w2)
are taken to be separable, we obtain

o ::; i,j ::;1. (2 )

In our coding simulations we used the filter coefficients of the
1-0 32 tap QMF designated as 320 in [lIJ.

3. THE VECTOR-DPCM CODER
By coding the indivudal sub-bands using OPCM, use is made of the

correlation that exists within each sub-band. The coding scheme as
described in [7-9J, however, makes use of dependencies between the
sub-bands by designing a vector quantizer across the sub-bands. By
combining both DPCM and VQ in a single sub-band coder it is possi-
ble to make use of the advantages of both coding techniques. Fi-
gure 2 shows the proposed sub-band coding scheme, where the scalar
quantizers in the 16 parallel DPCM coders are replaced by a single
vector quantizer. The described sub-band coding system can be viewed
as a vector equivalent of DPCM which we also call predictive vector
quantization (PVQ), being a vector quantizer nested inside a pre-
diction loop. Note that due to the fact that the vector quantizer
is included withing the loop the scheme has the same quantization
error stability as in the scalar case of OPCM. By designing the
sub-band coder this way we now make use of both the dependencies
within each sub-band and the dependencies between the sub-bands.

The codebooks that are used by the vector quantizer are genera-
ted using the LBG-algorithm [12J. The training set that is needed
by this algorithm generally consists of a large number of vectors
that are representative for the vectors that are expected to be
the input of the vector quantizer. However, in the case of predic-
tive vector quantization as described, the input of the vector quan-
tizer depends on previously quantized vectors. Therefore, in order
to generate a codebook one already would need this codebook to ob-
tain a correct training set. In fact, the same problem occurs when
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Figure 2. Sub-band coding scheme

designing the scalar quantizer in a DPCM loop, which is overcome by
making the assumption that the quantization error feedback is small
[3J. Here we make the same assumption and construct the training
set as input into the LBG-algorithm by taking the residual sub-band
values after prediction, where the prediction is based on previous-
ly calculated residual values.

4. CODING SIMULATION RESULTS
Coding simulations were carried out for SBC using the vector-

DPCM coder. We considered monochrome images of size 256x256 with 8
bit gray levels. A training set of 5 different images was used to
generate the codebooks.

Figure 3 shows the coding result for the "lady with hat" image,
which was one of the 5 images that was used for the training set. The
image shown was coded at 0.50 bits per pixel using a codebook that
consisted of 256 codevectors.

In Figure 4 the signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) are shown for SBC
using DPCM (a), SBC using VQ outside the training set (b) and SBC
using PVQ outside (c) and inside (d) the 5 image training set res-
pectively. As can be seen the new technique has a better SNR per-
formance than both other techniques in the bit rate region between
0.4 and 0.7 bits per pixel.
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Figure 3. Coding result for 0.50 bits per pixel.

35.0
a) SBC + DPCM

SNR b) SBC + VQ (out) . d
rem c) SBC + PVQ (out) ,

/
d) SBC + PVQ (in) "/

c

30.0

25.0 +----r---r~~--_,--~r_--r---~--~--_r--_1
0.0 0.5

Dit rate (bits/pixel)
1.0

Figure 4. SNR performance of SBC techniques for the "lady with hat"
image.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have described a new method of sub-band coding

of images where the advantages of DPCM and of VQ are combined in a
single coder. Because this vector equivalent of DPCM operates on
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vectors consisting of samples coming from each sub-band, the depen-
dencies between and within the sub-bands are exploited. In compa-
rison to spatial VQ (or block transform coding) our sub-band coding
method does not show any annoying blocking effects.

Within the bit rate region of 0.4 to 0.7 bits per pixel a good
SNR performance is achieved, both for images inside and outside the
training set. Apart from good objective performance visual evalua-
tion of the results indicates also a good quality ranking.

Of special interest and also subject of current investigation is
the search for better performance measures that are more in agree-
ment with subjective evaluation, such as a frequency weighted dis-
tortion measure based on the transfer functlon of the human visual
system. This kind of measure is also particularly suitable for
noise shaping in sub-band coders.
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FIXED-TO-VARIABLE LENGTH PETRY CODES

*Frans M.]. Willems

We introduce and analyse the variable-to-fixed-length Petry
source coding algorithm and compare it with Schalkwijk's
(1972) 'Pascal-triangle' algOl-ithm.

1. PRELIMINARIES

A binary memoryless information source generates a sequence of
random variables {X} each of which assumes values in then n=l,oo'
finite set ~ := {O,l}, called the source alphabet. These random
variables are independent of each other and identically

entropy the
p := Pr{X =1}n
source (in

(We

= I-Pr{X =O}, n=l,2, ...
n

bits/symbol) is equal
assume throughout this

Then thedistributed. Let
of to h(p) :=

paper that-plog(p)-(l-p)log(l-p).
logarithms have base 2.)

In what follows we will construct a fixed-to-variable length
code for a given binary memoryless source. Such a code maps source
sequences of length N into code sequences of variable length. We
assume that the code alphabet ~ = {O,I} and require that the code
is a prefix code (no code word (code sequence) is the prefix of an
other word). Let L(~) be the length of the code word corresponding
to ~ = (x1,x2' ... ,xN). Then instead of sending the N source symbols
to a receiver we can send the corresponding code word. Since the
code satisfies the prefix condition this receiver can reconstruct
the source sequence. The average number of transmitted symbols can
be considerably less than N if the code is properly chosen. We
define the (compression) rate R of a code as

R .- L INav = [ Pr{X = ~}L(~) JIN. (1)

* Eindhoven University of Technology, Dept. of Electrical
Engineering, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven.
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It can be shown for binary memoryless sources (see Gal lager [1].
section 3.3) that for any prefix code R 2 h(p).

Huffman [2J discovered a procedure for constructing an optimum
prefix code for a given source. This construction minimizes L andav
it turns out that if we form such a code for a binary memoryless
source that the rate R < h(p) + IIN. A major disadvantage of a
Huffman code is that the complete code has to be stored by both the
encoder and the decoder.

Schalkwijk [3J devised a prefix code that is easier to
implement. Only a part of Pascal's triangle must be stored by the
encoder and the decoder now. An additional feature of this code is
that it is universal. It appears that the rate of this code R <
h(p) + (rlog(N+I)l+l)lN. no matter what the entropy h(p) of the
actual (binary memoryless) source is.

In this paper we will develop a code that is. just like a
Huffman code. not universal. However it requires less memory space
than this Huffman code and even less than Schalkwijk's code. In
addition. by giving up the universality we hope to achieve a lower
rate than Schalkwijk. Since our algorithm uses a linear array.
which is constructed just like a Petry-array (see Schalkwijk [4]
and Tjalkens and Willems [5]). we will refer to our code as to a
fixed-ta-variable length (FV) Petry code.

2. THE illDING ARRAY

In order to describe the coding array A we need three
parameters. The first parameter is N. the block length of the
source sequences. the other parameters are va and Vi (positive
integers. stepsizes. Vi > va). Let ~ be the largest positive

-v -vsolution of ~ 0 + ~ 1 = 1. Then

for m = 0.1 .....vi-I. and (2a)

(2b)
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(Here ral stands for the smallest integer not smaller than a).

Observe that for 0 ~ m ~ v1-1, m m~ ~ A[mJ < 2~ . Now for m =
V1,Vl+I, ...,Nv1 we find, by assuming for o ~ t ~ m-I that

~t ~ A[tJ < ~t, that

A[mJ L (~m-vO + ~m-v1)

A[mJ < 2(~m-vO + ~m-v1}

m -vo -V1 m~ (~ + ~ ) = ~ and that (3a)

(3b)

An example of a coding array canbe found in table I below. It
is assumed that N = 4, Vo = 1 and V1 = 3 (~ = 1.4656).

A[OJ=1
A[IJ=2
A[2J=3

A[3J=4
A[4J=6
A[5J=9

A[6J=13
A[7J=19
A[8J=28

A[ 9J=41
A[lOJ=60
A[IIJ=88

A[12J=129

Tab.l. Coding array.

In the next section we will demonstrate how to use our coding
array.

3. THE ALGORITHM

The crucial idea behind our algorithm comes from Elias [6J. He
introduced a relation between sequences ~ and intervals I(~} with
the following properties i} I(x1,· ..,xn}JI(x1,· ..,xn,Q} and
I(xl,·· .,xn)JI(xl,·· .xn,I), ii) I(xl,··· ,xn,Q)nI(xl, ... ,xn,I}~,
iii} iéI(xl, ... ,xn,Q) and jéI(xl, ... ,xn,l} implies that i<j.

In our case an interval is a set of successive integers. The
parameters of an interval are M, the minimum over all these
integers and S, the size of the interval (set). The parerneters of
an interval corresponding to a source sequence ~ = (x1,x2' ...,~)
are formed by the encoder in the following recursive way

i) V:= NV1
M(À) := Q (À is the empty sequence)



ii) for n := 1 to N do
if x = 0- n
then M(x1,··· ,xn) .= M(x1,·· .,xn-1)

V := V - Vo
else M(x1,· ..,xn) := M(x1,··· ,xn-1) + A[V-voJ

V := V - Vi
iii) S(x1,x2'··· ,xN) := A[VJ.
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(4)

In order to demonstrate the encoding process we suppose that Vo
= I, Vi = 3, and N = 4. Encoding is now traversing through a binary
tree (see figure 1) and using the coding array to form the interval
correspondingto the generated source sequence.

(1111)
(1110)
(1101)
(1100)
(1011)
(1010)
(1001)
(1000)
(0111)
(0110)
(0101)
(0100)
(0011)
(0010)
(0001)
(0000)

__n=C3)iC==~V=O,S= l,M=128)

{

6)~1, ~V=2,S= 2,M=125)
~5)ic:JV=2,S= 2,M=122)

9) ~V=4.S= 6.M=116)J I1 __n=C5)iCV=2.S= 2.M=113)
U:(8)~1, ~V=4.S= 6.M=107)

~7)ic==~V=4.S= 6.M=101)
(V=12)1 ~V=6.S=13.M= 88)

__n=(5)ic==~V=2,S= 2.M= 85)

{

8)~L( ~V=4.S= 6.M= 79)
~7)ic==~V=4.S= 6.M= 73)

11) t=:={V=6.S=13.M= 60)
II _rr=C7)ic==~V=4.S= 6.M= 54)
U:(10)il, t=:={V=6.S=13.M= 41)

~9)ic==~V=6.S=13.M= 28)
~V=8.S=28.M= 0)

Fig.1. Coding tree (N = 4, Vo = 1. Vi = 3).

(10000000)
(0111111)
(0111101)
(011101)
(0111001 )
(011011)
(0110011)
(01011)
(0101011)
(010100)
(0100101)
(01000)
(001110)
(001011)
(00100)
(0000)

After the encoder has computed the parameters of l(x1 .....~) it
has to determine the codeword y corresponding to this interval. Let
K := rlog(A[NviJ)l. Then at first sight this codeword can be seen
as the binary expansion of length K of a number c é l(x1 .....~).
Note that now the prefix condition holds because of the properties
of the intervals. However. our objective was to minimize the length
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of the codewords and until now this is not the case. Therefore let

d := rM(x1,...,xN)/2al. Now the encoder searches for the maximum
a a a avalue of a such that (d.2 ,d.2 +1, ...,d.2 +2 -1) é l(x1, ...,~).

The codeword y is now the binary expansion of this number d. The
length of this expansion is K-a (see figure 1). If we concatenate
this codeword (in an arbitrary way) such that its total length
becomes K, then the integer e corresponding to this K-bit sequence
belongs to l(x1, ...,xN). Our code satisfies the prefix condition.

To describe the decoder first assume that it knows where the new
codeword starts. From there it then collects the first K binary
digits (in which y is contained) and forms the corresponding
integer e. With this integer e the source sequence (x1,x2'··· ,xN)
is determined in the following recursive way

i) V:= NVi

M(À) := 0 (À is the empty sequence)
ii) for n := 1 to N do

if e < M(x1,··· ,xn-1) + A[V-va]
then x := 0

n
M(x1, ...,xn) '- M(x1,··· ,xn-1)
V := V - Va

else x' := 1n
M(x1, ...,xn) .- M(x1, ...,xn-1) + A[V-va]
V := V - Vi (5)

Since e é l(x1,x2 .."~) the decoder will, while proceeding as
described above, always find (x1,x2' ...,xN). This is a consequence
of the properties of the intervals. In the next section we will
investigate the performance of our algorithm.

4. THE PERFORMANCE

The length of a codeword depends on K and a as we have seen. Let
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LaJ be defined as the largest integer not larger than a. Then
bounds on a as a function of the interval size S(x1, ...,~) can be
found in the following way.

i) For a = llog(S)j-l we have that rM/2al.2a + 2a-1

< M + 2a+1_l = M + 2l1og(S)j_1 ~ M + S-l.

ii) For a =
2 M + 2~-1 = M + 2l1og(S)j+1_1 > M + S-l.

Hence

Llog(S(x1,...,xN» J-1 ~ a(x1, ... ,~) < Llog(S(x1,··· ,~»J+1. (6)

-v _NNow we defi,neq := ~ 1 and let n1(x) := Y' 1 x . Then- n= n

(7)

Therefore, with d(pllq) := plog(p/q)+(l-p)log«l-p)/(l-q»

NR ~ L~ Pr{X = ~}(K - Llog(S(~»J+1)

< L~ Pr{X = ~}(K - log(S(~»+2)
1 Nv~ L Pr{X = ~}log( N) + K - log(~ 1) + 2~ qn1(1_q) -n1

= N{h(p) + d(pllq)}+ rlog(A[Nv1])1 - log(~Nvl) + 2
< N{h(p) + d(pllq)}+ rlog(2~Nv1) 1 - log(~Nv1) + 2
< N{h(p) + d(pllq)}+ 4. (8)

(Analogeously we can prove that NR > N{h(p) + d(pllq)} - 2.)
From (8) we now obtain that

-2/N < R - h(p) - d(pllq) < 4/N. (9)
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It follows from (9) that if we increase N, the rate will approach
h(p) + d(pllq)·

If we choose Va := r-~log(l-p)l and V1 '- r-~log(p)l then it c~n
be shown that

1im d(pllq) = O.
'1'-+00

(10)

Therefore FV-Petry codes with rates arbitrary close to the entropy
of the source do exist.

5. AN EXAMPLE AND SOME REMARKS

To get an idea about the performance of the fixed-to-variable
Petry codes we designed a code for a source with p = 0.2 (h(p) =
0.7219). If we choose Va
be 0.2035 (d(pllq)

= 1 and V1 = 7 the value of q appears
0.0001). For several values of N

to
the

redundancies of these codes are compared with Schalkwijk codes. The
results are listed in the table below.

~I Schalkwijk
11

FV-PeLry
11

max ,of f se t I=
4 0.3609 0.3221 0.2977
8 0.2453 0.1785 0.1278
12 0.1630 0.1048 0.1048
16 0.1682 0.0697 0.0697
20 0.1357 0.0971 0.0638
24 0.1077 0.0733 0.0452

Tab.2. Redundancies
of FV-Petry codes
compared wi th
Schalkwijk codes.

In the table we see besides the redundancies of the Schalkwijk
code and the FV-Petry code columns one more column. When the

difference between A[Nv1] and 2K is significantly, a reduction of
the FV-Petry code redundancy is possible by "offsetting" the coding
array. The offset parameter ~ is maximized under the condition that

A[Nv1+~] < 2K holds. Then instead of A[O],A[l], ...,A[Nv1]' the
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array A[~J,A[~+lJ, ...,A[~+Nv1J is used. In the leftmost column the
redundancy of these codes can be found for offsetted arrays.

We may conclude from the table that indeed FV-Petry codes have a
lower redundancy than Schalkwijk codes. Other advantages of
FV-Petry codes are the linearity of the coding array in the
blocklength versus the quadratic behaviour of the size of the
Pascal triangle as a function of the blocklength. For sources that
do not have a binary alphabet Schalkwijk's coding scheme is not
practical because of an enormous increase in storage complexity. In
that case FV-Petry codes still can be applied since the coding
array increases linear in the blocklength.

Further improvements of FV-Petry codes can be described. Then it
will become clear that a FV-Petry code can be regarded as an
arithmetic code that is designed specifically fo a given source.
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Code Construction for the Noiseless
Binary Switching Multiple-Access Channel

Peter VANROOSE

Abstract- For-a recently introduced discrete memoryless multiple-access

channel, a counterpart to the well-known Binary Adder Channel, t.he noise-

less coding problem is considerecl. Upper and lower bounds on the number

of codeworels in a uniquely decodable code pair are given, from which the

zero-error capacity region of this clrauuel is derived. This region coincides

with the classica] capacity region of this channel. The proof uses the new

notion of second order distance of a code. For several values of 11 and k,

good code pairs of block length 11. are constructed with the first code being

[n,I.:J-linear. Some of these are found to be optimal. Furthermore some

convolut.ional codes are investigated, yielding ad~litional good rate pairs.
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I. THE BINAHY SWITCHING MULTIPLE-AcCESS CHANNEL

Consider the classical two-access communication situation of Fig. 1,

where two separate senders attempt to communicate to a third user, the

receiver. The channel accepts two binary input st.reams, transmitted at

the same symbol rate and divided into blocks of t.he same length n, assum-

iug bit and block synchronism, and outputs a ternary stream according to

the bitwise deierminisiic transitions depicted in Fig. 2: y = :1'';:1:'" where

division by 0 gives OC'._ 'Ye call this channel the bina.ry switching cha.nnd

(BS-MAC). Note that this model is completely noiseless. YVe will consider

the problem where the decoder has to reconstruct the two messages error-

free. This of course restricts the information rate of the input streams.

The only other detcrrninist ic binary two-input multiple-access channel

(2-MAC) with ternary out.put is the binary adder cluitinel (BAC), where

t.lie channel eperation is iJ = :1', + ,1'2' Noiseless coding for this channel has

been studied by various authors (e.g.[1,2,3]). Surprisingly, both channels

differ in many ways, which will he dear from the sequel.

It.s relationslup to the BAC was the first reason for studying the BS-

lVIAC. Because bot.li cliaunels have the sauie input aud output alplrabets,

t.liere may be communication si tuations in which t.he BS-1'IAC is more

appropriate 1.0use t.han t.lw BAC. Imagine for exaurpl .. a. room with tw»

persons, and one of t.liem (who is blind) is trying to send a nwssagC' to

U,(' other one by making uisiutl (Linarv ) signs. Now t.he mult.iple-ncccss
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situat.ion comes in when a thircl person is also trying to send a message, by

switching on and off the light ill t11(l.1.room. Of course his light on/light o.tf

signals are fully received, but. he has to make sure not to turn off the light,

too loug, because then the blind person's signs are lost. This is precisely

the situation of the US-MAC, where :1'1 stands for the message of the blind

person and :1:2 is the light. signal.

The s-error capacity region for an arbitrary 2-MAC was first obtained

by Ahlswcde [4] and Liao [5]. Their characterization allows to write down

the s-error capacity region of t.he BS-~'IAC in a dosed form ([6,7)):

C = {(R1,R2) lOS: RI < 0.5,0 < R2 < I} U

{(RI,R2) I 0.5::; RI::; I,Ri::; h(R.)), (1)

where It; denotes the iuformation rate per binary symbol of input. stream i,

ami h(·) is the binary entropy function: h( :1:) = -:1' 10g;1:- (1 - :1') logt 1 -

:1'). (All logarithms in this paper will be binary.] This capacity region is

depicted in Fig. 3.

In cout.rast with the binary adder channel, where RI+ R2 s: 1.5, the ca-

pacity region of the binary switching channel touches the total cooperation

line given by RI + R2 = 1.58496, In Section III it will be proven that, this

region is also the ZF.ro-crror cfI,p",city region. which means t.hat the crrorfrr-e

recoust.ruct.iou of t.he decoder is possible even for transmission rates as dose

t.o t.lie boundary of the n,pacity region as clesirr«]. This even holds whr-n
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the first encoder is restrained to use only linear codes (Corollary 3). For

the DAC however the zero-error capacity region is not known yet [3].

In this paper, block coding for the BS-l\·lAC will be investigated. Codes

will he of block length n, i.e, these are subsets of to, I}" =: \';,. The channel

function for n-tuples is given by F,,: l'" x V;, ~ {O,I,CXJ}" : (XI'XZ) >--+

xi ",""xz· Here ""'"""stands for compouentwise quot.ient , as defined in, Fig. 2.

A code pair (Cl, C2) is called 1t.niq-nely decodebie (UD) if F" restricted to

Cl X C2 is one-to-one. This guarantees that the decoder can deteruiine the

t.ruusmit.ted codeworels 'xl and Xz from the received y errorfree. For the

BS-MAC, a more direct formulation can be given as follows:

(Ch C2) is UD ifffor each XI,XI' E Cl with Xl f xr', and for each Xz E C2,

(2)

where" A" del10tes compouentwise product.

As illustrat.ed iu the above example, sender 2 "switches" the connec-

tion between sender 1 and the receiver on and off [G] by sending ones and

ZE-rosrespectively. So a codeword of C2 can be considered as au em.<-u.re

llft.ttern on a codeword of Cl: the received word y equals xj , except. in

those coordinates where X2 is 0; there the receiver reads the symbol CJO.

SO the decoder can always recover the codeword X2 without. any effort.! In

a sense the problem of sending informat.iou from se-nder 1 t.o t.he n:("<-i\"('r

over the BS-l\IAC resembles the coding problem for meiuorie-s witl; dd,:'d.s.

hrcn.lIse a codeword of sender 1 (',111 become COITlII'kd when a ,od"\\'onl
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11. SOME PROPElITIES OF l3LOC" CODES FOR THE l3S-IvIAC

The method for fiucling uniquely decoclable code pairs (Cl, (2) for the

binary switching channel, as described in this paper, is to select first Cl

and then to construct the largest possible C2 element per element. This

contrasts with the binary adder channel, where the elements of C2 cannot

be chosen iudependent of each other when Cl is given. To understand rliis

olcmentwisc construct ion, we need the concept. of tolerated erasure patterns.

Definition 1: An e?;:aS'I£Te locator L is a subset of {1,2, ... .n}, indicating

which coorcliua.tes of a codeword of length 1"1 are erased. An era.$·I/.Te pu.ii.crn.

PL is the iudreator function of Le, being an element of ,.;, with zeros in

the coordinates belonging to L and ones elsewhere. (This defines a canon-

ical isomorphism hetween ,.;, and the subsets of {I ,2,... ,n}.) The era.$'/I.Te

fnnction [i. : Fn -> {O, 1, oo}" erases the coordinates belonging to L

if i rt L
if iEL.

(3)

The next. lemma can be obtained by componentwise evaluation:

This result. formalizes the idea tha.t the decoding problem is essentially

one-dimensional: when X2 = PL is known at. the decoder (which is always

t.lie case), decoding of y -> Xl is the classical erasure decoding of Cl'

Definition 2: A code Cl t.olera.tes the erasure pattern PL if tli« fuuct.iou

lr. r--st.rirted t.o Cl is oue-t o-oue.
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In the sequel, the set, of all erasure patterns tolerateel by C, will be

denoted hy T(Cd.

The following result is immediate:

Lemma 2: For each code Ch the code pair (C" T(Cl)) IS UD for the

BS-MAC. Moreover, C2 = T(CI) is t.he (unique) maximal code for which

(CI,C2) is UD.

By the linenrity of .h, ami using Lemma 1, we obtain

Pr-oposition 1: An erasure pattern PL is tolerateel by a linear code Cl

iff the only codeword ~ of Cl such that ~ A PL = ~ is the zero word.

Suppose Cl is a linear [11., kj code with generator matrix G and parity

check matrix H. Then Theorems 1 and 2 give an easy method to tell from

Gor H what erasure patterns are tolerated by Cl. The notation Ei(A) is

used for t.he i-th column of a matrix A.

Theorem 1: For a. given erasure locator L, Cl tolerates the erasure pat-

tern PL if and only if the set. l\h := {J{,;( G) I i rt L} has [rnaximal )

elimension lc.

Proof: Consider the matrrx G" consisting of the columns of Ah. Be-

cause tlie rauk of C" is lc , its rows are linearly indepcudcut , so the only

coiubina.t.iou of rows giving a word with zeros in cooidinnt.es not lwlonging

to L is the zero combiuatiou. Couversely. if the rank of J1 L is 1I0t muxi uiul.

Uw rows of G- are not liuearlv in.le-peudeut . \'iddillg a ('o(k\\'onl of C, \ {~}
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wit.h zeros in t.lie coor-dinat.es not belonging t.o L.•

Theorem 2: For a given erasure locator L, Cl tolerates the erasure pat-

tern PL if and only if the set NL := {I(i(H) I,; EL} is linearly independent.

The proof is similar t.o the proof of Theorem 1.

Corollary 1: The number of erasure patterns tolerated by a linear code

equals the number of generating column sets of any generator matrix of

t.his code, and also equals the number of linearly independent column sets

of any parity check mat.îix.



Ill. TilE ZEHo-EH.nOIt CAI'AcrrY RE(;ION

In Theorems 3 and 4 lIpper and lower bounds will be given for t.he

number of cocleworde in C2 = T( Cl) for given Cl' Asymptotically these

bounds coincide with the region of Fig. 3, which proves that. the zero-error

capacity region is the sarne as the s-error capacity region of this channel.

Some values of the bounds on RI +R2 resulting from Theorems 3 and 4 are

given in Table 1. In what. follows the symbol "#" is used for set carclmality.

Theorem. 3:
n.-I,-

t.hen #C2 ::; L Cl)·
i=O

Proof: If #CI > 2k-l, Cl cannot tolerate erasure locators of more than

11 - k: elements, because for such a locator #fdl";,)::; 2k-l. (.fdl~,) is the

image of l~, under h·) Consequent.ly C2 ç {~I w(~)::::: q, where '(I'{.) is

the Hamming weight function. _

Corolla.ry 2: For the zero-error capncit.y region, we have

if RI::::: 0.5

if RI::; 0.5.

Proof: This is immediate, using well-known asyiuptotic propert.ies of

the binomial coefficients, St.irlings formula. and t.he fact. t.hat t.he upper

bound of 'I'heorein 3 ill t.erms of R 2 grows wi th 11 for fixed nl' _

The following proposit.ion gi"es a lower bound on #C'l for giyen Cl'

It. us(~s t.lie mei!}"-t dist.rtlru.tirrn. {.-ll) ..... A,,) of C,: A; is t.lw 1l11IIlI",r of
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codeworels of Cl of Hamming weight i, The proof is const.ruct.ive, in that it.

leads to an easy method of const.ructiug T(CI) given Cl. The construction

of good UD code pairs for the BS-MAC will be done in Section IV.

In order to state this proposit.ion, we need the new concept. of s ccond

order di••tance, which we define first. This concept is further discussed in

Appendix A.

Definition 3: The second order distance of a linear code Cl is defined

as

d1( C\) := min {w(x V x')}
~,~/ECJ \(2) l""oo.J rv

'!-.l!'

where "v" denotes the component.wise OR-operation.

Propositioii 2: Given a linear [n, kj code Cl with weight dist ribution

{Ao, AI, ... , A,,}, then

7l-k n-k-J

#T(C1) ~ L (:)- L
i=O i=O

I ~ (i+!')~n-k-i ~ j ,
j=O

with equali ty iff d2( Cl) > n - k.

Th", proof eau be found in Appendix B.

Th.earetn. ,{: There exist. linear [n, kj codes Cl such that C2 = T( C't ) has

c.udiualit.y

#c > ~ "~I (").z -., L- 1

~ i=O

(4)

Th" proof call IJe found in Appendix C.
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Theorem 4 guurantees a rate sum > 1.5 from block length n = 49

onwards when RI is about. 2/3, as can be seen from Table 1. More general,

glvell a certain rate point dose to the boundary of the capaci ty region,

(4) can be used to find the block lengt.h n beyond which there certainly

exist VD code pairs achieving this rate point.

Corolla.ry 3: For the US-MAC, all rnte pairs (R"R,) such tha.t

if RI ~ 0.5

if RI ~ 0.5

eau be achieved with zero error and with Cl linear.

V"e conclude that, by choosing an rn, k) code Cl at. random for large

enough n and then coustructing Cl by taking together all erasure patterus

tolerated by Cl, we eau get as dose to the boundary of the capacity region as

wanted. Especially, for n sufficiently large, t.he senders can transmi t at rates

arbitraiily dose to the total cooperation point (RI,Rl) = (2/3,h(2/3)) =

(2/3, log 3 - 2/3). Thus, alt.hough the two senders cannot cooperate at. all,

in this case the transmission takes place almost as if both senders use a

single encoder!

12



IV. OPTIMAL LINI::AR. CODI::S

VVenow turn to the explicit. code construction for given block lcngtli n

anti given dinrension k of Cl' Here the natural idea of opiinuilitu arises: an

optimal UD code pair cannot. he improved upon by codes of the same block

length and the same rate R.«. Several examples of optimal code pairs will he

given. Finding optimal code pairs is a difficult problem, comparable with

the problem in classical coding theory of finding best linear [11, k] codes for

given 11 anti kin tenus,of the ruiuimum distance [8, p.523]. Uufortuuarely,

solving one of these problems for certain nand k does not seem t.o help

solving t.he other one.

Definition 4: For given 11 and k, a linear rn, kj code Cl is said t.o be

optimal (for the DS-1·'lAC) if it. has the maximal number of tolerated erasure

patterns within the set of all (linear) rn, k] codes.

Theorem 5: Neither a genera.tor matrix G nor a parity check matrix H

of an optimal linear rn, k] code call contain zero columns.

Proof: Suppose G contains a zero column. Now replace this column

hy an (urbitrnrj-) other k-t.uple, producing the matrix G". Column sets of

rank l: ill C; rcmaiu of maximal rank in C;-, while at least one column !:wt.

in G of rauk l: - 1 becomes of ra uk l: iu G". For H tlie proof is sirnilar .•

Led by our invest.igat.ious wt> would like t.o formulate t lu- following C011-

jr-ct.ur« about. t.he iuatrices G "lid H of an opt inial [11. i,-J code. \VI.' liav« uot



been able to prove this coujecture. except in some special cases.

Coujecture: For the generator niatrix G ami the parity check matrix H

of an optimal [n, kj code, the nutximol number of equal columns in G or H

is (J.tmost one more than its minimol number of equal columns. Moreover,

adding all possible nonzero columns to G (or H) gives again a. generator

matrix (or a pari ty check matrix) of an optimal code.

Definition 5: A UD code pair (C), C2) for the BS-MAC is called n.-

opt.im.al if Cl is an optimal [11.. kj code and C2 = T( Cl ).

Table II lists severul n-opt.illlal UD code pairs up to block lengt.h 11. = 16.

Some good rate points from this table are e.g. (R), R2) = (0.61538,0.83366).

which is obtained from a [13,8] code, ami (R),R2) = (0.71429,0.71765),

obtained from a [14,10] shortened Hamming code. \Ve even found a rate

sum of 1.45665 using the [16,11] second order Reed-Muller code, which is

not necessarily optimal. Three infinite n-opt imal families are given in the

following examples:

Example 1: Repetition codes are optimal [n,I) codes and even weight

codes (f.hcir duals) are optimal [n,n - 1] codes, because they achieve the

bound of Theorem 3. by t.oleiat.ing n + 1 and 2" - 1 erasure patterns.

respectively. In f<lct these codes <Ire t'lIDS-codes (:':"'(' [8. Ch.11]).

Exo.m.ple 2: The cyclic I". Il - 2) codes with gennat.(»· polynomial 1 +
X + _\2 (for Il divisible I,y 3). "lid t lu-i r shortened versions (for 11 uot
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divisible- by 3), are opt.iinal, tolr-rut.ing Ln2 j3J + rt + 1 erasure J>al.t.",m~ (L,,.J

stands for t.lie largest integer HOt.exceeding :1'). This can be culculated by

Proposi t.ion 2, because d2 = 3 > 2. (For n S G, even d2 = 4.)

The duals of these codes are optiuial [n,2J codes, toleratiug 2" + 2 - (3 +
(n moel3)) . 21"/3J erasure patterns (d2 = 17 > 11. - 2). Only a nonlinear

Cl could conceivably do better for these values of 11 and k, but. this will

probably Hot. be the case, as is argued below.

Example .1: The cycl!c codes wit.h generator polynomial I +X +X'l are

opt.imal [7t,7t - 3J codes. Because d2 = 4 > 3 (for@ 8 even larger), we,
can calculate #T(Ctl to be 1+ ~f(t + l)(llt + 1). •

Although linear Cl 's achieve the boundary of .the capacity region asyrnp-

totically, it. is not dear whether there exist. nonliuear codes tolerut.ing more

erasure patterns than comparable linear codes. We conjecture that this is

not the case: given a code Cl of block length n, there will always be a

linear In, kj code with 2" 2: #CJ, t.olerat.ing at. least as many erasure pat-

terns as Cl does. This may seem unlikely because of the analogue with

classiral coding theory, where it is known that. nouluie-ar codes can have

higher miuiuuun distances. The erasing effect. of the BS-IvIAC is however

an intrinsic linear operat.ion , because t lie erasure of bits from a codeword

is cssent.ially a. projection of 1·:, 011 a linear subspace. For example. I.lw

(12,32,5) Nndk-r code IS, p.7.JoJtolerates only 227S erasure patt.crus. while

a linenr [12.5. 4J cod", tolerates 2885 pat t erus. despite t.he smal k-r va lu« (If
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tlie minimum dist.auce.

On the ot.her hand, C, will never be a lineal" code, because put.t.ing the

zero word ~ in C2 reduces #Cl to 1. Nor will C2 be a translated version of

a linear code (except when #C2 = 1).

Take for example C2 = {11 ... 11,11··· ioj. Then the corresponding max-

imal Cj is {:rl··· ~·n E ~.~,1;1'" = oj, having 2,,-1 elements. But this Cl is

not optimal: when Cl is an even weight. code, also having 2"-1 elements,

#C, can be n + 1 instead of 2 (see Example 1).
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V. CONVOLUTIONAL CODES FOH TilE BS-MAC

As was seen in Section Ill. each ra.te point in the capacity region of the

BS-l'vIAC can be reached asympt.ot.ically using UD block code pairs (Cl,Cl)

with linear Cl. But for block lcugf.hs up to lG only a rate sum 1.4GGG5was

found. (The upper bound of Theorem 3 promises at most 1.49139.) FOl'

large block lengths however, "good" codes for this channel may lie very

complex. An alternative is to use rather simple convolutional codes.

To illustrate this, consider the [2, IJ convolutional code with generator

matrix [X2 + 1 Xl + X + IJ. Finite versions of this code are the linear

[2i, ij codes (of rate 0.5) with generator matrices

[
1l01] [IIIOJI](;( I) = [11], (;(2) = U011 . C(3) = UOll0l ... , C(i) =

000011

G(.- 1) 001
11
Ol

(5)

00 00 11

Because of this recursive definition, it. is easy to count N(-i), the number

of column sets of G(i) of maximal rank. If we had used parity check rnatri-

ces, which could be done equally well, we would have to count the number

of linearly independent column sets. To write down a recursion relation for

N(-i), \Vc need t lie following auxiliary vaiial.les:

No (i) := the number of col11n111sets of C( i) of rank i - 1.

containing t·i. but uot t,_I' nor t,+ t,_I'

lVI (i) := idem, cout.aiu ing f i-I. hut. not. f i. nor f i + f,_1 .

lVIIJ(i):= idem, cont.ai uing e , + fi_l' hut nor 'i. 1101' fi_l'

lï



Nl (i) := the number of column sets of G( i) of rank i - 2,

containing neither ei, nor ei-I, nor ei + ei-I.

The vectors {Cl, (':2," . ,ei) form the stanelard basis of V;.

Recursion relations between these numbers a.re:

NU)

NoU)

NI(i) + NJO(i)

3N(i - 1) + Nd.i - 1) + NlO(i - 1);

NIO(i - 1) + Ndi - 1);

(G)
(7)

NU - 1) + 3No(i - 1) + NI(i - 1) + NlU(i - 1)

+Nl(i - 1); and

N2(i) = Nt(i - 1) + NlO(i - 1) + 2N2(i - 1).

(8)

(9)

Now subst.itut.e into these equations successively

Nj(j) + NlUU) by NoU + 1),

No(j) by N(j) - 3N(j - 1), aucl

jV2(.i) by Nt ] + 2) - 4NU + 1) - NU) + 9NU - 1).

Then one finds

N(i) = GN(i - 1) - GN(i - 2) - 14N(i - 3) + 18N(i - 4). (10)

The highest. zero of _rl - 6X:J + G_\2 + 14X - 18 is 3.73651: we thus

a.ugmeuted the number of tolernted erasure pat terns per two bits from 3

to 3.73G5l. Hence the liniit.ing value of Rl is ~ log 3.73G51 = 0.05080. and

cousequeut.lv R, +Hl = l.-1508::; for t.he limi t ing co dl.' pair. The polvuomi»!
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X,' - GX:J + GX1 + 14X - 18 is also the characteristic polynomial of the

trnusformat.ion (6 )._(0).

In general it. will be very difficult. to find a recursion relat.ion for N(i),

because of the number of auxiliary variables that are needed: the higher

the constraint leugth of t.he convolutional code, the larger t.his number of

auxiliary variables.

The easiest situat.iou is when tlie constraint length of an [n, kj convolu-

t.ional code equals le + 1, i.e. when all the rows of the generator matrrx have

degree 0, except the last row which has degree L The corresponcling block

codes have generator matrices

G(i) =
00· ·ou

0 .. ·0
5

0 .. ·0

(11)

(.'(i-1)

00· .. ou

Here l1J is a (k x 11. )-mat.rix and 5 IS a (1 x n)-matrix. III this case one

auxiliary variable suffices, namely Nil (i), t.lie number of column sets of G( i)

of rauk ik - 1 not gent'nüing C;k.

Then N(i) = olN(i 1)
(12)

ami Nl1(i) = ocJN(i - 1) + o·.Nl1(-i -1),

where

a I := the number of column sets of liJ of maximal rank l':

(11 := thc number of column scts of [,;~lof maximal rank /..+ 1:

10



..

0'3 := t.henumber of cohuuu sets of 111 of rank k - 1 not gen"ra.t.illg(:k;

CLI:= the number of column sets of [,~lof rank knot generating q+l.

Cousequently, N(i) = (0'1 + 0'.1)N(i -1) - (0'10'4 - 0'20'3)N(i - 2). aud ,

for the limiting convolutional code,

This number has to he maximized over AI and S for given nand k. "Then

using parity check matrices H(i), a comparable result can be obtained.

Taking AI to he the generator matrix of optimal rn, kj codes for some val-

nes of 11 and k and maximizing over S. this gives the rate pairs of Table Ill.

These rate pairs are uot necessarily optimal for the given parameters.

\tv hen the constraint length equals l: + 2, it is possible to calculate t.he

rate pairs of the codes listed in Table IV, using the appropriate auxiliary

variables, as in the example above, Here, AI and S are taken from the

pari t,y check matrix for Cl'

For larger constraint lengths, t.he described method for calculat.ing the

exact rates becomes infeasible, because of the huge number of recursion

relations involved.
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VI. CONCLUSION

The discrete meuioryless binary switching multiple-access chauueI pro-

vides a. nontrivial example of a 2-l'dAC for which the zero-error capac ity

region (assuming block synchronism) is known: in this paper this region has

been proved to be the same as the s-error capacity region of this channel,

for which Ahlswede [4] and Lino [5] first. obtained a simple charactel-izat.ion.

Also, several classes of uniquely decodable code pairs have been COI1-

st.ructcd , both with finite and with infinite block lengt.hs. These codes

show that the boundary of the capacity region can be approached very

quickly, even for rather small values of the block length, which is not the

case for the binary adder channel (cf.[3j). In order to find good code pairs

we needed the concept of erasure pattern, which has been used both for

linear and convolutional codes.

Finally, the new notion of second order distance of a code has been

introduced , which turned out to be useful in formulating Proposition 2.
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ApP8NDIX A. Tur: SECOND OIlDER DISTANCE OF A CODE

The minimum distance of a code C, defined as

d(C):= mill {w(a - b j},
~;.2.EC ,......,,......,

~ll?

is an irupoitant purameter for C. It gives the "worst case" distance between

pairs of codeworels. i.e, the number of coordinates in which they differ. If

C is a linear code, an equivalent (and simpler) definition of d(C} is:

d(C):= min {w(a)}.
~EC\{!!.f ~

Next one may ask for the "worst. case" distance between triples of c,;de-

words. 'Ne <Jp.fiuethis .'econd order distance of a code C as the minimum,

oyer all codeword triples, 'of the number of coordinates in which these code-

words are not all equal:

rl2(C) := (A.I)

Here "V" denotes componentwise OR. Again, for a linear code C this re-

duces to

d1(C):= min {w(a V b j}.
~,~EÇ\f!:!) '"'-',......,

:.~/t

(A.2)

If C is a linea.r ['11., kj code, tlie simplest bound on d( C) is t.lie uppe-r

bound of Singlt.'t.()JJ IS, 1'.33], Ijiy(;'n by d( C) ::; '11-1..+L FUI d·2• a compnru.bl«

bound call be I'rOH'11. t.n,e;dlu:r with il lower bound:
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Proposition. Al: SlIppO~P. C is a. linear rn, kj code. Then

1
jd(C) :S dAC) :S n-k+2 if k > 1;

<ll(C) n if k :S 1.

Proof: For k :S 1, the set in the definition of d2 is empty, and then

the usual convention is to assign the maximal possible value (i.e., 11.) to

ininl O]. (This is the only good choice to preserve several properties, such

as e.g. mi.n( A. Un) = min (min( A), min( n)}.) The lower bound on dl can

be estublished as follows: take two different codeworels ~ ~ E C \ (!V such

that w( ~ V ~) = dA C). Both codeworels have weight::::: d( C), so the weight.

of their sum is :S 2(d2(C) - cI(e», which must be > cI(C). This proves the

lower bou ncl.

The proof of the upper bound proceeds as for the Singleton hound on

tI(C). Cancel the last. dl(e) - 1 coordinates from all codeworels of C.

This punctured code still has dl( e) :::::1, because deleting one coorclinate

lowers dA C) by at. most 1. So at. most one codeword of C \ (!V becomes

£, by this pnnct.nring process (otherwise d2(C) would be a.), cousequently

n - d2( C) + 1 :::::k - l. •

The next proposi tion gi yes a characterization of d2( e) in terins of the

sets F",(~, defined as F",(~) := {~E l~, I w(~) = m and x /\ a = !V.
for III E {O.I, ... ,n} and a E 1;,.

23



Proposition. A2: For a linear code C,

Proof: The codeword of maximal weight.contained in both F",(~ and

Fm(~) is the complement of ~ V~ .•

Corollary Al: Let ~ie ~ie ~ ie ~ Then

if and only if F",(~ nFm(~) = 0.

Hence the second order distance provides extra. inforrnation about a

code, besides it.s minimum distance or its weight distribution. One could

introduce d2 into the notation of a.code, such as "the [7,4,3, 5J Hamming

code". It is also possible to define third) fourth, ... order distances, being

the minimum distance between quadruples. quintuples, ... of codeworels.
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ApPENDIX B. PIloor or PIlOPOSITION 2

As in Appendix A, let. F,,,(~ := {~E l:. I H'(~) =111

for 111. E {O,1, ... ,n} ami ~ E 1';" and define

and xl\a = 0'~ ~ ;:.)

Then

"C2 = l~,\ U r.;
rl1=U

Because Fm n F,,,, = O'for 11/. 1= m'; we have

n

#C2 = 2" - L #F",.
m=O

(B.l)

Now #F", = (::.)if III < ~',a11(1 further #Fm{~ = ("-:::(~),because the 111

ones in a codeword of Fm(~ have to be placed in those coordinates where

a has zeros. Consequcnt ly

#F < " (n-",(~)) = ~ .4 (n-I!)
m._ ~ m L..., I. In '

~ECI \{!!,l I!=l
(B.2)

with equality iff the sets Fm(~ are disjoint. Hence

n-I.- 11

L C;) - L #Fm
i=O lII=/..:

{by (B.l))

11-1..· u "

2 L C') - LA, L (",~!)
Î=û '=1 111=1..-
/I-/..- II-J..- 11

L (';)- LAl L (".~I).
i=O '=1 tII=Il-1

(by (B.2))

(B.3)

:25



ApPENDIX C. PnOOF OF THEOREM 4

First, wc need the following combinatorial result:

Lemma Cl:

m-l i 111

L L (",'~.)("-7+i
)= L (:)(23 -1).

i:;:O j=O s=1

Proof: Let. C :=111 - i and s := C+ j. Theu the left hand side becomes

f f (~)(:=i) = f i:(~)(:=:) = ft (:)(;)= f (:)<23 - 1).•
.(=15='. 5=1 '=1 s=1 (=1 s=1

From Problem 8 in Chapter 9 of [8, p.287], it. follows that the average

weight.distribut.ion {.4.0, A., ... , A,,} of an [n, q code is given by

.4.0 1

A( 2k-n. [(;) - ("-;-k) 1 :s 2k-n . (;) for C > o.

Therefore suppose Cl IS a code with weight. distribution {Ao, A., ... , .4,,}

satisfying

Then, following Proposition 2, t.he corresponding C2 has cardiuality

n-k u-k-l i

#C2 2 L C:) - 2k
-" L L C~,)C:k)

i=O Î=U ';=0
II-~· n-I.-

L C:) _2'-" L U(2' -1)
i=O s=1

(by Lenuna C' 1)

11-"·L (';)(1 - 2k-,,+i + 2'-" )
i=o
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Table I.

Table 11.

Table Ill.

Table IV.

Code const.ruct.ion for the noiseless

binary switching multiple-access channel

Pet.er Vanroose

TA IJLE CAPTIONS

Upper and lower bounds on RI + R2' for given

block length 17., from Theorems 3 and 4.

n-optimal UD code pairs.

UD code pairs when Cl is a convolutional

code of constraint length ho + 1.

UD code pairs when Cl is a. convolutional

code of constraint length le + 2.



Table L Upper and lower bounds on RI + Hl, for given
blork length ?l., [rom Theorems 3 anel 4.

" LOWER UPPER 11 LOWER UPPER
BOUND BOUND BOUND BOUND

1 0.0000000 1.0000000 49 1.5001263 1.5409426
2 0.2924813 1.2924813 50 1.5014312 1.5414312
3 0.6666667 1.3333334 60 1.5134527 1.5467860
4 0.8648579 1.3648579 68 1.5206479 1.5500596
5 1.0000000 1.4000000 70 1.5223012 1.5508727
6 1.0765719 1.4099053 80 1.5289699 1.5539699
7 1.1428571 1.4285715 90 1.5343619 1.5565841
8 1.1923949 1.4423949 100 1.5387412 1.5587412
9 1.2247076 1.4469298 125 1.5467498 1.5627498
10 1.2592457 1.'\1592457 139 1.5501095 1.5644980
11 1.2849479 1.4667660 150 1.5523128 1.5656462
12 1.3027496 1.4694163 175 1.5563779 1.5678064
13 1.3243651 1.4782112 200 1.5594755 1.5694755
14 1.3401405 1.4829976 210 1.5605399 1.5700637
15 1.3520224 1.4853557 250 1.5639646 1.5719646
16 1.3663967 1.4913967 300 1.5670386 1.5737053
19 1.3959576 1.5012207 370 1.5700320 1.5754374
20 1.4037050 1.5037050 400 1.5710144 1.5760144
25 1.4350684 1.5150684 500 1.5734858 1.5774859
29 1.4524885 1.5214540 825 1.5775769 1.5800011
30 1.4560531 1.5227197 1000 1.5787321 1.5807320
35 1.4719581 1.5291009 1293 1.5800017 1.5815485
40 1.4842136 1.5342135 2000 1.5815988 1.5825988



Ta.ble Il. n-opl.illlal UD ende pairs.

n Cl k #C" RI ll, RI +R"-- ...
{Ol 0 2 0.00000 1.00000 1.000001
[o.i ) 1 1 1.00000 0.00000 1.00000

2 EXAMPLE 1 1 3 0.5000() 0.79248 1.29248
3 EXAMPLE 1 1 7 0.33333 0.93579 1.26912

EXAMPLE 1 2 4 0.66667 0.66667 1.33333
4 EXAMPLE 1 1 15 0.25000 0.97672 1.22672

EXAMPLE 2 2 10 0.50000 0.83048 1.33048
EXAMPLE 1 3 5 0.75000 0.58048 1.33048

5 EXAMPLE 1 1 31 0.20000 0.99084 1.19084
EXAMPLE 2 2 24 0.40000 0.91699 1.31699
EXAMPLE 2 3 14 0.60000 0.76147 1.36147
EXAMPLE 1 4 6 0.80000 0.51699 1.31699

6 EXAMPLE 1 1 63 0.16667 0.99621 1.16288
EXAMPLE 2 2 54 0.33333 0.95915 1.29248
SHORTENED HAMMING 3 38 0.50000 0.87465 1.37465
EXAMPLE 2 4 19 0.66667 0.70799 1.37465
EXAMPLE 1 5 7 0.83333 0.46789 1.30123

7 EXAMPLE 1 1 127 0.14286 0.99838 1.14124
EXAMPLE 2 ~ 114 0.28571 0.97613 1.26184
DUAL HAMMING 3 92 0.42857 0.93194 1.36051
EXAMPLE 3 (HAMMING) 4 57 0.57143 0.83327 1.40470
EXAMPLE 2 5 24 0.71429 0.65499 1.36928
EXAMPLE 1 6 8 0.85714 0.42857 1.28571

8 EXAMPLE 1 1 255 0.12500 0.99929 1.12429
EXAMPLE 2 2 238 0.25000 0.98685 1.23685
DUAL EXTENDED HAMMING 3 200 0.37500 0.95548 1.33048
1ST ORDER REED-MULLER 4 149 0.50000 0.90240 1.40240
LENGTHENED HAMMING 5 76 0.62500 0.78099 1.40599
EXAMPLE 2 6 30 0.75000 0.61336 1.36336
EXAMPLE 1 7 9 0.87500 0.39624 1.27124

9 EXAMPLE 1 1 511 0.11111 0.99969 1.11080
EXAMPLE 2 2 490 0.22222 0.99296 1.21518

3 428 0.33333 0.97127 1.30461
EXTENDED I-n.-M 4 338 0.44444 0.93343 1.37788
LENGTHENED I-n.-M 5 214 0.55556 0.86016 1.41572

6 100 0.66667 U.73821 1.40487
EXAMPLE 2 7 37 0.77778 0.57883 1.35661
EXAMPLE 1 8 10 0.8888!J O.36!Jl0 1.25799

10 EXAMPLE 1 I 1023 O.IUUIIO O.!J!.HJl:H;1.U!iû8G
EXAMPLE 2 2 994 0.20000 0.9!J571 1.19571

3 9U4 ().300()0 0.!J8202 1.28202
4 752 U.40()()O 0.!JS546 1.35546
5 552 O.SOOOO ().!JI085 1.41U8éó
6 304 U.6000() O.8247!J 1.4247!J
7 130 U.70000 ().70224 1.40224

EXAMPLE 2 8 44 0.800UO 0.54594 1.34594
EXAMPLE I 9 11 O.!JOOOU 0.345!J4 1.24594



Table 11.lI-opt.illlal UD code pairs. (continued)

11 (.', k #C~ R, fI., R, + /{~
11 EXAMPLE 1 1 2047 0.09091 0.99994 1.09085

EXAMPLE 2 2 201U 0.18182 0.99754 1.17936
3 1884 0.27273 0.98905 1.26178
4 1646 0.36364 0.97134 1.33498
5 1261 0.45455 0.93640 1.39094
6 824 0.54545 0.88059 1.42605
7 428 0.63636 0.79'168 1.43104
8 167 0.72727 0.67125 1.39852

EXAMPLE 2 9 52 0.81818 0.51822 1.33G40
EXAMPLE 1 1U 12 0.9U909 0.32591 1.2350U

12 EXAMPLE 1 1 4095 0.08333 0.99997 1.08330
EXAMPLE 2. 2 4050 U.166G7 0.998G4 1.1G531

3 3864 0.25000 0.99299 1.24299
4 3530 0.33333 0.98212 1.31545
5 2885 0.41667 0.95786 1.37453
7 1244 0.58333 0.85673 1.44006
8 595 0.66667 0.76806 1.43473
9 210 0.75000 U.G4285 1.39285

EXAMPLE 2 10 G1 0.83333 0.49423 1.3275G
EXAMPLE 1 11 13 0.916G7 0.3U837 1.22504

13 EXAMPLE 1 1 8191 U.07692 0.99999 1.U7691
EXAMPLE 2 2 8130 0.15385 0.9991G 1.V_;30U

3 7884 0.23077 0.99575 1.22G52
4 7368 0.30769 0.98824 1.29593
8 1830 0.61538 0.833GG 1.449U5
9 796 0.69231 0.74128 1.43359

10 262 0.76923 0.G1796 1.38719
EXAMPLE 2 11 70 O.84G15 0.47148 1.317G4
EXAMPLE 1 12 14 0.92308 0.29287 1.21595

14 EXAMPLE 1 1 16383 0.07143 0.99999 1.07142
EXAMPLE 2 2 16306 U.1428G 0.99951 1.14237

3 15984 0.21429 0.99745 1.21174
4 15256 0.28b'i1 0.99265 1.27836

SHORTENED HAMMING 10 1058 0.71429 O.717G5 1.43194
EXAMPLE 3 11 323 0.78571 0.59539 1.38110
EXAMPLE 2 12 80 U.85714 O.4515ï 1.30871
EXAMPLE 1 13 15 0.92857 0.2790G 1.207G4

15 EXAMPLE 1 1 32767 U.OGG67 0.99999 1.0GGGG
EXAMPLE 2 2 32674 0.13333 0.99972 1.1330G
EXPURGATED HAMMING 11 1381 0.73333 0.G9543 1.42S77
I-lAMMING 12 384 U.SOOOO 0.57233 1.37233
EXAMPLE 2 13 91 0.8GGG7 U.43385 1.30052
EXAMPLE 1 14 16 0.93333 0.2GGG7 1.20000

1G EXAMPLE 1 1 65535 0.OG250 0.99999 1.06250
EXAMPLE 2 2 65410 0.12500 0.99983 1.12483
LENGTHENED HAMMING 13 454 0.81250 D.SSIGG 1.3G41G
EXAMPLE 2 14 102 0.87500 0.41703 1.29203
EXAMPLE 1 15 17 0.93750 0.25547 1.19297



Table Ill. VD code pairs wtwn C, is a convolutional code of const.raint lengt.h I.: + 1.

GENERATOR MATRIX (EQ.(11»
n A: M S RECURSION POLYNOMIAL R, R." 17, + R
5 1 [11111] [11110] X2-46X+450 0.20000 0.99899 1.1989!

6 2 [110110] [001111] X2-76X+996 0.33333 0.98112101101
1.3144,

5 2 [10111] [11100] X2-34X+156 0.40000 0.96691 1.3669
01101

7 4 HAMMING [1111110] X2-90X+1520 0.57143 0.86803 1.4394

8 5 LENGTHENED [11111110] X2-128X+2704 0.62500 0.83283 1.4578
HAMMING

8 G EXAMPLE 2 [11111111] X2-52X+534 0.75000 0.65559 1.4055



Tahle IV. UD coele pairs when Cl is a. convolutional code of const.raint lengt.h k + 2.

PARITY CHECK MATRIX
It ~, JIJ S RECURSION POLYNOMIAL RI R, RI+R,

2 1 [l1J [~~] X4_GX3+6X2+14X_1S 0.50000 0.950S5 1.450S5

5 2 [10011] [10101 ] X4-31X3+232X2-520X+324 0.60000 0.SS073 1.4S073
01111 01100 ,.

3 1 [111J [110] X4-SX3+12X2+14X-1S 0.66667 0.S1322 1.479S9
101

4 1 [l1l1J [1100] X4-9X3+12X2+20X-1S 0.75000 1.44629
1010 0.69629


